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PREFACE  TO  THE   SECOND   EDITION. 

IT  is  hardly  a  year  since  this  little  book  was  first  published,  yet  a  second 

edition  is  demanded.  This  is  certainly  an  encouraging  fact.  It  indicates 

not  only  that  there  was  need  of  a  good  elementary  text-book  in  Hebrew, 
but  also  that  this  work,  to  some  extent,  supplies  the  need.  Many  teachers 

have  indeed  asserted  that  it  was  just  what  was  wanted. 

In  the  preparation  of  this  edition  I  have  corrected  the  errors,  inevitable 

in  a  first  edition,  which  the  use  of  the  book  in  my  own  classes  has  revealed. 

I  have  also  changed  the  phraseology  in  some  cases  for  the  sake  of  greater 
distinctness  of  statement.  Omissions  from  the  vocabularies  will  be  found 

collected  in  the  addenda. 

The  plan  of  the  book,  as  indicated  in  the  preface  to  the  first  edition,  is 

very  simple.  The  lessons  are  strictly  confined  to  the  elements  of  Hebrew, 

arranged  in  logical  order,  and  illustrated  by  exercises  which,  though  abun- 
dant, contain  only  the  commonest  words  of  the  language.  Almost  all  of 

these  words  are  found  in  the  twenty-fourth  chapter  of  Genesis,  which,  with 
other  similar  selections,  is  appended  to  the  book.  The  notes  and  the  final 

vocabularies  correspond  to  the  selections. 

The  book  should  be  used  as  this  plan  requires.  Each  lesson  should  be 

thoroughly  learned  in  its  order.  The  teacher  may  enlarge  upon  a  lesson  at 

will,  but  his  explanations  should  not  anticipate  succeeding  chapters.  It  is 

not  necessary  that  the  student  should  read  'all  the  exercises ;  the  teacher 
may  select  so  many  as  will,  in  his  judgment,  be  sufficient  to  fix  the  princi- 
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pies  involved.  The  forms  illustrative  of  the  paradigms  should  be  analyzed, 

but  need  not  be  translated.  If  any  one  prefers  the  old  terms,  kal,  niphal, 

etc.,  they  may  be  substituted  for  those  preferred  by  the  author,  but  such 

changes  are  not  recommended.  At  the  end  of  the  lessons  a  rapid  and 

thorough  analysis  of  the  twenty-fourth  chapter  of  Genesis  will  prepare  the 
student  for  his  first  examination.  When  the  course  is  continued,  the 

accents  should  first  be  mastered ;  then  one  of  the  larger  grammars,  with 

special  attention  to  the  syntax,  should  be  read  as  the  student  advances. 

BOSTON,  July,  1885.  H*  Gt  M* 

PREFACE  TO  THE  THIRD   EDITION. 

I  HAVE  again  revised  my  book,  and  made  the  corrections  and  improve- 
ments suggested  by  increased  knowledge  and  experience.  The  most 

important  change  is  in  the  Appendix  to  Part  First,  where  I  have  intro- 
duced the  tables,  originally  published  in  the  Journal  of  Biblical  Literature 

for  December,  1889,  which  I  have  since  that  time  used  in  my  classes 

with  gratifying  success. 
H.  G.  M. 

BOSTON,  July,  1897. 
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ELEMENTS  OF  HEBREW  GRAMMAR. 





HEBREW    LESSONS. 

i. 

THE     ALPHABET. 

THE  Hebrew  alphabet  consists  of  twenty-two  characters :  — 

SIGNS. NAMES. SIGNS. NAMES. 

S 

'iliph 
b lamedh 

n beth £•  n mem 

J 
gimel 

3,  J 

nun 

i dllith 0 samekh 

n he 

17 
iym 

i waw 2-  *1 

pe 

T 
n 

zaym 

heth 

teth 

atf 

P 
sadhe 
koph 

resh 

i 
yodh 

ty 
shin 

3-  T kaph n taw 

1.  The  characters 

alternates. 
,  Q,  |,  |Tj,  J^  are  the  final  forms  of  their  respective 

2.  The  primary  value  of  each  of  the  characters  is  indicated  by  the 

initial  sound  of  its  name,  and  it  is  so  transliterated. 

i.  They  are  all  consonants. 
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2.  Some  of  them  have  sounds  strange  to  the  English  ear. 

^,  the  almost  imperceptible  impulse  without  which  a  vowel  cannot  be 

uttered,  is  best  represented  by  the  smooth  breathing. 

H  is  pronounced  like  the  German  ch. 

JJ,  which  originally  sometimes  approached  J$,  and  sometimes  resembled 

a  forcible  rg,  is  usually  represented  by  the  rough  breathing. 
13  is  an  emphatic  /, 

J£  a  similar  s,  and 

p  a  corresponding  k. 

3.  Several  of  them  have  each  two  values. 

ft  final  is  silent  except  when  it  has  in  its  bosom  a  dot,  mappik* 

*$  with  a  dot  (diacritical  point)  over  the  right  arm  is  sh;  with  it  over 
the  left  one,  s  like  Q.     In  the  latter  case  the  letter  is  called  sin,  and 

represented  by  s. 

2<  j.<  %  3>  &'  fi>  when  a  dot  (daghfesh)  is  inserted  in  them,  are  re- 

spectively £,  £-,  dy  ky  py  //  without  it,  bh  (v),ghy  dh  (th  in  Mis),  kht  ph, 
th  (in  thin).\ 

3.  The  relation  of  the  letters  of  the  alphabet  to  one  another  and  to 

the  organs  of  speech  is  shown  by  the  following  classification :  — 

1.  Gutturals,  &  f|,  f]9  JJ,  H). 

2.  Palatals,  J,  %  3,  p. 
3.  Linguals,  %  JjJ,  7,  J,  fl. 

4.  Dentals,  ],  D,  X,  W- 

5.  Labials,  2,  1,  ft,  a- 

*  Strict  accuracy  requires  that  in  the  absence  of  mappik  or  daghesh,  the  letters  in 
which  they  are  used  be  provided  with  a  horizontal  stroke  above  them  (raphV),  but 
this  sign  is  now  used  only  to  call  attention  to  the  omission  of  the  others. 

f  These  letters  are  always  aspirated  when  immediately  preceded  by  the  slightest 
vocalization,  except  when  they  are  doubled. 



THE    VOWELS. 

4.   The  language  is  written  from  right  to  left. 

Read:-  Exercises. 

*T  t&  is 

H-',  w-w,  k-ph,  m-m,  p-',  t-w,  '-1-ph,  b-y-th,  d-l-th, 
c-y-n,  s-dh-y,  k-w-ph,  z-y-n,  h-y-th,  t-y-th,  y~w-dh, 
r-y~sh,  sh-y-n,  s-y-n,  1-m-dh,  n-w-n,  s-m-kh,  g-y-m-1. 

II. 

THE   VOWELS. 

THE  Hebrews  originally  had  no  signs  to  represent  vowels ;  when, 

therefore,  they  wished  in  certain  cases  to  express  such  sounds, 

they  used  some  'of  the  consonants  for  the  purpose.  The  ambi- 
guity of  these  letters  led  to  the  invention  of  distinct  characters. 

1.  The  consonants  thus  used  were  J$,  ft,  \  \ 

1.  ̂   stood  for  a,  when  this  vowel  (rarely)  needed  a  representative, 

especially  in  the  middle  of  a  word ;  sometimes  also  for  other  vowels. 

2.  ft  stood  for  any  final  vowel  except  /  or  u. 

3.  *]  stood  for  either  u  or  o. 
4.  ̂  stood  for  either  i  or  e. 

2.  In  the  seventh  century  of  our  era  the  Jewish  doctors  of  Tiberias 

are  said  to  have  originated  a  system  of  characters  exactly  distinguishing  the 
vowels  of  their  language  as  it  was  then  pronounced. 
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i .  The  characters,  with  their  names,  are  as  follows  :  — 
SIGNS. SIGNS. 

I 

JL 

NAMES. 

kibbus 

shurlk 

NAMES. 

pathah —  kames 

tX»1 
—  hirek 
-*-  sere 

—  seghol 

2.  The  inventors  of  these  characters  did  not  reject  the  means  previously 

employed,  but,  where  they  found  the  vowels  represented,  combined  their 

inventions  with  the  consonants  so  used,  without  disturbing  the  sacred  text. 

The  following  system  —  finals  with  f^  omitted  —  resulted  :  — 

kames  hatuph 

CLASSES. A I u 

1 
a. 

o 
X en -^~ 

a 

p^t 

-7- 1 

pft 

V 
u 

put 

L
O
N
G
.
 1 

*F" 

a father 

i V?P ^ father 
^U 

i 

p^'que 

1p 

• 

A 

U 

pool 

£ a 

1 
B 

^T
- 

e 

p^t 

~T~ 
6 

pot 

L
O
N
G
.
 i -—  1 e 

th^y 

1(1) 6 

pore 

j 

'_U 
••1Q 

V 

e 
A 

*e 

th^y 

th^re 
10 

A 

O 

p0re 

a.  The  vowels,  except  shurek  and  holem,  are  written  under  the  conso- 
nants after  which  they  are  pronounced. 
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(a)  Shurek  is  always  written  in  the  bosom  of  \ 

(b)  Holem,  when  accompanied  by  \  is  written  over  the  right  side  of  this 

character;    when  not  accompanied  by  \  it  is  placed  over  the  left  side 

of  the  consonant  after  which  it  is  pronounced,  or  over  the  right  side  of  the 

following  letter.     It  thus  happens  that  the  vowel  may  sometimes  coincide 

with  the  diacritical  point  of  ̂   or  \y. 

b.  The  long  vowels  are  of  two  classes  :  — 

(a)  Those  whose  equivalents  have  the  horizontal  stroke  (a,  e,  6)  are 

called  mutable,  because  they  are  liable  to  be  changed  or  even  dropped 

upon  a  change  of  their  relation  to  the  accent. 

(£)  Those  whose  equivalents  have  the  circumflex  (a,  e,  e,  i,  6,  u)  are 

called  immutable,  because  they  are  not  thus  affected. 

c.  When  the  proper  sign  for  a  vowel  is  accompanied  by  the  correspond- 

ing consonant,  it  is  said  to  be  fully,  when  not,  defectively,  written.     The 

mutable  vowels  are  usually  written  defectively,  the  immutable  vowels  fully. 

d.  The  ambiguity  of  the  sign  _  disappears  as  one  becomes  familiar 

with  the  laws  and  forms  of  the  language. 

3.  Sometimes  the  vowels  attached  to  a  word  do  not  belong  to  it,  but 

to  a  word  which  is  to  be  substituted  for  it.  In  such  a  case,  the  word 

actually  found  in  the  text  is  called  kfthtbh  ("written"),  while  that  to 

which  the  vowels  belong,  usually  found  in  the  margin,  is  called  keri 

("read"). 
Exercises. 

Read:  — 

:n?  trronn  ti  trrs 
Write,  with  consonants  alone:  — 

shin,  heth,  nun,  suso,  bethi. 
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m. 
THE   SYLLABLE. 

THE  vowels  unite  with  the  consonants  to  form  syllables,  in 
accordance  with  certain  laws. 

1.  At  the  beginning,  except  in  one  case  hereafter  to  be  explained,  a 

syllable  must  have  a  consonant.  It  may  indeed  begin  with  either  one 

or  two  consonants.  In  the  latter  case,  however,  the  pronunciation  of 

these  consonants  is  assisted  by  the  introduction  of  a  shewd. 
1.  When  the  first  consonant  is  not  a  guttural,  this  has  the  form  __,  called 

simple  shewa,  which  may  be  represented  by  the  indistinct  sound  of  e  in  the 

first  syllable  of  believe. 

2.  When  the  first  consonant  is  a  guttural,  the  sh'wa  takes  the  color  of 
one  of  the  short  vowels,  __,  __,  __,  and  is  called  composite. 

a.  It  then  has  one  of  the  forms  :  — 

  ,  called  hafeph-pathah,  and  pronounced  as  a  very  short  a. 
~L»  * 

  ,  called  hafeph-s'ghdl,  and  pronounced  as  a  very  short  e. "***  *      w 

  ,  called  hafeph-kames,  and  pronounced  as  a  very  short  o. 

b.  Which  of  these  forms  it  will  -  take  depends  upon  various  circum- 
stances ;  yet,  in  general,  it  may  be  said  that   is  by  far  the  most  common 

of  the  hatephs;  while   is  preferred  by  X  \  and   is  oftenest  found  in  the 

place  of  a  lost  vowel  of  the  third  (U)  class  [II.  2,  2]. 

2.  At  the  end,  a  syllable  may  have  either  a  vowel  or  one  or  two  consonants. 

1.  A  syllable  ending  in  a  vowel,  whether  fully  or  defectively  written,  is 

called  a  simple  syllable. 

2.  A  syllable  ending  in  one  or  two  consonants  is  called  a  mixed  syllable. 

Mixed  syllables  are  of  two  kinds,  closed  and  intermediate. 
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a.  A  closed  syllable  is  one  whose  last  consonant  completely  severs  that 

syllable  from  the  one  which  follows.    It  can  end  in  two  consonants  only 
when  it  is  final. 

(a)  The  end  of  a  closed  syllable,  when  it  comes  in  the  middle  of  a  word, 

is  indicated  by  a  simple  shewa,  which,  since  in  this  case  it  has  no  sound,  is 

called  a  silent  shewa.     When  it  comes  at  the  end  of  a  word  it  usually 

requires  no  sign,  but  the  final  ̂   takes  a  silent  shewa;  and  when  a  word 
ends  in  two  consonants,  each  of  them  takes  a  silent  shewa. 

(b)  The  gutturals,  since  they  prefer  a  composite  to  a  simple  shewa, 
seldom  close  a  syllable  in  the  middle  of  a  word. 

(c)  When  for  any  reason  the  consonant  becomes  silent,  it  loses  the 

shewa  belonging  to  it. 
b.  An  intermediate  syllable  is  one  whose  last  consonant,  without  being 

doubled,  belongs  at  the  same  time  to  the  following  syllable.     Intermediate 

syllables  result  — 

(a)  From  the  preference  of  the  gutturals  for  composite  sh'wa  \a,  (£)]• 
(b)  From  the  omission  of  daghesh  forte  [3,  2,  a,  (0)]. 

(c)  From  the  process  of  inflection. 

(d)  From  composition. 

3.  The  same  consonant  may  close  one  syllable  and  begin  another. 

i.  In  such  cases  it  is  written  but  once,  with  a  daghesh  in  its  bosom. 

a.  This  daghesh  is  called  daghesh  forte,  to  distinguish  it  from  the  one 

used  to  mark  the  harder  sounds  of  3,  J,  %  5,  Q,  f\,  which  is  properly 

called  daghesh  lene. 

b.  The  point  in  the  letters  Jj,  J,  %  3,  £,  f\,  may  be  either  daghesh 

forte  or  daghesh  kne ;  hence  it  is  necessary  to  remember  that  a  daghesh 

forte  must  always  be  preceded  by  a  vowel,  while  daghesh  lene  cannot  stand 

even  after  a  vocal  sh'wa. 

c.  Daghesh  forte  in  3,  J,  %  3,  Q,  f\,  doubles  their  hard  sounds. 
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2.  There  are  certain  limitations  upon  the  use  of  daghesh  forte. 

a.  It  is  seldom  found  in  the  gutturals,  including  ft.     The  result  of  its 

omission  upon  a  preceding  short  vowel  varies. 

(a)  Sometimes,  especially  in  the  case  of  ft  and  ft,  the  vowel  remains 

unchanged,  forming  an  intermediate  syllable  [2,  2,  b,  (£)]. 

(£)   Oftener,  especially  in  the  case  of  &  JJ,  ft,  it  is  lengthened,  in  com- 

pensation for  the  loss  of  the  daghesh  :  __  to  _  ,  _  to  _  ,  and  __  to  J 

[4,  i]. 

b.  The  daghesh  is  often  omitted  from  other  letters  when  they  are  fol- 

lowed by  a  vocal  shfiwa  [2,  2,  b,  (3)],  yet  not  from  ̂ ,  J,  ft,  5,  £,  J-|, 
since  their  value  would  thus  be  affected. 

4.   Each  syllable  has  but  one  vowel,  whose  quantity  depends  partly  upon 
the  nature  of  the  syllable  and  partly  upon  the  position  of  the  accent. 

1.  A  simple  syllable,  if  accented,  may  have  either  a  long  or  a  short 

vowel.     If  unaccented,  it  must  have  a  long  vowel. 

2.  A  closed  syllable,  if  accented,  may  have  either  a  long  or  a  short 
vowel.     If  unaccented,  it  must  have  a  short  vowel. 

3.  An  intermediate  syllable  has  a  short  vowel. 

Read:—  Exercises. 

Write:  — 

Dabhar,  debharim,  'adhonim,  barakh,  Yishak,  'amadht, 

nacarah,  dibber,  wayyikkodh,  tesapperu,  hithkattebh,haholekh, Ribhkah. 
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IT. 

NEW    SYLLABLES. 

REGARD  for  the  laws  of  the  preceding  chapter,  and  similar 

considerations,  often  give  rise  to  new  syllables. 

1.  Two  shewas  can  stand  under  successive  consonants  not  only  when 
both  are  silent,  but  when  the  first  is  silent  and  the  second  vocal.  When, 

however,  by  inflection  or  composition,  two  vocal  sh'was  are  brought 
together,  they  cannot  both  remain,  because  a  syllable  would  thus  be  made 

to  begin  with  three  consonants  [III.  1].  To  prevent  this, — 

1.  The  first  shewa  is  replaced  by  a  short  vowel :  — 
a.  If  simple,  when  the  second  also  is  simple,  by   ;  when  the  second 

is  composite,  by  the  short  vowel  of  the  hateph. 

b.  If  composite,  by  its  own  short  vowel. 

2.  The  second  shewa  regularly  remains  vocal,  making  the  new  syllable 
an  intermediate  one,  but  sometimes  becomes  silent,  especially  in  infinitives. 

2.  A  word  may  end  in  two  consonants,  yet  only  when  the  last  of  them 

is  a  mute  ;  and  even  the  combinations  which  would  be  allowable  are  often 

prevented  by  the  introduction  of  a  helping-vowel. 
1.  This  vowel  is  commonly   ,  but  when  either  of  the  consonants  is  a 

guttural,  it  is   ,  and  after  ̂   it  is   . 
2.  It  is  not  accented. 

3.  It  does  not  always  cause  the  removal  of  daghesh  lene  and  the  silent 
shewa. 

3.  A  syllable  can  properly  have  but  one  vowel  [III.  4],  yet,  owing  to 

the  difficulty  of  pronouncing  i,  »,  and  related  sounds  before  the  harder 
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gutturals  f],  ft,  J?»  at  the  end  °f  a  word,  there  is  inserted  a  slight  0,  called 

pdthdh  furtive,  which,  though  written  under,  is  pronounced  before  the  gut- 
tural, but  is  never  accented. 

Read:—  Exercises. 

Write:  — 

The  equivalents  of 

+  b  (in^-)  5  the  equivalents,  after  dropping  the  vowel 

of  the  final  syllable,  of  'L_+'lbJ?C|,  n^+Tfij?!^  Insert 
a  helping  vowel  in 

V. 

THE   TONE. 

1.  The  accent  in  Hebrew  is  usually  on  the  ultima ;  sometimes  on  the 

penultima  [IV.  2,  2]  ;  never  farther  from  the  end  of  a  word. 

2.  The  accent  often  affects  the  quantity  of  the  vowels  of  a  word ;  for, 

though  — 
i.  The  vowel  of  an  accented  syllable  may  be  either  long  or  short 

[HI.  4,  i],- 
a.  The  only  short  vowels  which  often  have  the  accent  are  __  and  ___, 

and  they  never  stand  in  a  simple  final  syllable. 
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b.  The  other  short  vowels  falling  under  the  accent  are  regularly 

lengthened. 

2.  A  long  but  mutable  vowel  (a  pretonic  vowel)  is  often  found  in  a 

simple  syllable  immediately  preceding  the  tone. 

3.  Mutable  vowels  more  remote  from  the  tone  are  reduced  to  sh'was. 

3.  The  position  of  the  tone  is  indicated  by  one  of  a  large  variety  of 

characters  called  accents.  They  serve  not  only  to  mark  the  accented  syl- 

lable, but  to  show  the  grammatical  relations  of  the  words,  and  to  represent 

musical  sounds.  The  most  important  (for  the  present)  of  these  accents 

are  the  following  prose  disjunctives;  — 

1.    ,  silluk,  which  with  J,  sdph-pas&k,  stands  at  the  end  of  every 
verse,  and  answers  to  our  period. 

2.      ,  *athnah,  corresponding  to  a  semicolon,  which  regularly  marks 
the  end  of  the  first  of  the  two  parts  into  which  the  verse  is  divided. 

3.  _?_,  s*ghdltdt  which  in  occasional  instances  takes  the  place  of  zakeph- 
katdn. 

4.  _!_,  zakeph-katdn,  by  which  the  longer  divisions  are  subdivided, 
as  by  a  comma. 

5.  The  remaining  accents  will  be  found  classified  in  the  appendix. 

4.  A  secondary  stress,  marked  by   ,  methegh,  rests  — i 

1.  On  a  simple  syllable  at  least  two  places  from  the  accent. 

2.  On  a  simple  syllable  followed  by  a  pretonic  shewa. 

3.  On  any  syllable,  simple  or  intermediate,  followed  by  a  composite 
sh'wa. 

4.  On  a  long  syllable  retained  before  makkeph. 
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5.  On  any  syllable,  or  part  of  it,  to  which  especial  prominence  is  to  be 

given.* 
5.  The  last  word  of  a  verse,  or  of  one  of  its  longer  divisions,  said  to 

be  in  pause,  is  often  especially  affected  by  the  tone. 

1.  The  accent  sometimes  recedes  to  a  preceding  vowel  or  shewa. 

2.  The  vowel  upon  which  the  pausal  stress  falls  is  often  lengthened, 

while  shewa  makes  room  for  the  vowel  which  it  has  displaced. 

6.  Two  or  more  words  are  sometimes  connected  by  a  strong  hyphen, 

_^_,  called  mdkkeph.    All  but  the  last  then  lose  their  accents,  and  are  often 
shortened. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

tjpj  i      tip  trora  nrn  tsro 
trnre  tap?? 

Write:  — 

Ha'ishshah,  lalun,  ka>ashlr,  kothebhi,  yelekhu,  sho  abhoth, 

l§>fe'khol,  y6c°madh,  shalehah,  me'alathi,  tokhtabh. 

*  The  methegh  is  often  helpful  in  determining  the  quantity  of  vowels  defectively 

written.  A  _  with  methegh,  however,  may  be  either  a  or  o.  It  is  oftenest  a,  but  when 

followed  by  _  it  is  usually  o.  When  followed  by  another  _  its  value  must  be  ascer- 

tained by  other  means. 
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VI. 

THE    PRONOUNS. 

THE  language  has  forms  for  the  personal,  demonstrative,  rela- 
tive, and  interrogative  pronouns. 

1.  The  Personal  Pronouns  are: 

Sing. 

or 

/; 

thou  ; 

c. 

2  F- 

Plur. 

or 

««; 

\ye; 3  M. 3  F.  #n 
2.  The  Demonstrative  Pronouns  are :  — 

i.  Pointing  to  a  near  object,  — 
.Sft£. 

jfl
 

or ;    \they. 

M. "'  \this. 
c. 

2.  Pointing  to  a  remote  object,  the  personal  pronoun  of  the  third  person 
in  its  various  forms. 

*  It  is  evident  that  this  word  was  originally  'a//*,  and  that  the  daghesh  forte  and  the 
silent  sh*wa  are  retained  contrary  to  III.  3,  and  III.  2,  2,  <z,  (a),  to  indicate  its  origin. 
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3.  The  Relative  Pronoun  is  the  indeclinable 

1.  Sometimes  replaced  by  the  prefix  -^j  or  -      > 

2.  Usually  supplemented  by  a  personal  pronoun  representing  the  ante- 
cedent. 

4.  The  Interrogative  Pronouns  are  :  — 

1.  Referring  to  persons,  the  indeclinable  ^,  who? 

2.  Referring  to  things,  the  indeclinable  ftfo,  usually  connected  with  the 

following  word  by  makkeph,  and  variously  pointed. 

a  .  In  close  connection,  — 

(a)  Before  most  consonants  it  takes  _  ;  while  the  ft,  though  usually 

left  standing  in  the  text,  is  assimilated,  giving  rise  to  a  daghesh  forte  in  the 

first  letter  of  the  next  word. 

(£)  Before  gutturals  its  form  is  determined  partly  by  the  strength  of  the 

guttural  and  partly  by  its  vocalization  ;  for  when  an  intermediate  syllable  is 

formed,  as  is  sometimes  the  case  with  ft  and  ft,  _  k  used;  but  when 

this  is  not  done,  ft  is  preceded  by  _  or  _  ,  and  ft  and  JJ  by  _  ,  unless 

a  _  follows  the  guttural  ;  then  all  three  are  preceded  by  _  .  Before  J$ 

and  ft  the  vowel  is  always  _  . 

b.  In  looser  relations  the  pronoun  takes  either  _  or  J_,  according  to 

the  stress  upon  it,  always  having  _  in  pause. 

5.   The  copula  in  Hebrew  is  usually  omitted,  but  its  place  is  often  sup- 

plied by  the  pronoun  of  the  third  person. 

Read:—  Exercises. 

trfyk  r&  JDflx  :nsn  raj  nrtf  t 
tnp  *KH  tnj  t 
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Ye.  She.  They.  These.  Which.  Who  (am)  I?  Thou 

(art)  Ribhkah.  What  (is)  he?  Who  (art)  thou  (M.)?  Who 
is  this  ? 

VOCABULARY. 

,  F.,  Ribhkah  (Rebecca). 

HIPP*  M->  Yahweh  (Jehovah),  prop- 

erly written  H}i7P»  but  always*  as 

here,  pointed  with  the  vowels  of 
which  is  substituted  for  it 

by  the  Jews. 

VII. 

THE  STEMS  AND  VOICES  OF  THE  VERB. 

THE  Hebrew  verb  admits  of  the  distinctions  of  stem,  voice, 

mode,  tense,  person,  number,  and  gender.  The  broadest  of  these 

is  that  of  stem,  which  relates  to  the  species  of  the  action  or  state 

expressed  by  the  verb.  There  are  five  principal  stems  :  *  — 

1.  The  first  stem,  the  simplest  form  of  the  verb,  may  be  represented  by 

the  form  3713*  meaning  he  wrote. 

*  The  use  of  the  term  conjugation  in  the  discussion  of  the  Hebrew  verb  is  to  be  con- 
demned, as  also  the  hitherto  current  names  for  the  stems,  Kal,  NipJial,  etc.  The  names 

primitive,  reflexive,  etc.,  are  much  to  be  preferred.  In  the  following  pages,  for  the  sake 
of  convenience,  the  Roman  numerals  I.,  II.,  etc.,  will  often  be  used  instead  of  these 
names. 
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2.   The  second  stem,  represented  by  3F13J,  which  was  originally  re- 
flexive, is  oftener  a  passive  of  the  first. 

3.  The  third  stem,  represented  by  ̂ p5H»  *s  a  causative  of  the  first. 

It  has  a  proper  passive  of  the  form  SFOH*  wmcn  is  sometimes  reckoned 

another  stem. 

4.   The  fourth  stem,  represented  by  3£)3,  is  properly  an  intensive  or 

frequentative  of  the  first.     It  also  has  a  passive  of  its  own,  of  the  form 

5.   The  fifth  stem,  represented  by  Sffipn,  *s  primarily  a  reflexive  of 

the  fourth,  from  which  it  is  clearly  derived. 

There  are  a  few  other  stems,  but,  since  they  are  rare  or  irregular,  they 

may  best  be  explained  as  they  occur. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

tace  tsnsrn  tarqn  taspj  tare o  ib#$ 

nant^n 
Write:— 

I.,  II.,  and  IV.  P.,  of 

II.,  IV.  A.,  and  III.  A.,  of 

IV.  A.  and  P.,  and  III.  A.,  of 

II.,  III.  P.,  and  V.,  of 

L,  II.,  and  IV.  A.,  of 
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VOCABULARY. 

(drive),  speak;  II.  converse; 

III.  subdue;  IV.  ̂ 3^,  speak. 

The  f)  of  stem  V.  is  in  this  case 

assimilated  to  %  which  is  there- 
fore doubled.  Meaning,  converse, 

write,  inscribe,  prescribe; 

II.,  P.  of  I. ;  IV.  prescribe.  The 
other  stems  are  not  in  use. 

(stand),    rule,    resemble; 

II.  =  I.  3  ;  III.  make  rule,  com- 

pare; IV.  speak  in  parables; 
V.  =  L3. 

,  count;  II.,  p.  of  I. ;  IV.  #//. 

tfA-A;  II.  take  heed;  IV.  «- 

gard;  V.  observe.  The  fl  of  stem 

V.  is  transposed  with  the  first 

radical,  as  in  every  case  when  the 
latter  is  a  sibilant. 

Till. 

THE   MODES,  TENSES,  Etc. 

EACH  of  the  forms  given  as  representatives  of  the  various 

stems  and  voices  is  inflected,  to  denote  mode,  tense,  person, 

number,  and  gender. 

1.  There  are  properly  but  two  modes,  the  indicative  and  the  impera- 
tive ;  besides  which,  however,  there  are  two  verbal  nouns,  an  abstract  and  a 

concrete,  called  respectively  the  infinitive  and  the  participle.    The  subjunc- 
tive is  supplied  by  certain  modifications  of  the  indicative,  which  will  be 

explained  in  a  later  chapter. 

2.  The  indicative  has  two  so-called  tenses,  which,  however,  simply  dis- 

tinguish complete  from  incomplete  action,  referring  only  indirectly  to  time. 

They  are  therefore  best  named  the  perfect  and  the  imperfect. 

3.  There  are  distinct  forms  for  each  of  the  three  persons  in  both  tenses 

of  the  indicative,  but  the  imperative  has  only  the  second  person. 
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4.  Two  numbers  only  are  distinguished  in  inflection,  for  the  dual  has 

disappeared  from  the  verb. 

5.  The  first  person  always  has  the  same  form  in  both  genders,  and  there 

is  a  common  form  in  the  third  person  plural  of  the  perfect ;  but  in  all  other 

cases  the  masculine  and  the  feminine  are  distinguished  in  inflection. 

IX. 

THE   MEANS   OF   INFLECTION. 

THE  verb  is  inflected  partly  by  means  of  changes  in  the 

stem,  and  partly  by  means  of  preformatives  and  afformative$% 

mostly  derived  from  the  personal  pronouns. 

1.  The  stem  will  be  found  to  be  of  one  general  form  in  the  perfect, 

and  of  another  in  the  imperfect,  the  imperative,  and  the  infinitive.    The 

participles  of  the  first  two  stems  follow  the  analogy  of  the  perfect;  the 

others  resemble  the  imperfect. 

2.  The  preformatives  and  afformatives  are  as  follows :  — 

PERFECT. 
Sing. Plur. 

3  M. 

3  F. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. 

IMPERFECT. 

Sing.  Plur. 
1 
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IMPERATIVE. 

Sing.  Plur. 

2    M. 

The  participle  in  the  last  three  stems  takes  the  preformative  £. 

3.  These  preformatives  and  afformatives  variously  affect  the  stem. 

i.  The  preformatives,  — 

a.  When  they  immediately  precede  the  first  radical,  if  the  radical  have 

a  shewa,  take  a  short  vowel,  forming  a  closed  syllable;  thus, 

=  3ft?  \   If  it  have  a  vowel,  they  take  a  sh'wa;  thus,  S£)3  4-  ** 
b.  When  they  are  separated  from  the  root  by  the  characteristic  of  a 

stem,  they  displace  f\  ;  thus,  S'lJ       +  '  =  S%  and 

2.  The  afformatives,  — 

a.  If  they  are  mere  vowels,  occasion  a  new  division  of  syllables  and, 

except  in  III.  A.,  attract  the  tone.  The  preceding  vowel  then  gives  place 

to  a  vocal  sh'wa;  thus,  H_  +  S£3  =  H^ffi,  but  f- 

b.  If  they  are  (or  were)  simple  syllables,  they  produce  neither  of  these 

effects,  but  often  require  a  change  in  the  preceding  vowel. 

(a)  A  _  gives  place  to  _  in  any  of  the  perfects,  as  also  in  the  imperfect 

and  the  imperative  of  II.,  and  usually  in  the  imperfect  and  the  imperative 

of  v.  ;  thus,  ri  +  npis  =  row-  but  nj  +303P  =  njspiap- 
(6)  A  ̂  _  gives  place  to  _  in  the  perfect,  and  to  _  in  the  imperfect  and 

the  imperative  of  III.  ;  thus,  l+a']  -  ',  and 
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c  .  If  they  are  closed  syllables,  they  attract  the  tone,  while  the  vowel 

immediately  preceding  becomes  —  ,  and  one  more  remote,  if  mutable, 

is  replaced  by  a  vocal  shewa  ;  thus,  Qp|  4- 

Exercise. 

Combine  :  — 

tnttp+n 
n+aro+n  tavnin+ri  n+arerin 

tpij+ah?  tv 
tace+o  j 

n+aron+n  t 

*  The  derivation  of  most  of  these  elements  of  inflection  is  pretty  clear.  Thus,  in  the 
perfect,  the  afformatives  of  the  second  sing,  and  plur.  and  the  first  plur.  are  evidently 
pronouns  more  or  less  affected  by  their  connection  with  the  verb.  The  same  pronouns, 
still  farther  abbreviated,  are  discoverable  in  the  corresponding  forms  of  the  imperfect. 

The  pronominal  origin  of  the  preformative  of  the  first  sing,  in  the  imperfect  is  also  appa- 
rent, but  the  afformative  of  the  corresponding  form  in  the  perfect,  though  it  retains  the 

final  vowel  of  the  pronoun  of  the  first  sing.,  has  exchanged  its  3  for  a  fi.  The  afforma- 
tive of  the  third  sing.  fern,  in  the  perfect,  originally  fi_,  retains  only  its  vowel,  lengthened, 

while  the  consonant  constitutes  the  preformative  of  both  the  singular  and  the  plural  in 

the  imperfect.  The  afformative  ^  or  p  may  be  compared  with  D^H,  the  original  form 
of  the  pronoun  of  the  third  plur.  masc.,  while  H3  is  referred  to  the  feminine  form  of 
the  same  pronoun.  The  preformative  of  the  third  sing.  masc.  in  the  imperfect  is  of 

doubtful  origin,  but  the  afformative  ^_  of  the  second  sing.  fern,  in  the  imperfect  is  the 
same  termination  which  is  sometimes  found  attached  to  the  pronoun  of  the  second  sing. 
fern.  Both  the  preformative  and  the  afformative  have  been  referred  to  the  pronoun  of 
the  third  sing.;  the  former  to  the  masculine,  the  latter  to  the  feminine  form  of  it. 
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X. 

THE   FIRST  STEM. 

THE  first  or  primitive  stem  of  the  verb  Sffi  has  the  following 

inflection :  — 

PERFECT. 
Sing. 

2    M. 

2    F. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. 

IMPERFECT. 

I    C. 

135ns 
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IMPERATIVE. 

Sing.  Plur. 

2    M.  !^ri3  2    M. 

2    F. 

INFINITIVE.  PARTICIPLES. 

Absolute.         Construct.  Active.  Passive. 

31TD     3h3.    I     ana     are 
1.   The  internal  changes  not  already  explained  are  partly  euphonic  and 

partly  characteristic. 

1.  The  characteristic  vowel  of  the  perfect  is   .    In  the  imperfect,  the 

imperative,  and  the  infinitive  construct  it  is  replaced  by  J_  [fr.  ___,  V.  2, 

i,  b"\.     In  the  infinitive  absolute  the  characteristic  vowel  is  an  immutable 

•j  [fr.  £\.     In  the  participle  the   of  the  perfect  is  replaced  by   [fr.   , 
V.  2,  i,  q  or  \ 

2.  The  pretonic  vowel   ,  which  is  found  in  the  nude  perfect,  the  infini- 

tive absolute,  and  the  passive  participle,  is  dropped  in  the  imperative  and 

the  infinitive  construct,  but  is  lengthened  and  corrupted  into  an  immutable 

J_  in  the  active  participle. 

3.  The  preformative  vowel  of  the  imperfect,  regularly   ,  is  changed  to 

  in  the  first  com.,  through  the  influence  of  X  [comp.  III.  1,  2,  b~\. 
4.  The  disappearance  of  the  characteristic  vowel  before  the  endings 

*__  and  ̂   in  the  imperative  second  sing.  fern,  and  second  plur.  masc.  gives 

rise  to  an  intermediate  syllable  [IV.  1]. 

2.   Certain  peculiarities  of  this  stem,  or  of  the  Hebrew  verb  in  general, 
deserve  attention. 
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1.  The  passive  participle  is  supposed  to  be  a  relic  of  a  proper  passive 
once  formed  from  this  stem. 

2.  The  infinitives,  as  their  names  imply,  are  differently  used. 

a.  The  infinitive  absolute,  which  is  comparatively  rare,  is  generally  used 

adverbially  in  connection  with  a  finite  verb  :  before  it,  to  denote  intensity  ; 
after  it,  to  denote  continuance. 

b.  The  infinitive  construct  meets  all  the  requirements  of  a  substantive, 

though  it  is  most  frequently  used  like  the  English  infinitive. 

3.  In  translating  isolated  verbs,  the  perfect  may  be  rendered  by  our  past 

indefinite,  and  the  imperfect  by  our  future. 

Read:—  Exercises. 

tDmns  tnana  nawn  tana  tanpK 
trans  npna  pans  tafipj  tans  tnnnpn 

tains  tan  tntfi  tart  tarqn 

n&p  t  w  tarnBO  tmsD 
tnw  nbtp  typist 

The  following  forms  of  anS  5  perfect,  third  plur., 

second  fern,  sing.,  first  sing.,  second  plur.  fern.  ;  imperfect, 

third  sing,  masc.,  sefcond  plur.  fern.,  third  plur.  masc.,  second 
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sing,  fern.,  third  sing.  fern. ;  imperative,  second  sing,  masc., 

second  plur.  masc. ;  infinitive,  abs. ;  participle,  P. 

Thou  (M.)  ruledst.  They  ruled.  Thou  (M.)  wilt  rule. 

They  (M.)  will  rule.  He  counted.  Thou  (M.)  countedst. 

She  watched.  I  watched.  They  (F.)  will  rule.  Count- 

ing. Ye  (M.)  watched.  We  watched.  Count  ye  (M.). 

Watched.  She  will  watch.  Thou  (M.)  wilt  count.  We 

shall  watch.  Ye  (M.)  will  count.  They  (M.)  will  watch. 

Speaking.  I  shall  carefully  count. 

XL 
THE   SECOND    STEM. 

THE  second  or  reflexive  stem  undergoes  the  following  changes 
in  inflection  :  — 

PERFECT. 
Sing. 

Plur. 

3  M. 

3  F. 2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. 

roroj 

2  M. 
2    F. 

I    C. 



Sing. 

0  * 

3  F. 
2  M. 

2  F. 

1  C. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

anan 
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IMPERFECT. 

3      TV** 

M. 

3  F. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. 

Plur. 

ana? 

IMPERATIVE. 

srsn 2    M. 

2    F. 

Absolute. 
INFINITIVE. 

PARTICIPLE. 

Construct. 

arian 

1.   The  characteristic  of  this  stem  is  J,  which,  upon  being  prefixed  to 

the  root,  forms  a  syllable  in  one  of  three  ways  :  — 

1.  With  the  first  radical  by  the  help  of  the  short  vowel  _  in  the  perfect, 

one  form  of  the  infinitive  absolute,  and  the  participle. 

2.  With  an  assumed  ft  and  the  short  vowel,  after  assimilation  to  the  first 

radical,  in  the  imperative  and  the  infinitive. 

3.  With  the  personal  preformative  [IX.  3,  i,  <£]  and  the  short  vowel, 

after  assimilation  to  the  first  radical,  in  the  imperfect. 
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2.  The  vowel  of  the  base  varies  in  this  as  in  the  first  stem.  In  the 

perfect  it  is  _  ;  in  the  imperfect,  the  imperative,  and  the  infinitive  con- 

struct, _  ,  preceded  by  a  pretonic  _  ;  in  the  infinitive  absolute,  _^_,  some- 

times _  .  In  the  participle  the  _  of  the  perfect  is  simply  lengthened  to  a 
mutable  . 

Read:  — 
Exercises. 

tsnan  tnnnan 

tnrfifi  troro: - 

Write:— 
The  following  forms  of  this  stem:  perfect,  first  plur., 

first  sing.,  third  sing,  masc.,  second  plur.  masc.,  second  sing. 

masc.  ;  imperfect,  third  sing,  fern.,  second  plur.  fern.,  third 

plur.  fern.,  second  sing.  fern.  ;  imperative,  second  sing. 

masc.,  second  plur.  masc.  ;  infinitive,  abs.  ;  participle. 

Conversing.  I  resembled.  They  (M.)  will  be  counted. 

Thou  (M.)  wilt  take  heed.  Take  ye  (M.)  heed.  Thou  (M.) 

tookest  heed.  Take  thou  (M.)  heed.  Ye  (M.)  resembled- 
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XII. 

THE  THIRD   STEM. 

THE  third  or  causative  stem,  active  and  passive,  takes  the 

following  forms  :  — 
PERFECT. 

Active. 
SING. 

2  M.  rprpn 

3  M. 
3F. 2M. 
2F. 

PLUR. 

i 

Passive. 
SING.  PLUR. 

3A
/T
 

M, 

-    :    T    I  *ta 

f    C-   Ui    ._.    . 

3  F.      p^*1"^  I  %   !    T 

2  M.  roron  DciafiDi!i 
2  F. 

I  C. 

IMPERFECT. 

3M. 

3F. 

2  M. 

2  F. 
:    :     T  T  : 
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IMPERATIVE. 
Active.  Passive. 

SING.  PLUR. 

2  M.   nron     DTI   
!  -  WANTING. ta  ̂ ^  M  ̂ M.  ^M.  ̂ ^  ^MK  IK  b^  I 

2  F. 

INFINITIVE. 

ABS.  CONST.  ABS.  CONST. 

PARTICIPLE. 

1.   The  characteristic  of  this  stem  is  properly  fi,  followed  in  the  active 

by   ,  and  in  the  passive  by   ;  but  both  of  these  elements  are  variously 

modified. 

1.  The  consonant  yields  to  the  other  preformatives  when  they  are  used 

[IX.  3,  i,  *]. 

2.  The  vowel  of  the  active  is  weakened  to   in  the  perfect,  but  re- 

tained in  all  other  cases ;  that  of  the  passive  is  corrupted  to   (6)  in  most 

regular  verbs,  but  retained  sometimes  before  ̂ j. 

2.   The  vowel  of  the  base,  — 

i.   In  the  active  originally   in  the  perfect,  but   elsewhere,  — 

a .  Whether   or   ,  becomes  ̂    in  forms  without  afformatives  (except 

the  imperative  second  masc.  and  the  infinitive  abs.),  and  also  in  those  with 

afformatives  consisting  of  vowels  [IX.  3,  2,  a]. 
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d.  The  _  becomes  _  in  the  forms  just  excepted,  and  those  of  the  im- 

perfect and  the  imperative  having  syllabic  afformatives  [IX.  3,  2,  b,  (£)]. 

c.  The  _  remains  in  forms  of  the  perfect  with  syllabic  affixes  [id.  b,  c\. 

2.  In  the  passive  originally  _  ,  remains,  except  in  the  infinitive  absolute, 

where  it  becomes  _  ,  and  in  the  participle,  where  it  is  lengthened  to  _  . 

3.  The  participle  takes  the  prefix  £. 

4.  The  imperative  of  the  passive  occurs  so  seldom  (twice)  that  it  is 

omitted  from  the  paradigms. 

Read:-  Exercises. 

na^an  tarian  jawi  taro& 

nyrian  talari  tnnrpri  tarqn 
w  paron  m^m  *™aron  nsro' •    :    :    T  T  :    "    :    -  :    :  T 

naT    t 

The  following  forms  of  this  stem  :  perfect,  A.  first  plur., 

p.  third  sing,  fern.,  P.  second  plur.  fern.,  A.  second  plur.  masc., 

p.  third  plur.,  A.  first  sing.,  A.  second  sing,  fern.,  p.  second 
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sing.  masc. ;  imperfect,  A.  third  sing,  fern.,  p.  third  sing, 

masc.,  P.  second  plur.  fern.,  A.  first  plur.,  A.  second  plur. 

masc.,  P.  first  sing.,  A.  second  sing,  masc.,  P.  second  sing, 

masc.,  P.  second  sing.  fern. ;  imperative,  second  sing,  fern., 

second  plur.  fern. ;  infinitive,  A.  abs.,  P.  abs. ;  participle,  A. 

I  shall  make  rule.  Ye  (M.)  made  rule.  She  will  subdue. 

Subdue  thou  (M.).  Made  to  rule.  We  were  made  to  rule. 

Thou  (M.)  wilt  be  made  to  rule. 

XIII. 

THE    FOURTH    STEM. 

THE  fourth  or  intensive  stem,  active  and  passive,  is  thus  in- 

flected :  — 
PERFECT. 

Active.  Passive. 
SING.  PLUR.  SING.  PLUR. 

3M. 

3M. 
3*.      i 

2  M. 

2  F. 

ic.    Ifl^flS 

c. '.  nnm 

c. 
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IMPERFECT. 
Active. 

SING.  PLUR. 

2M. 

ABS. 

Passive. 
SING.  PLUR. 

ana? 

3M. 

3F. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. 

?ww 

IMPERATIVE. 

WANTING. 

CONST. 

INFINITIVE. 

CONST.  ABS. 

PARTICIPLE. 

1.  The  characteristic  of  this  stem  is  the  daghesh  forte  in  the-  second 
radical. 

2.  The  vowel  preceding  the  doubled  letter,  — 

1.  In  the  active,  originally   ,  is  weakened  to    in  the  perfect,  but 

preserved  in  all  other  cases. 

2.  In  the  passive  is   . 
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3.  The  vowel  following  the  doubled  letter,  — 

i  .  In  the  active  was  originally  _  _  in  the  perfect,  elsewhere  _  .  The 

latter  vowel  is  regularly  lengthened  to  _  .  The  former,  also,  often  becomes 

_  in  forms  without  afformatives,  but  remains  in  forms  with  syllabic  affor- 

matives.  In  the  infinitive  absolute  the  vowel  is  sometimes  J_,  as  in  I. 

2.  In  the  passive  originally  _  ,  becomes,  in  the  infinitive  absolute,  _; 

in  the  participle,  _  ;  elsewhere  remaining  unchanged. 

In  a  simple,  independent  sentence,  the  subject,  if  the  predicate  be  a 

substantive,  precedes  it;  if  the  predicate  be  a  verb,  the  subject  follows  it, 

but  precedes  the  object.  The  arrangement  of  a  sentence,  however,  may  be 

changed  for  the  sake  of  emphasizing  one  of  its  members. 

Read:-  Exercises. 

tnaria   njafla   mana   na^a   tana 

paron    tanan    tana1    tana    :ana& ....  .  .  ..  _  .  ..  ..  _  . 

tana   tjnana    tDnana    nana?    nanan 
tasa$  tnjariari  t^iana  tniaria^  tnjaria 

tarori  triaria 

x  win  nan)  nson  tina^  t^na1!  t v    -•  —  •  •••-••:  «  -  •      :  -     • 

This  perfect,  like  two  others,  has  sfghol  instead  of  sere,  except  in  pause. 
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tnyt  in  *W^9  "He*  tnirr 

Write:— 

The  following  forms  of  this  stem  :  perfect,  A.  first  plur., 

p.  third  sing,  fern.,  p.  second  plur.  fern.,  A.  second  plur.  masc., 

p.  third  plur.,  A.  third  sing,  masc.,  A.  second  sing,  masc., 

p.  first  sing.,  A.  second  sing.  fern.  ;  imperfect,  A.  third  sing. 

fern.,  P.  second  sing,  fern.,  A.  first  plur.,  A.  second  sing,  fern., 

p.  third  plur.  masc.,  P.  third  sing,  masc.,  A.  second  plur. 

masc.,  A.  first  sing.,  p.  first  plur.,  P.  second  plur.  fern.  ;  im- 
perative, second  sing,  fern.,  second  sing.  masc.  ;  infinitive, 

A.  const.,  P.  const.  ;  participle,  P. 

She  spake.  Ye  (M.)  spake.  He  will  speak.  I  told. 

Tell  ye  (M.).  Thou  (F.)  spakest.  Speak  ye  (F.).  It  will 

be  told.  They  (F.)  will  speak.  He  will  tell.  I  shall  tell. 

It  will  be  spoken.  I,  Yahweh,  spake.  What  spakest 

thou  (M.)  to  Ribhkah  ? 

VOCABULARY. 

(almost  always  with  makkeph), 

to,  toward. 

(with  makkeph,  ̂ 3),  M.,  the 

whole,  all. 

*  The  six  letters  which  may  take  daghesh  lene  [I.  2,  3]  omit  it,  not  only  when  the 

preceding  vowel  [III.  3,  I,  b~\  belongs  to  the  same  word,  but  also  when  it  is  the  final 
vowel  of  a  word  closely  connected  with  the  one  in  which  they  stand. 
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XIT. 

THE    FIFTH    STEM. 

THE  fifth  or  reflexively  intensive  stem  gives  rise  to  the  fol- 

lowing forms  :  — 
PERFECT. 

Sing.  Ptur. 

3  M.     afeni 

3C. 

2  M. 
2  F. T    •: 

2M. 

I  C. 

IMPERFECT. 

3M. 

SF. 2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. 
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IMPERATIVE. 

Sing.  Plur. 

2  M. 

INFINITIVE. 
ABS.  CONST. 

i 
PARTICIPLE. 

1.   The  characteristic  of  this  stem  is  f\  prefixed  to  the  fourth.    This 

consonant  forms  a  syllable  — 

1.  With  the  preformatives,  by  the  aid  of  the  short  vowel  _  ,  in  the  im- 

perfect and  the  participle. 

2.  With  an  assumed  ft,  by  the  aid  of  the  same  short  vowel,  in  all 
other  cases. 

2.  The  vowel  preceding  the  doubled  radical  is  the  original  _  through- 
out the  stem. 

3.  The  vowel  following  the  second  radical,  originally  _  in  the  perfect, 

but  elsewhere  _  ,  usually  becomes         in  forms  without  afformatives,  but 

regularly  remains  or  becomes  _  in  forms  with  syllabic  afformatives. 

4.  This  stem  also  has  a  passive,  which,  however,  occurs  so  seldom  that 
its  inflection  is  omitted. 
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Read:  —  Exercises. 

\  jmronn    \  ttrisrv    i  ̂ snri    t 
tmrenn  jTnrenn 

ihwp  n&enp 
Write:  — 

The  following  forms  of  this  stem:  perfect,  second  sing. 

fern.,  third  sing,  masc.,  third  plur.,  second  plur.  masc.,  first 

plur.  ;  imperfect,  third  sing,  masc.,  second  plur.  fern.,  third 

plur.  fern.,  second  sing,  fern.,  first  plur.  ;  imperative,  second 

sing,  masc.,  second  plur.  fern.  ;  infinitive,  abs.,  const. 

I  am  like.  We  addressed.  They  will  observe.  Ye  (F.) 

will  be  like.  Observe  thou  (M.).  Ye  (M.)  will  address. 

They  observed  all  which  I  spake. 

XV. 

THE   GENDERS  AND   NUMBERS   OF  THE   NOUN. 

THE  Hebrew  noun,  though  it  has  almost  entirely  lost  the  ter- 

minations distinguishing  the  cases,  has  preserved  the  distinctions 

of  gender  and  number. 

1.   These  relations  are  distinguished  as  follows  :  — 
i.  The  noun  has  two  genders. 
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a.  The  masculine  has,  in  the  singular,  no  peculiar  mark. 

b.  The  feminine  commonly,  but  not  necessarily,  takes  a  termination :  — 

(a)  Sometimes,  especially  in  participles,  J^,  but  — 

(£)  Usually  fj   ,  derived  from  the  above  by  dropping  fi  and  lengthen- 
ing a  preceding   . 

2.  There  are  three  numbers  :  — 

a.  The  singular  has  already  been  discussed. i 
b.  The   dual   has   the  termination   Q^   ,  which,  in  the   feminine,  is 

appended  to  the  original  termination  fl   ,  lengthened  to  f\   . 

c.  The  plural  takes,  — 

(a)  In  masculines,  and  a  few  feminines,  Q^   . 

(&)  In  feminines,  and  a  few  masculines,  ffy   . 

2.   The  addition  of  these  terminations  often  produces  changes  in  the 

noun  to  which  they  are  affixed. 

1.  The  feminine  termination  f\,  when  attached  to  the  noun  by  means 

of  a  helping  vowel  [IV.  2],  does  not  attract  the  tone,  but  it  sometimes 

causes  the  vowel  immediately  preceding  it  to  be  modified. 

2.  The  other  terminations  attract  the  tone  and  occasion  a  new  division 

of  syllables;   the  vowel  preceding  then  generally  remains  undisturbed, 

while  mutable  vowels  more  remote  from  the  accent  disappear  [V.  2]. 

3.  Adjectives  are  treated  in  all  respects  as  nouns  of  the  same  form. 

Exercises. 

Read,  giving  only  the  gender  and  number:  — 
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j-Q3  tffnrts  trob  tsrfe 

Write:  — 

The  sing,  fern.,  plur.  masc.,  dual  fern.,  plur.  fern.,  and 

dual  masc.  of  3ftO  I  tne  plur-  and  dual  of  *"p£2£ ;  the  dual 

and  plur.  of  j"l^VT2 ;  the  dual  (no  plur.)  of  *p ;  the  sing, 
fern,  and  plur.  fern,  of  bt£?E);  tne  P^ur«  masc.,  dual  masc., 

and  plur.  fern,  of  Vffl ;  the  plur.  and  dual  of 

XVI. 

THE   STATES   OF  THE   NOUN. 

AN  effect  similar  to  that  of  the  terminations  distinguishing  the 

genders  and  the  numbers  is  produced  by  a  dependent  word  or 

clause,  especially  in  the  case  of  the  genitival  relation.  The  form 

which  the  governing  noun  then  takes  is  called  the  construct,  in 

distinction  from  the  usual  or  absolute  state.  (Comp.  the  infinitive.) 

The  dependent  noun  suffers  no  change. 

1 .    In  masculines  the  construct  differs  from  the  absolute  state,  — 

1.  In  the  singular,  if  at  all,  in  that  a  mutable  vowel  in  the  ultima  is 

shortened,  in  the  penultima  disappears. 

2.  In  the  dual  and  plural,  in  that  a  pretonic  vowel  disappears,  while  the 

termination,  having  lost  its  Q,  becomes  ̂    . 
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2.    In  feminines  the  construct  differs  from  the  absolute,  if  at  all,  — 

1.  In  the  singular,  in  that  the  absolute  ending  ft  _  is  restored  to  f\  _  , 

while  a  pretonic  vowel  disappears. 

2.  In  the  dual,  in  that,  although  the  characteristic  of  the  feminine,  p,  is 

retained,  the  word  is  in  other  respects  treated  like  a  masculine  plural. 

3.  In  the  plural,  in  that  a  pretonic  vowel  disappears. 

3.  The  construct  of  a  masculine  having  a  feminine  form,  or  a  feminine 

having  a  masculine  form,  is  an  abbreviation  of  the  given  form  without 

regard  to  gender. 

//  is  clear,  from  the  nature  of  the  construct,  that  it  cannot  be 

separated  from  the  dependent  noun. 

Exercises. 

Read,  giving  only  the  gender,  number,  and  state  :  — 

rpiD  jTipip  tow  tnpiD 

The  following  constructs  :  dual  masc.,  plur.  masc.,  dual 

fern.,  plur.  fern.,  and  sing.  masc.  of  ̂ JO  ;  dual  and  plur.  of 

^rilPlC;  sing-  an(l  plur-  of  rWttS)  sin§-  an^  ̂ ua^  of  *p; 
sing,  masc.,  plur.  fern.,  and  sing.  fem.  of  7^D  I  plur-  fem-> 

plur.  masc.,  dual  masc.,  and  sing.  fem.  of  ftjj;  plur.  and 
dual  of 
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XVII. 

THE    NOUN    WITH    SUFFIXES. 

WHEN  the  dependent  genitive  is  a  personal  pronoun  it  is  more 
or  less  abbreviated  and  attached  as  a  suffix  to  the  construct  of 

the  governing  noun.  The  noun  itself  is  then  often  farther 

modified  in  accordance  with  the  laws  of  accent  and  quantity. 

1.  The  personal  suffixes  in  both  genders  and  numbers,  for  both 

numbers  of  the  noun,  are  :  — 
WITH  SINGULAR  NOUNS. 

Sing. 

I  C. V my. 

2  M. VI 
2  F. 

V1 

>thy. 

3  M. 
1_ his. 

3F. 

n_ her. 

Plur. 

your. 

\  their. 

.   her. 
Plur. 

1  c. 

2  M. 
our. 

your. 
their. 
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2.  The  suffixes  for  plural  nouns,  as  above  given,  include  the  termination 

of  the  construct  masculine,  yet  they  are  used  entire  with  feminine  nouns,  so 

that  feminines  in  the  plural  with  suffixes  regularly  have  a  two-fold  designa- 
tion for  their  number. 

3.  The  effect  upon  the  noun  depends  upon  the  nature  of  the  suffixes. 

1.  Those,  whether  monosyllables  or  dissyllables,  beginning  or  ending 

with  an  accented  vowel  usually  occasion  a  new  division  of  syllables,  which 

requires  that  the  vowel  in  the  final  syllable  of  the  noun,  if  short,  be  length- 

ened.   These  are  the  light  suffixes.    Their  effect  upon  the  noun  is  com- 

monly that  of  the  termination  of  the  plural. 

2.  Those  monosyllabic  suffixes  forming  a  single  closed  syllable  attached 

to  a  noun  by  a  vocal  sh'wa,  though  they  take  the  accent,  do  not  occasion  a 
new  division  of  syllables,  and  therefore  regularly  require  no  further  change 

than  that  of  the  construct  singular.    These  are  the  medium  suffixes,  or  the 

heavy  suffixes  of  the  singular. 

3.  Those  dissyllabic  suffixes  beginning  with  a  vowel,  which  are  accented 

on  the  last  syllable,  require  that  the  noun  to  which  they  are  attached  be 

shortened  to  the  utmost,  viz.,  to  the  form  found  in  the  construct  plural. 

These  are  the  heavy  suffixes  of  the  plural. 

Exercise. 

Attach:  — 

The  suffixes  of  the  first  sing,  and  second  plur.  masc.  to 

the  singular  of  CMD»  those  of  the  third  sing.  masc.  and 

second  plur.  fem.  to  the  plural  of  iUp ;  those  of  the  sec- 

ond sing.  fem.  and  first  sing,  to  the  singular  of  y£fc ; 

those  of  the  first  plur.  and  the  second  plur.  masc.  to  the 
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plural  of  H3H3 »"  ̂ose  of  the  third  plur.  fern,  and  second 
sing.  masc.  to  the  singular  of  HDID  J  those  of  third  sing, 

masc.  and  second  plur.  masc.  to  the  singular  of 

XVIII. 

THE    CLASSES   OF   NOUNS. 

A  NOUN  may  be  entirely  immutable,  or  it  may  have  one  or  two 

mutable  vowels.  Nouns  may,  therefore,  be  divided  into  classes 

distinguished  by  the  degree  to  which,  or  the  manner  in  which, 

they  are  affected  by  the  addition  of  terminations,  as  well  as  by 

their  connection  with  dependent  words.  The  number  of  these 
classes  cannot  be  reduced  to  fewer  than  five.  Into  one  of  these 

five  classes,  however,  falls  every  regular  noun,  whether  masculine 
or  feminine. 

1.  The  first  class  includes  all  nouns  which  are  immutable;  naturally, 

therefore,  no  feminines  distinguished  by  a  termination. 

2.  The  second  class  includes  nouns,  whether  masculine  or  feminine, 

otherwise  immutable,  which  have  a  mutable  vowel  in  the  penultima. 

3.  The  third  class  includes  nouns,  otherwise  immutable,  which  have  a 

mutable  vowel  in  the  ultima,  even  when  the  last  syllable  is  the  feminine  ter- 
mination. 
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4.  The  fourth  class  includes  nouns,  otherwise  immutable,  which  have  a 

mutable  vowel  in  each  of  the  last  two  syllables,  one  of  which  may  be  the 
feminine  termination. 

5.  The  fifth  class  includes  the  so-called  segholates   (nouns   originally 

monosyllabic,  between  whose  last  two  radicals  a  helping  vowel  has  been 

introduced),  and  feminines  derived  from  them,  or,  by  the  addition  of  f\ 

with  a  helping  vowel,  made  to  resemble  them. 

Exercise. 

To  which  of  the  classes  does  each  of  the  following  words 

belong  ?  — 

tarts  np£  tnwD  toipo  ta^j  nn^  JDID 
|v  T  |T  -T  T       T 

tats  t^o  tasb  tap  t 

XIX. 

NOUNS   OF   THE   FIRST   CLASS. 

THE  following  table  exhibits  a  noun  of  the  first  class  in  the 

singular  and  plural,  absolute  and  construct,  with  and  without 

suffixes  :  — 

Sing.  Plur. 

ABS. 

CONST. 

ABS. 

CONST. 

p!|{|J 
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Sing.  Plur. 

Sing.  I  C. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

3  M.    IDC  V»D 
3*.    now 

/fer.  I  C.         tfDID 

2  M.  Q5D1D  DD^O^O 

2  F.        ppID  p'DIp 

3  M.     DfflD  0^D!|P 

3  F.       JWD  ],Tap 

1.   The  plural  with  suffixes  may  be  distinguished  from  the  singular  by 

the  ̂   in  each  of  its  forms. 

2.  The  dual  QD>  const.  *D]Q,  with  suffixes  would  be  the  same  as 

the  plural. 

3.  The  ending  ft   ,  the  remnant  of  a  termination  for  the  accusative, 
is  sometimes  attached  to  nouns  to  indicate  the  limit  of  motion.     It  is 

distinguished   from   the   feminine  termination  by  the  fact  that  it  is  not 
accented. 
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Exercises. 

Read:  — 

nao  tw  nrrao  too 

Write:  — 

My  horses.  Your  (F.)  horses.  Thy  (F.)  horse.  Thy  (F.) 

horses.  Her  horses.  Thy  (M.)  horse.  Your  (M.)  horse. 

Their  (F.)  horse.  My  left  hand.  Our  flock.  Thy  (M.) 

goodness.  Their  (F.)  flock.  Your  (M.)  goodness.  The  best 

(goodness)  of  them  (F.).  The  best  of  our  flock.  I  shall  keep 

thy  (M.)  flock.  On  the  left  of  thy  flock. 

VOCABULARY. 

M>>  Abhraham  (Abraham). 

>  Mt>  goodness,  col.  riches. 

,  plur.  (irreg.),  Q1^  >  const> City. 

,  on,  upon,  over,  concerning. 

>  £•>  flock,  small  cattle. 

,*.,  left  hand. 
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XX. 

THE    ARTICLE. 

THE  Hebrew  language,  though  it  has  no  indefinite,  has  a 

definite  article,  which  appears  in  a  variety  of  forms,  and  has 

important  uses. 

1.  It  is  always  a  mere  prefix. 

2.  Its  form  varies  with  the  character  of  the  sound  to  which  it  is  prefixed. 

1.  It  is  most  commonly  -ft. 

2.  It  is  ft,  without  the  daghesh  forte,  — 

a.  Often  before  a  consonant,  not  a  guttural,  pointed  with  a  sh'wa,  unless 

the  consonant  be  one  of  the  letters  3,  J,  ft,  3,  £.<  fi  [III.  3,  2,  b~\  ; 
b.  Usually  before  ft  and  H  wi^  anything  but  _  (a)  or  _  [III.  3,  2, 

*,  («)]• 

3.  It  is       [comp.  VI.  4,  2,  «,  (*)],— 

0.  Before  ft  and  JJ  with  an  unaccented  _  (a)  ; 

b.   Before  ft  with  _  or  _  . 

4.  it  is  p  cm.  3/2,  «,(£)],- 
a.  Before  ̂   or  ft  ; 

b.  Before  JJ  with  any  other  vowel  than  _  ; 

c.  Before  ft  and  JJ  with  an  accented  _  . 

3.    A  few  peculiarities  in  the  use  or  omission  of  the  article  deserve 
notice. 

1.  An  adjective  (or  demonstrative  pronoun)  used  attributively  takes  the 

article  if  the  noun  qualified  is  definite,  but  when  the  adjective  is  used  as  a 

predicate  it  omits  the  article. 
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2.  A  noun  is  definite  without  the  article  if  it  has  a  suffix,  or  if  it  is  a 

proper  name. 

3.  A  construct  followed  by  a  definite  genitive  may  be  either  definite  or 

indefinite,  and,  since  the  construct  does  not  take  the  article,  this  ambiguity 

can  only  be  avoided  by  a  change  of  construction. 

4.  The  word  *j?3  with  a  definite  noun  means  all,  with  an  indefinite 
one,  every. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

man  mnj 

i  trni  ̂   onrn  mp 

tm;.TDin  torn 
The  horses.  All  the  streets  of  the  city.  Their  (M.)  flock. 

The  best  of  their  (F.)  flock.  A  goodly  city.  The  hand  of 

this  man.  This  man  (is)  good.  This  is  the  man  (of)  whom 

I  spake.  Who  is  the  man  speaking  ?  The  best  of  the 

flock  of  Abraham.  A  good  man  will  speak  that  which  is 

good  (the  good). 
VOCABULARY. 

,  plur.  irreg.,  M.,  man,  husband. 

.  nisnn,  *•>  **™*> 
side. 

,  good,  fair. 
^,  plur.  irreg.,  M.,  day. 

,  M.,  Nahor  (Nahor) . 
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XXI. 

THE    OBJECT. 

THE  object  of  a  verb  may  be  either  a  noun  or  a  pronoun. 

1.   If  a  noun, — 
1.  When  indefinite,  its  relation  to  the  verb  is  usually  known  only  from 

its  position  in  the  sentence. 

2.  When  definite,  it  is  commonly  preceded  by  the  particle  fl^,  with 
makkeph  f\. 

2.   If  a  pronoun, — 
i.   It  may  be  appended  as  a  suffix  to  the  particle 

a.   Thence  arise  the  following  forms:  — 
....  i 

Sing.    ic. 

2  M. 

*  F.    TO*  pre 
3  M.     iniK  onix 

3' 

£.   Note  that  — 

(a)  The  stem  is  ffy^  (f\tX))  except  in  the  forms  of  the  second  person 

plural,  where  it  is  J")J$. 
(£)  The  suffixes  differ  from  those  of  the  noun  only  in  the  connecting 

vowel  of  the  second  person  singular  feminine  and  the  first  person  plural, 

where   takes  the  place  of  __. 
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2.  It  may  be  appended  as  a  suffix  to  the  verb. 

a.  The  usual  forms  of  the  suffixes  of  the  verb  are:  — 

SINGULAR. 
After  a  consonant.  After  a  vowel. 

Perfect.  Impf.  and  Impa.  All. 

I  C.  13  .11  '  13  '  13  ' 

2  M.                                                  |—  "?[_ 

r  V  V 

3  M.     '1  ,¥l  ,¥%.                          TL  1  ,¥ll 
3*.       n.n^              ̂ .nl  ,7- 

PLURAL. 

ic.          DflL.                           Ill  111 

2  M.    

»  P- 
3  M.         Q   ,Q_  £3    Q   

1- 

b.  The  imperfect  without  affbrmatives,  sometimes,  especially  in  pause, 

assumes  a  strengthened  form  before  certain  of  the  suffixes.     The  verb  is 

then  increased  by  J   ,  of  which  the  vowel  is  changed  to    ,  while  the 

consonant  either  assimilates  that  of  the  suffix  or  is  itself  assimilated. 

Hence :  — 
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SINGULAR. 

,    then 

PLURAL. 

««•     ̂ 1  "     <• 
3.  The  effect  of  the  suffixes  upon  the  vocalization  of  the  verb  differs 

in  different  stems  and  in  different  parts  of  the  same  stem.  The  details 

will  appear  in  the  next  two  chapters.  The  following  is  a  general  state- 

ment :  — 

a.  In  the  perfect  of  stem  I.  the  changes  in  the  vocalization,  like  those 

in  the  noun,  conform  to  the  general  laws  of  accent  and  quantity  [V.  2]  . 

b.  In  the  rest  of  the  verb  the  changes  which  take  .place  follow  the 

analogy  of  those  produced  by  the  addition  of  the  afformatives. 

Read:—  Exercises. 

tanfc  tnrm  t^  tpm  narm 
t 
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tp5ri^  tipi^  tDpsna  rjin?  tarn 

Write:  — 

Me.  Thee  (F.).  Him.  You  (M.).  Them  (F.).  Who  can 

(will)  number  my  flock?  She  kept  you  (M.).  I  will  tell 

all  which  thou  (M.)  spakest. 

He  kept  him.  We  counted  them  (F.).  I  will  keep  her. 

Ye  (M.)  will  keep  us.  Make  him  rule.  We  made  him 
rule. 

XXII. 

THE   VERB   WITH    SUFFIXES. 

THE  following  table  exhibits  the  perfect  of  the  primitive 

stem  in  both  numbers  and  all  the  persons  with  the  suffixes 

just  described.  The  forms  omitted  are  such  as  are  not  used, 

because  they  would  be  either  ambiguous  or  unnecessary.  Some 

of  those  which  are  given  do  not  happen  to  occur  in  the  Bible, 

but  they  were  doubtless  used  when  the  language  was  spoken. 
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WITH  SINGULAR  SUFFIXES. 

3D  SING.  MASC.  3D  SING.  FEM.  2D  SING.  MASC.  ID  SING.   FEM. 
I  I  I 

•   ~    T    J  *     5    ~     T    I 

2  M. 

2  F. 

r  ron? 3  1 

3*    rare    nron? 
T   : i 

WITH  PLURAL  SUFFIXES. 

3M. 

3F- 

1.   In  the  third  sing,  masc.,  2P3,  — 

1.  Before  light  suffixes,  becomes 

2.  Before  heavy  ones, 

2.   In  the  third  sing,  fern.,  which  is  used  only  with  light  suffixes, 
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WITH  SINGULAR  SUFFIXES. 

3D  PLUR.  2D  PLUR.  MASC.  1ST  PLUR. 
I 

i7l3909 

WITH  PLURAL  SUFFIXES. 

i.  Before  those  ending  in  a  consonant,  becomes  rODS-   Then,  since 

the  accent  is  on  the  penultima,  the  vowel  of  the  suffix  must  be  shortened. 

2.  Before  the  suffixes  ending  in  a  vowel  the  verb  becomes 

while  the  connecting  vowel  is  dropped,  and  J"],  when  it  occurs,  assimi- 
lated. 
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i 

3.   In  the  second  sing.  masc.  PQfiS  ̂ oses  ̂ ot^  *ts  ̂ rst  an(*  *ts 
vowel  and  becomes 

4.  In  the   second  sing.  fern.  PQfi3>  recovering  a  lost  ̂   _  [VI.  1], 

becomes  ^PQIH3>  like  the  first  sing.,  from  which,  with  suffixes  of  the  third 

person,  it  can  only  be  distinguished  by  the  context. 

5.  In  the  third  plur.  1D113,  which  is  used  only  with  light  suffixes, 

becomes  12JH3- 

6.  In  the  second  plur.  masc.  DF|3in3>  dropping  the  final  consonant, 

but  restoring  and  lengthening  the  original  vowel  (  _  )  of  the  suffix,  becomes 

irQnS  •     The  second  plur.  fern.,  which  is  not  found  with  suffixes,  is  sup- 

posed to  have  had  the  same  form. 

7.   In  the  first  plur.  133113  becomes  1J3rp 

Read:—  Exercises. 

s  taprs  tnnrs  nans  na ~:  |T:  T~T:  T:~:  |T 

neon?  t 

i5  tnn?  tonn?  t^rri?  n 
tDnins    nmbns 
~TT:  :-:  :~ 

s  nrons  tprs  nnirons  tDsvon 
|T:-:          |  T    T    :  v       •    :    - 
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Write:— 
The  following  combinations :  first  plur.  (of  the  verb)  + 

third  plur.  masc.  (suffix),  third  sing.  fern.  +  first  plur.,  third 

sing.  masc.  +  second  sing,  fern.,  third  plur.  +  first  plur., 

first  sing.  4-  third  sing,  fern.,  second  sing.  masc.  4-  third 

plur.  masc.,  third  sing.  masc.  4-  third  sing,  fern.,  third  plur. 

4-  third  plur.  masc.,  first  plur.  4-  third  sing,  fern.,  third 

plur.  4-  first  sing.,  second  plur.  +  third  plur.  masc.,  third 
sing.  fern.  +  second  sing,  fern.,  second  sing.  masc.  +  first 

sing.,  first  plur.  +  second  plur.  masc.,  third  sing.  fern.  4-  third 
plur.  fern.,  first  plur.  +  second  sing,  fern.,  third  sing.  masc. 

+  second  sing,  masc.,  second  sing.  masc.  +  third  sing,  masc., 

second  sing.  masc.  4-  third  sing,  fern.,  second  sing.  fern.  4- 
first  plur.,  first  sing.  +  second  plur.  masc.,  second  sing.  fern. 

4-  third  plur.  fern.,  third  sing.  masc.  4- second  plur.  fern.,  sec- 

ond sing.  fern.  4- third  sing,  masc.,  first  sing.4-second  plur.  fern. 

We  kept  him.  He  kept  her.  They  kept  us.  She  kept 

you  (M.).  Ye  kept  them  (F.).  They  kept  me.  Thou  (M.) 

keptest  them  (M.). 

XXIII. 

THE  VERB   WITH    SUFFIXES  (Continued). 

THE   following   table   exhibits  the  imperfect,  the  imperative, 

and  the  infinitive,  with  suffixes :  — 
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WITH  SINGULAR  SUFFIXES. 

Imperfect.  Imperative.       Infinitive. 

3D  SING.  MASC.  3D  PLUR.  3D  SING.   MASC.  | 

-jaw    "flaw    "W9 

2  M. 

:  "T'T 

2  F.         : 

i 

F.     ,_,   
:    T   : 

3F. 

3"(n_._ 
T    :    :    ' 

WITH  PLURAL  SUFFIXES. 

pars 

I  v    :    T   : 
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1.   In  the  third  sing.  masc.  of  the  imperfect,  3F)3% — 

1.  Before  the  light  suffixes,  except  *?[__,  and  before  all  the  emphatic 
suffixes,  becomes  3F)3^ 

2.  Before  T[   and  the  heavy  suffixes  it  becomes  JJRJ^  (yikhtobh). 
The  third  sing,  fern.,  second  sing,  masc.,  first  sing.,  and  first  plur.  are 

similarly  affected  by  the  suffixes. 

2.  In  the  third  plur.  masc.  there  is  no  change  when  the  suffixes  are 

added.    This  is  also  the  case  with  the  second  sing,  fern.,  and  the  second 

plur.  masc.  in  both  the  imperfect  and  the  imperative.     In  both  the  imper- 
fect and  the  imperative,  moreover,  the  second  plur.  masc.  is  used  for  the 

second  plur.  fern.,  as  in  the  perfect. 

3.  In  the  second  sing.  masc.  of  the  imperative,  2JH3>  upon  the  loss  of 

its  _1_,  receives  the  corresponding  short  vowel  instead  of  __  [IV.  1,  i] 

between  the  first  two  radicals,  and  becomes  2fl3  (koth'bh). 

4.  The  infinitive  construct  regularly  takes  nominal  suffixes,  before  which 

it  assumes  the  form  found  in  the  imperative ;  but  a  suffix  of  the  first  sing, 

may  b*e  either  nominal  or  verbal,  and  the  infinitive  itself  sometimes  con- 
forms to  the  imperfect  when  the  suffix  is  attached  to  it  by  a  shewa. 

5.  The  participles  are  regarded  as  nouns,  and  classified  with  nouns 

of  the  corresponding  forms. 

6.  With  reference  to  the  rest  of  the  verb,  it  is  only  necessary  to  call 

attention  to  the  fact  that  — 

1.  In  stem    III.  the  imperative  3Fl3fl  becomes  jyppH  before 
suffixes ;  and 

2.  In  stem  IV.  the  vowel        is  shortened  to        before  the  suffixes 
-n-  -v- 

having  a  connecting  sh'wa. 
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Read:-  Exercises. 

trnnrin 
t^ris 

Write:  — 

The  following  combinations  with  stem  I.  :  infinitive  + 

third  plur.  fern.  ;  imperfect,  third  sing.  masc.  +  second  sing. 

masc.  ;  imperative,  second  sing.  masc.  +  first  plur.  ;  infini- 
tive +  first  sing.  ;  imperfect,  third  plur.  masc.  +  third  sing. 

masc.;  imperative,  second  sing.  fem.  +  third  plur.  masc.;  im- 
perfect, third  plur.  masc.  +  third  plur.  fem.  ;  imperative,  second 

plur.  +  third  sing.  fem.  ;  imperfect,  third  sing.  fem.  +  second 
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sing.  fern. ;  imperfect,  first  plur.  +  second  plur.  fern. ;  im- 

perfect, first  sing.  +  second  plur.  masc. ;  imperfect,  second 

plur.  +  first  sing. ;  imperfect,  third  sing.  fern.  +  first  plur. ; 

imperfect,  second  sing.  fern,  -f  third  sing.  masc. ;  impera- 
tive, second  sing.  masc.  +  third  plur.  masc. 

The  following  additional  forms:  III.  perfect,  second 

sing.  masc.  +  first  plur.;  III.  perfect,  second  plur.  +  third 

plur.  masc. ;  IV.  imperfect,  first  sing.  -f-  second  plur.  fern. ; 
III.  imperative,    second   sing.    fern.  +  third   sing.   fern.  ; 

IV.  perfect,  first  plur.  +  second  sing.  fern. ;  IV.  infinitive 

+  third  sing.  masc. 

Keep  us  this  day.  Who  will  keep  them  (M.)?  Thou 

madest  him  rule.  Thou,  Yahweh,  wilt  keep  them  (M.). 

XXIY. 

THE   PREPOSITIONAL  PREFIXES. 

THERE  are  certain  particles  of  a  prepositional  force  which  are 

always  or  often  mere  prefixes. 

1.    Of  these,  Jj,  in,  with;  3,  as,  like;  and  ̂ ,  to,  for,  are  never  sep- 
arated from  the  word  which  they  govern. 

i.   Prefixed  to  nouns  they  are  pointed  as  follows :  — 

a.   Without  the  article,  — 

(a)  Regularly  with  a  simple  shewa  [III.  1]. 
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(6)  Before  another  shewa,  with  a  short  vowel  [IV.  1]. 

(c)  Before  an  accented  syllable  in  certain  cases,  with   [V.  2,  2]. 

b.   With  the  article  they  simply  displace  ft. 

2.   Prefixed  to  pronouns  they  give  rise  to  the  following  combinations 

a.  2  with  suffixes  :  — 
Sing.  Plur. 

2  F. 

3M.        13 

3F. .  2  is  joined  to  most  of  the  suffixes  by  means  of  the  syllable 

;  hence- Stng.  Plur. 

a  '. 

3  M.ini2    ni^ns  ana  -ans 

3  F. c.   *2  with  suffixes  differs  from  ̂   OI^y  iQ  *hat  it  has  no  forms  to 
correspond  with  Q3  and  |53» 
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2.  The  particle  Jg,  fromy  is  most  commonly  prefixed  to  the  noun 
dependent  upon  it,  while  pronouns  are  regularly  attached  to  it  as 
suffixes. 

1.  Prefixed  to  nouns  this  preposition  takes  a  variety  of  forms. 

a.  Without  the  article,  — 

(a)  When  the  following  letter  is  neither  guttural  nor  vowelless,  J  is 

assimilated  and  daghesh  forte  inserted  ;  hence  _iJ9« 

(b)  When  the  following  letter  is  a  guttural,  especially  if  it  is  ft>  the 

vowel  of  the  preposition  sometimes  remains  unchanged,  though  the  daghesh 

is  omitted  [III.  3,  2]  ;  so  also  if  the  following  letter  is  vowelless,  but  rarely 

in  the  case  of  3,  J,  H,  3,  £,  fl-    A  vowelless  ̂   coalesces  with  the  vowel 
of  the  preposition. 

(c)  When  the  following  letter  is  a  guttural,  the  most  usual  form  of  the 

preposition  is  _  JJ. 

b.  With  the  article  the  preposition  takes  the  form  _  Q. 

2.  Prefixed  to  personal  pronouns  it  is  often  reduplicated  and  strength- 

ened, giving  rise  to  the  following  forms  :  — 

Sing.  Plur. 

2  M. 

2  F- 
3  M,       ti$        HDriD  -ana 
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Read:  —  Exercises. 

npia?  tnsrn  tonb 
taps  tnana  ̂ 3  tare  t^&a  ns  irb 

twos  :^satQ  tj&p 

npsn 
nxt  tnxa 

tnj  n     tn^r  pna  ̂ S,T    n^  :ns 
tnirr 

Write:  — 

From  him.  To  us.  In  you  (M.).  Like  thee  (F.).  In 

thee  (M.).  From  me.  As  they  (F.).  As  he.  To  thee  (F.). 

To  me.  In  her.  In  us.  From  them  (F.).  In  them  (F.). 

From  you  (M.).  To  them  (F.).  From  you  (F.).  From  the 

city.  For  the  best  of  the  flock.  I  told  him  as  ye  spake. 

Why  should  this  man  rule  over  us?  Take  heed  to  thy- 
self that  thou  tell  not  (from  telling)  what  I  have  spoken. 

Yahweh  shall  rule  over  you,  for  who  (is)  like  him  ? 

VOCABULARY. 

^3,  for,  that,  when. 
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XXY. 

THE   SECOND  CLASS   OF   NOUNS. 

NOUNS  of  the  second  class  follow  the  analogy  of  S'Hl  M.,  will- 
ing, prince,  of  which  the  typical  forms  are :  — 

Sing.  Plur. 
ABS. 

CONST. 

L.S. 

H.S. 
v     :       r:  v  r: 

The  base  in  all  the  derived  forms  is  the  same,  —  the  construct  singu- 
lar; for  the  lightest  of  the  terminations  releases  the  pretonic  vowel,  and 

the  heaviest  of  them  cannot  affect  the  remaining  vowel. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

nrnbpaa  tn 
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n^H  JW 

Their  (F.)  prince.  Our  prince.  Their  (M.)  prince.  His 

princes.  Thy  (M.)  princes.  Thy  (M.)  prince.  Your  (F.) 

princes.  Our  princes.  Thy  (F.)  prince.  Their  (M.)  princes. 

His  prince.  Her  place.  Her  bracelets.  My  bracelet. 

Thy  (F.)  right  hand.  I  have  a  bracelet  on  my  right 

hand.  Thou  hast  ruled  over  them  with  thy  right  hand. 

He  (is)  on  thy  right  hand. 

VOCABULARY. 

M.,  right,  right  hand. 
TttX,  M->  bracelet. 

XXVI. 

THE  THIRD  CLASS  OF   NOUNS. 

THE  nouns  belonging  to  this  class  may  be  divided  into  three 

groups,  of  which  the  second  consists  largely  of  participles,  and 

the  third  of  feminines  mutable  only  in  the  termination.  The 

words  DS&  station;  DH3,  writer;  and  HD^D*  mare,  may  be 

taken  as  representatives  of  the  three  groups  in  their  order. 
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Singular. 
i.  a.  3. 

ABS.     a^a          sro          HMD 
CONST.    S2t&          nro 
L.  S. 

H.S. 
— v-  —  —  — 

/y«m/. 

ABS.     D^iita  D*Ofi!?  rilDB 
CONST. 

L.  S. 

H.S. 

1.  In  the  first  group  there  is  no  deviation  from  the  rules  for  the  appli- 

cation of  terminations  to  the  noun  [XV.  2,  2  ;  XVII.  3] . 

2.  In  nouns  of  the  second  group  the  changes  resemble  those  in  cor- 

responding forms  of  the  verb.     Farther, — 

1.  The  vowel  of  the  last  syllable  cannot  be  shortened  when  there  is  no 

termination  [V.  2,  a]. 

2.  The  occurrence  of  two  successive  vocal  shewas  in  forms  having  either 

of  the  suffixes  *7|   ,  Q3   >  ?3     »  gives  rise  to  the  short  vowel   or   
between  the  last  two  radicals  [IV.  1], 
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3.   In  nouns  of  the  third  group  the  irregularities  are  due  — 

a.  To  the  restoration  of  the  feminine  ending  f\,  and  — 

b.  To  the  introduction  of  an  immutable  vowel  into  the  termination  of 

the  plural,  which  makes  further  change  impossible. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

twns   :naa 
"     :    I  T    T 

T  t 

t^rn 
tnin 

n^a  ny^  "isn  rte 
"D3  nris:-D3 

Write:  — 

His  station.  Your  (M.)  station.  My  stations.  Our 

stations.  Their  (M.)  writer.  My  mare.  Her  mares. 

Their  (F.)  writers.  Thy  (F.)  mares.  Your  (F.)  writers. 

Your  (F.)  virgins.  Their  (M.)  ruler.  Our  hands.  His 

name.  Thus  spake  Yahweh  concerning  (^)  your  (M.) 
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virgins.  This  (is)  his  name.  Yahweh  spake  to  Abraham 

in  his  old  age.  Its  (M.)  weight.  In  the  old  age  of  Sarah. 

Your  sons  will  speak  to  our  sons. 

VOCABULARY. 

J,  const. -p;  plur.  (irreg.)  Q^3 
const.  1J3,  M.,  son. 

,  also. 

I,  h.  s.  sing,  (irreg.)  D3*T>  c- 

>  of  what  follows. 

M.,  weight. 

(Sarah). 

XXVII. 

THE  FOURTH  CLASS  OF  NOUNS. 

THE  nouns  of  this  class  are  of  two  groups :  first,  the  mascu- 

lines, at  least  in  form;  and,  second,  the  feminines  having  two 

mutable  vowels.  The  masculines  follow  the  analogy  of 

heart;  the  feminines  that  of  PCHJI'  willingness,  gift. 

Singular.  Plural. 
i. 

ABS. 

CONST. 

L.S. 

H.S. 

2. 

T      T7 

ABS. 

CONST. 

L.S. 

ntro 
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1.   In  nouns  of  the  first  group,  — 

1.  The  former  vowel  vanishes,  while  the  latter  remains  as  a  pretonic 

vowel  in  the  absolute  plural,  and  before  all  the  light  suffixes. 

2.  The  latter  vowel,  moreover,  is  shortened  (  _  to  _  )  in  the  construct 

singular  and  before  the  heavy  suffixes  of  the  singular. 

3.  The  latter  also  vanishes,  and  a  short  vowel  appears  in  the  place  of 

the  former,  in  the  construct  plural  and  before  the  heavy  suffixes  of  the 

plural. 

2.    In  nouns  of  the  second  group,  as  in  feminines  of  the  third  class,  the 

irregularities  are  due  to  the  peculiarities  of  the  feminine  terminations. 

Read:-  Exercises. 

t 

Thy  (M.)  heart.  Your  (F.)  hearts.  Her  heart.  Their  (F.) 

hearts.  Your  (F.)  heart.  Our  heart.  Their  (M.)  heart. 

My  willingness.  Their  (F.)  willingness.  Our  gifts.  Thy 
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(F.)  gifts.  Thy  (M.)  gifts.  His  gifts.  Your  (F.)  gifts. 

According  to  (as)  his  word.  For  her  old  women.  From 

thy  (F.)  camel.  Take  heed  that  thou  (M.)  (to)  keep  my 

words.  The  camels  (were)  outside  the  city.  Ribhkah 

spake  to  Labhan  according  to  these  words. 

VOCABULARY. 

,  c.,  herd,  cattle. 

const.         ,  plur. 

'  const.      0|,  c.,  camel. 

const.  |p|,  plur.  DnJp]>  const. 
»  M<>        man* 

,  du. 
M->  Labhan  (Laban). 

>  under,  instead  of. 

XXVIII. 

THE  FIFTH  CLASS  OF  NOUNS. 

NOUNS  of  the  fifth  class  may  be  divided  into  three  groups : 

the  segholates  proper,  the  feminines  derived  from  them,  and  the 

feminines  which,  through  the  influence  of  the  ending  f\t  take  a 

segholate  form.  These  three  groups  are  represented  by  the 

words  'SJ,  king;  nO*  queen;  Dia*  &>**>  family. 
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Singular. 
1.  *. 

CONST. 

L.S. 
H.S. 

Plural. 

CONST, 
L.S. 
H.S.  0750 

1.    In  nouns  of  the  first  group,  — 

1.  The  construct  singular  has  the  same  form  with  the  absolute,  regularly 

taking  — 
a.  Between  the  first  two  radicals  _  ,  _  ,  or  J_,  from  _  ,  _  ,  and  _ 

.. 

respectively  [V.  2,  a]. 

b.  Between  the  last  two  the  helping  vowel  _  [IV.  2]  . 

2.  The  original  vowel,  sometimes  slightly  modified,  — 
a.  Reappears,  in  a  closed  syllable  in  the  dual  and  the  singular  with 

suffixes  whether  light  or  heavy  ;  but  in  an  intermediate  syllable  in  the  con- 

struct plural  and  the  plural  with  heavy  suffixes  [comp.  IV.  1]. 

b.  Vanishes,  while  a  pretonic  __  is  inserted,  in  the  absolute  plural  and 

the  plural  with  light  suffixes. 
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2.    In  nouns  of  the  second  group,  — 

1.  The  feminine  afformative  affects  the  word  — 

a.  In  the  singular  as  the  suffixes  affect  the  corresponding  masculine. 

b.  In  the  plural  like  the  corresponding  masculine  afformatives. 

2.  The  suffixes  — 

a.  In  the  singular  unite  with  the  stem,  as  in  the  third  class,  without  dis- 

turbing the  preceding  closed  syllable. 

b.  In  the  plural  unite  with  the  construct,  preserving  the  intermediate 

syllable. 

3.  In  nouns  of  the  third  group,  — 

1.  The  singular  with  suffixes  has  a  shortened  form  of  the  original  vowel 

before  the  last  radical. 

2.  The  plural,  with  or  without  suffixes,  has  shewa  or  an  immutably  long 

vowel,  like  the  corresponding  masculine. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

\  Dint     :  Do  \ 

npsn 

tn;a  laps 
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Write:  — 

My  king.  Your  (M.)  king.  Their  (M.)  king.  His  kings. 

Their  (M.)  kings.  My  kings.  Her  kings.  Thy  (M.)  queen. 

Our  queens.  Thy  (F.)  queen.  Thy  (M.)  queens.  Their  (F.) 

queens.  Our  queen.  Their  (M.)  birth.  Thy  (F.)  birth. 

Your  (F.)  families.  Yahweh  will  keep  thee  in  all  thy  (M.) 

ways.  Behold  thy  (F.)  garments  (are)  as  the  garments  of 

a  queen.  They  (F.)  had  ear-rings  of  silver.  Behold  I 

(am)  in  the  midst  of  them  (M.).  Every  morning  I  will 

tell  thy  (M.)  goodness.  Keep  thou  (M.)  our  feet  from 

their  (M.)  ways. 

VOCABULARY. 

•U3,suff.(irr.;p-[, 
const.  ̂ *T33,  M.,  garment. DTI  Plur.  DTOT3  ;  cons 

morning. 

M.,  midst. 

const. 

|,  time. 
shoulder. 

F.,  Debhorah  (Deborah). 

plur.  D'flfT  ;  const,  i 
D.,  way. 

PI3H,  behold. 

?|p3,plur.Q^aD5 ;  const, 
(in.),  M.,  silver ;  money. 

M., 

du- 

v.,foot;  plur. 
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XXIX. 

THE   ORTHOTONE   PREPOSITIONS. 

THE  prepositions  capable  of  standing  alone,  some  of  which 

have  already  been  used,  are  in  reality  constructs  of  obsolete 

nouns.  They  are  employed,  not  only  before  nouns,  but  with 

pronominal  suffixes. 

1.  With  nouns  they  are  often  connected  by  makkeph.    Their  vocaliza- 
tion is  then  affected  like  that  of  other  words. 

2.  With  personal  pronouns, — 

1.  Some  of  them  appear  as  singular  nouns  with  suffixes:    viz.,  J^}£, 

with;  Q3J,  wi/ft;  etc. 

a-  JlX  (H3S)  has  f°r  its  base  D&  to  which  the  suffixes  are  attached 

as  to  a  noun,  except  that,  like  other  prepositions,  it  prefers  the  connecting 

vowel       to       before  ̂ f      and  \\     . 
—      —  |— 

&•  DS?  (DttS)  has  for  its  base  Q5J,  and  for  a  connecting  vowel   ,  not 

only  before  ̂ T   and  *)J   ,  but  also  Qp   an^  73   >  while  the  first  sing. 

is  sometimes  ^HSSJ,  instead  of  ̂ fij?. 

2.  Others  often  or  always  appear  as  plural  nouns  with  suffixes. 

a.  p3,  between,  before  singular  suffixes  remains  singular,  but  before 
plural  suffixes  takes  the  plural  form,  masculine  or  feminine. 

b.  nng,  behind;  ̂   (H^K).  */  n»  (ms),  **&*:  b$  (nb»), 
ont  finri  (nin)>  under;  etc.,  are  always  plural  when  followed  by  suf- 

fixes, whether  the  suffixes  are  singular  or  plural. 
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3.   These   prepositions  are  often  compounded  with  the   prepositional 

prefixes. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

tiisi?  torri^a  torrbr 
T          r  v    ••  -: 

t*i» 

crust  D3  TJ 

With  thee  (M.).  To  us.  Between  you  (M.).  On 

them  (p.).  Unto  me.  Unto  her.  Between  him.  On 

thee  (F.).  To  them  (M.).  With  you  (F.).  Under  us. 

After  you  (M.).  From  them  (F.).  On  (account  of)  this 

thing  spake  he  to  us  according  to  these  words.  The 

hand  of  Yahweh  (is)  on  them  for  good. 
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XXX. 

THE    ADJECTIVE. 

IT  is  necessary  to  say  concerning  adjectives  only  that:  — 

1.  The  number  of  them  in  Hebrew,  owing  to  a  strong  preference  for 

the  genitival  relation,  is  very  small. 

2.  The  inflection  of  adjectives,  as  has  already  been  indicated,  is  pre- 
cisely that  of  nouns,  masculine  and  feminine,  of  a  corresponding  form. 

3.  The  comparison  of  adjectives  is  effected,  not  by  the  addition  of  ter- 

minations, but  by  syntactical  means  :  — 
1.  The  comparative  is  supplied  by  the  positive  with  a  following  7  £. 

2.  The  superlative  may  be  either  absolute  or  relative. 

a.  When  absolute,  it  is  oftenest  formed  by  adding  ̂ Xtt>  v**y>  to  the 

positive,  though  other  constructions  are  occasionally  found. 

b.  When  relative,  it  is  generally  supplied  — 

(a)  By  the  positive  followed  by  ̂3Jp>  of  all,  or  3,  among;  or  — 
(b)  By  the  positive  preceded  by  the  article  or  followed  by  a  dependent 

genitive  [XX.  3]. 
Exercises. 

Read:  — 

nina  tniss 

rots  *n  tnf  ffi;nn 

j  n4»  sits 
KPI  mra  n^ 
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DID  tnnx 

Write:— 
Our  king  (is)  a  good  king.  Thou  (art)  the  best  of  sons. 

The  greatest  of  my  flock  (is)  not  larger  than  these.  (It  is) 

better  that  Yahweh  rule  over  you  than  I.  This  man  (was) 

greatest  of  all  the  sons  of  Nahor.  Her  husband  (was) 

older  than  she.  Behold  (it  was)  very  good.  Better  is  the 

way  of  Yahweh  than  our  way. 
VOCABULARY. 

»6,  not. 

XXXI. 

THE   FORMS   OF   THE   FIRST   STEM. 

THE  word  ̂ ffi  has  been  employed  to  illustrate  the  inflection 
of  the  verb.  It  furnishes  a  perfect  pattern  for  regular  verbs, 

except  in  the  case  of  the  first  stem.  The  vowel  of  the  final  syl- 
lable of  the  verb  in  this  stem  is  not  always  the  same,  even  in 

what  may  be  called  regular  verbs.  The  remaining  forms  and 

their  inflection  are  illustrated  by  the  verbs  H33,  be  heavy,  and 

?»  be  bereaved. 
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PERFECT.  . 

Sing.     3  M- 

3F. 
T  : fcafcAi 

2  M. 

Plur.     2  M.          

IMPERFECT. 

Sing.     3  M. 

2  F. 

1  C. 

Plur.     3  F. 

IMPERATIVE. 

Sing.     2  M. 

2  F. 

2  F. 

'  T 

INFINITIVE. 

ABS.  1133 

CONST.          *133 : 

PARTICIPLE. 
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1.  Verbs  whose  characteristic  vowel  is   or  J_  may  be  called  I  or  U 

verbs,  in  distinction  from  the  common  or  A  verbs. 

2.  This  difference  in  the  vocalization  often,  but  not  always,  indicates 

a  difference  of  signification. 

1.  The  law  is  that  A  verbs  are  transitive,  while  I  and  U  verbs  are 
intransitive. 

2.  The  exceptions  to  this  law  are  explained  by  the  tendency  to  uni- 

formity, as  the  result  of  which  some  intransitive  verbs  have  two  forms,  or 

only  that  of  transitive  verbs. 

3.  Intransitive  verbs  properly  have   instead  of  __  in  the  imperfect 

and  the  imperative;  but  here  again  the  tendency  to  uniformity — as  the 
result  of  which  a  third  vowel,   ,  has  entirely  disappeared,  except  in  a  few 

irregular  verbs  [XXXVIII.]  —  produces  some  exceptions. 

4.  The  treatment  of  the  characteristic  vowels,  when  additions  to  these 

verbs  are  made,  differs  in  some  respect  from  that  of  the  vowels  of  A  verbs. 

1.  With  afformatives, — 

a.  In  the  perfect, — 

(a)  Sere  is  shortened  to     before  all  the  syllabic  afformatives,  but 

vanishes  before  those  consisting  of  a  vowel. 

(b)  Holem  remains  before  the  syllabic  afformatives  ending  in  a  vowel, 

but  is  shortened  to     (6)  before  the  heavy  ones,  and  vanishes  like  _ 

before  those  consisting  of  a  vowel. 

b.  In  the  imperfect  and  the  imperative   is  treated  like  J_  in  the  same 
situation. 

2.  With  suffixes  the  vowels  of  the  perfect  and  the  imperfect  are  treated 

in  the  same  manner,  and  both  after  the  analogy  of  the  perfect  of  A  verbs. 
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5.  In  both  I  and  U  verbs  the  infinitives  have  the  same  form  as  in 

A  verbs,  but  the  participle  is  regularly  like  the  third  sing.  masc.  of  the 

perfect. 

6.  The  derived  stems  of  these  verbs  differ  in  no  respect  from  the 

corresponding  forms  of  A  verbs. 

A  passive,  used  impersonally,  may  take  an  object  like  an  active 
verb. 

Read:-  Exercises. 

mas  qmD?  nrns  tns^ri  n:?#r 
t 

135^1  t 
i^l  nirr 

p)  twpt  nrix  nin  t^u  K  n^gt  r? 

Thou  (F.)  art  bereaved.  He  was  heavy.  They  (M.)  will 

be  heavy.  Be  thou  (F.)  bereaved.  Ye  (F.)  will  be  bereaved. 

Ye  (M.)  were  heavy.  She  will  be  bereaved.  Thou  (M.)  wilt 
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be  heavy.  I  shall  be  bereaved.  Be  ye  (M.)  heavy.  Thou  (F.) 

wilt  be  honored.  He  will  honor  us.  Me  have  ye  (M.)  hon- 

ored. Abraham  has  become  great.  I  will  surely  (inf.  abs.) 

highly  honor  thee  (M.).  The  hand  of  Yahweh  was  heavy 

upon  us.  They  will  rear  thee  (F.)  sons.  Thou  (M.)  hast 

magnified  thy  name.  What  am  I  that  thou  (M.)  shouldst 

magnify  me? 
VOCABULARY. 

,  be  heavy;    II.  be  honored; 

III.  make  heavy ;  IV.  honor. 

*e  bereaved;  III.  be  barren  ; 

IV.  bereave. 

te  large  ;  III.  enlarge  ; 

IV.  rear;  V.  show  one's  self 

great. 

XXXII. 

GUTTURAL  VERBS. 

VERBS  in  which  one  or  more  of  the  radicals  are  gutturals, 

producing  some  or  all  of  the  effects  peculiar  to  this  class  of 

consonants,  are  called  guttural  verbs.  They  are  further  distin- 
guished according  to  the  place  occupied  by  the  guttural,  whether 

that  of  the  first,  second,  or  third  radical.  Hence  there  are  verbs 

with  an  initial  guttural,  verbs  with  a  medial  guttural,  and  verbs 

with  a  final  guttural.  A  verb  may,  of  course,  belong  to  more  than 
one  of  these  classes  at  the  same  time. 
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VERBS   WITH   AN   INITIAL   GUTTURAL. 

Guttural  verbs  of  the  first  class  are  inflected  like  IfiSJ,  stand, 

-    T 

of  which  only  the  typical  forms,  in  the  stems  affected  by  the 

occurrence  of  a  guttural  as  the  first  radical,  (I.,  II.,  III.)  are 
here  given. 

PERFECT. 

I.  II.  III. 

'ng.  3  M.     lay  *raw  ^Ol?ft 
3F.   rnar  .Traw  nn;arn  rnprn 
2M.  rnai?  maw  marn  rnarn 

T     :  -  T  T     :  ~  v:iv  T     :  -  v:  iv  T     :  -  T:  IT 

2M.  amai?  oma»3  nmam  omam 
v     :  -  -:  v     :  -  v:  |v  v     :  -  v:  jv  v     :  -  T:  IT 

IMPERFECT. 

ing.  3  M. 

2F.  narn     ^arn     Tam      •narn •      ~  '  •  - 

nnarri 
IMPERATIVE. 

2M.     -fbi?      nam       nam 
2F.    i^     i-iam 

nrpm 
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INFINITIVE. 

I. 
ii. in. 

ABS. mar Tbw 

•r 

-.  j- 

TOT 

CONST. 
nai? 

TOT 

T-OT 
TOT 

PARTICIPLES. 

ACT.       nai?         TOW 

PASS, 
1.   The  peculiarities  of  these  verbs  may  be  classed  under  three  general 

heads  :  — 

1.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  be  the 

first  of  two  consonants  at  the  beginning  of  a  syllable,  it  takes,  instead  of  a 

simple,  a  composite  sh'wa  [III.  1,  2,  b~\  ;   if  J{>  usually  __,  as  in  ""IQS  ; 
if  any  other  guttural,  commonly  _  ,  as  in  IfojJ. 

2.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  close  a 

syllable,  it  usually  affects  both  the  character  and  the  vocalization  of  that 

syllable. 

a.  The  syllable,  though  it  is  sometimes  closed  by  a  guttural,  as  by  any 

other  consonant,  is  regularly  made  intermediate  [III.  2,  2,  #,  (£)],  while 

the  guttural,  when  the  second  radical  has  a  vowel,    takes  a  shewa  cor- 

responding to  the  short  vowel  preceding,  as  in  nfojj^  ',   but  when  the 

second  radical  is  vowelless,  a  short  vowel,  like  the  one  before  it  [IV.  1,  i,  £], 

as  in  '"flpSp. 

b.  The  vocalization  of  the  syllable  is  disturbed  only  when  the  vowel 

would  be  _  ,  which  regularly  passes  into  _  ,  as  in  ̂ ftJJJj  ;  but  when  the 

following  syllable  has  J_,  gives  place  to  an  original  _  ,  as  in 
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3.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  be 

doubled,  it  remains  unchanged,  while  the  preceding  vowel  is  lengthened 

[III.  3,  2,  a]. 

2.  Nouns  derived  from  roots  in  which  the  first  radical  is  a  guttural  suffer 

similar  modifications;  *tf.Ttofr  fllfy  MPT,  Utt^  IDS, 

Exercises. 
Read:  — 

orrnx . 

npn  air  16  t  anra  i^r^P  ""5i7  mn  * 
TOI? 

tDDm  atr 

iisr  "i^ 
tt^p  T? 

Write  :  — 

Thou  (F.)  stoodst.  We  stood.  I  shall  stand.  Standing. 

She  was  placed.  I  placed.  Ye  (M.)  will  be  placed.  Place 

ye  (M.).  We  shall  stand.  He  stood.  Ye  (F.)  were  placed. 
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Stand  ye  (F.).  He  established  us.  She  rode  '  upon  an 
ass.  Why  hast  thou  (M.)  not  watched  over  (7$)  my  lord 

the  king?  Yahweh  has  deserted  our  land.  My  master 

has  placed  me  over  the  men  of  this  city.  These  (are) 

the  names  of  the  men  who  stood  with  you  (M.).  Why 

speaketh  my  lord  according  to  (3)  these  things?  Why 

hast  thou  (M.)  forsaken  me? 

VOCABULARY. 

const. 

const.  ̂ J^Ki  M->  l°rd>  Caster. 

ifc  plur.  D'ttfjg  ;  const, 
M.,  man,  husband. 

^>x,  const.  n"? 
const.  (nlb$)>  F-»  oath>  curse- 

(WDK>,    SUff.    IflSflJ,    F., 
truth. 

,  with  the  article  "?*'    '  Plur' 

earth,  land. 

,  D.,  Syria. 

,  const.  ntt?K;  Plur. 

const,  ̂ t,  F.,  woman,  wife. 

.  an/tori;  const. 

»  suff-  ̂ PC!I>  MV  mercy. 

21  SJ,  /<?^7^,   withhold;    II. 
serted. 

;  ̂M*  place. 

,  du.  a:i-)3J  ; 
HSJ, 

;  III. 

const.  ̂ JHSJ,  c.,  evening. 
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XXXIII. 

VERBS   WITH   A   MEDIAL   GUTTURAL. 

VERBS  with  a  medial  guttural  are  inflected  like 

and  *?H9»  kneel.    The  typical  forms  are : — 
PERFECT. 

I.  II.  IV. 

2M. 
2  M.  anzpn     ontnj 

IMPERFECT. 

3M. 2F. 

s  F.  n3t?pn^ri  n^n^in 
IMPERATIVE. 

2  M. 
2F. 
2  F. 

nTJ!?n$."i 

SIT    : 
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INFINITIVE. 

I.  II.  IV. 

CONST.       tahttf        8Dnt#n  TlSl 

PARTICIPLES. 

ACT. 
PASS. 

1.  The  inflection  of  these  verbs  involves  an  application  of  the  general 

principles  already  given  but  slightly  different  from  that  of  the  last  lesson. 

1.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  second  radical,  regularly  begins  a  syl- 

lable,— 

a.  If  followed  by  a  second  consonant  without  an  intervening  vowel,  it 

takes  a  composite  instead  of  a  simple  shewa,  usually  _  ,  e.g.  HJflHtJ^. 

b.  If  not  followed  by  a  second  consonant,  it  prefers  _  ,  except  in  the 

infinitive,  to  J_,  e.g.  USHC^  ;  and  often  to      ,  e.g.  ̂ T"")3- 

2.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  second  radical,  is  regularly  the  last 

consonant  of  an  intermediate  syllable,  it  almost  always  takes,  before  it,  _  . 

after  it,  the  corresponding  sh'wa,  e.g.  ̂ tpHtJj. 

3.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  second  radical,  would  regularly  be 

doubled,  — 

a.  If  f],  n,  or  JJ,  it  usually,  though  not  doubled,  has  the  effect  of  a 

double  letter,  preserving  the  quantity  and  quality  of  the  preceding  vowel 

unchanged,  and  producing  an  intermediate  syllable,  e.g. 
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b.   If  &  it  often,  and  if  %  always,  attaches  itself  altogether  to  the  fol- 
lowing syllable,  leaving  the  preceding  vowel  to  be  lengthened,  e.g. 

2.   When  these  verbs  take  suffixes,  _  ,  — 

1.  In  the  imperfect  and  the  imperative  of  the  first  stem,  is  treated  as  in 

the  corresponding  forms  of  I  verbs  [XXXI.  4,  2]. 

2.  In  the  derived  stems,  is  treated  like  the  vowel  which  it  displaces 

[XXI.  3]. 

3.  Nouns  derived  from  roots  with  a  medial  guttural  often  suffer  similar 

modifications,    e.g.  • 

Read:-  Exercises. 

twn  t 
.    .     -  ..  ••  :    - 

trnznrr . 
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nirr 

arnnx  TO  tfnrn  j^Tfi*t  prrin 
mnx  :,K  nsnb  nnx  jvW?  rnran 

Thou  (F.)  wast  slain.  Ye  (F.)  will  cause  to  kneel.  She 

slew.  Thou  (M.)  blessedst.  Ye  (M.)  were  blessed.  Ye  (F.) 

will  be  slain.  Ye  (F.)  slew.  I  shall  cause  them  (M.)  to 

kneel.  Thou  (M.)  blessedst  us.  Make  haste.  I  blessed 

Yahweh,  who  had  not  withheld  his  mercy  from  my 

master.  Our  sister  (art)  thou.  Ye  (M.)  will  detain  me 

in  your  city.  What  hath  Yahweh  asked  of  (from  with) 

thee  (M.)  ?  Why  (is)  this  (that)  thou  (M.)  shouldst  ask  for 

my  name?  The  men  of  the  place  asked  concerning  (^) 

his  wife.  Behold  thy  (M.)  servant  to  wash  the  feet  of  the 

servants  of  my  lord.  Abraham  hastened  to  the  tent  to 
Sarah. 
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89 

,  bve. 

M.,  tent. 

,  const. 

VOCABULARY. 

hasten;  IV.  =  I. 

'  const 

*•• 

const. 

,  kneel;    II. 

III.  make  kneel;  IV.  ̂ jj/  V.  in- 

voke a  blessing. 

const.  nlJ3»  F->  daughter. 

,  const.  Sn]»  M.,  ̂ ///. 

/  in.  =  i. 

,     const.    ̂ JK;    plur. 
;  const  ̂ 3^tt,  M, 

messenger,  angel. 

J,  const.  ̂ HJ;   plur.  D^.TO 

;     const.    i^HJ    or 

const. 

Plur- 

»  F,  girl. 

;     const. 

XXXIV. 

VERBS   WITH   A   FINAL   GUTTURAL. 

VERBS  with  a  final  guttural  are  inflected  like  HptZ^,  send,  of 

which  the  typical  forms  are:  — 



-.  2  F.      Pttrnttf 

T    •    - INF.  ABS. 
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I.  II.  III.  A. 

PERF.   Sing.  3  M.  PDttf 

3  F.     nrnttf 
T    :    IT 

T   :  ~     r  ~T":"~  T  ~  ~T   : 

2  F.  J 

/%/r.  2  M. 

2  F. 

I  C. "    '-     :     v 

I 

.  3 

IMPA.  Sing.  2  M. 

2  F. 

CONST.       n"^7  npwiTi  nvtpu 
PART.  ACT. 

PASS. 
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III.  P.  IV.  V. 

rbv 

v     :   -    :     T  v    :  -  v    :   -     \  — v    :   -    -     : 

Tipttfri 
rfentfK 

:-:T  T:~  :  ?  i   -     \ rb 
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1.  In  the  inflection  of  these  verbs  the  following  points  should  be 

noted  :  — 

i.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  third  radical,  would  regularly  be  the 

first  of  two  consonants  at  the  end  of  a  syllable,  the  helping  pathah  is 

introduced,  without,  however,  affecting  the  pronunciation  of  fl  [IV.  2,  i], 

2.  Whenever  the  guttural,  as  the  third  radical,  regularly  ends  a  word  or 

syllable,  a  heterogeneous  vowel  preceding  is  variously  affected. 

a  .  An  immutable  vowel  takes  a  pathah  furtive  ',  to  prepare  the  way  for 

the  guttural  [IV.  3],  e.g.  fl^fl. 

b.  A  mutable  vowel  usually  gives  way  to  _  ;  a  _  ,  except  in  infinitives 

absolute  and  participles,  e.g.  HTtt?  '>  a  _L>  except  in  infinitives,  e.g. 

2.  The  _  substituted  for  other  vowels  in  verbs  of  this  class,  when  they 

take  suffixes,  is  treated  like  the  same  vowel  in  verbs  with  a  medial  guttural 

[XXXIII.  «]. 

3.  Nouns  derived  from  roots  with  a  final  guttural  manifest  similar  pecu- 

liarities,  as,  g-fyj,  fl^,  pjp,  Stf-J,  Jpty 

Read:  —  Exercises. 

tn^ri  rnr 
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tnrnn^  -iT.Tn«  m  rjnKa  nj  rbm 

tftppe  rpa 

He  caused  to  send.  Ye  (M.)  were  sent.  They  (M.)  will 
be  caused  to  send.  We  shall  cause  to  send.  Send 

them  (F.).  Cause  ye  (F.)  to  send.  She  was  sent.  They 

sent.  Ye  (F.)  were  sent.  Thou  (F.)  wilt  send.  Ye  (M.) 

will  be  caused  to  send.  Sending.  My  lord  the  king  will 

hear  the  words  of  his  servant.  My  God  hath  prospered 

my  way.  He  sware  to  him  according  to  this  thing.  In 

truth  Yahweh  sent  me  to  you  (M.)  to  speak  to  you  all 

these  words.  Behold  I  have  released  thee  (M.)  this  day 

from  the  hand  of  thy  family.  In  thy  (M.)  seed  shall 
all  the  families  of  the  earth  be  blessed. 
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VOCABULARY. 

,  M.,  God,  god;  plur.  D 

const. 

,M.,^^  (shekel). 

;  const, 
M., 

i 

^jp,  M.,  abscission  ;  with  or  with- 

out 2>  before. 

,  const. 
;  const, 

F.,  family. 

>  °Pen  •  H-  ̂   loosed;  IV. 

>  progress,  prosper  ;  III. 

prosper. 
*  II-  swear;  III.  w^z^  swear. 

,  extend,  send;   III.  and  IV. 
4MM& 

/  \\.beheard;  III.  make 

hear,  call. 

XXXV. 

THE   CONTRACTED  VERBS. 

THERE  are  two  classes  of  verbs  which,  in  some  of  their  forms, 

are  subject  to  contraction. 

1.  In  verbs  of  the  first  class  contraction  is  due  to  the  weakness  of  the 

first  radical,  J.     Hence  they  may  be  called  verbs  with  an  initial  Nun. 

2.  In  verbs  of  the  second  class  contraction  is  due  to  the  repetition  of 

the  second  as  a  third  radical.     Hence  they  may  be  called  verbs  with  a 
double  medial. 
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VERBS   WITH   AN   INITIAL  HUN. 

The   inflection  of  this   class  of  verbs  may  be  learned  from 

),  approach. 
PERFECT. 

I.  II.  III. 

Sing.      3  M. 

3F- 
2  M. 

P/ur.      2  M. 

IMPERFECT. 

Sing.     3  M. 

2  F. 

:IT  * 
I   C. 

.  3 

IMPERATIVE. 

2M. 
2F. 

2F. 
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INFINITIVE. 

I.  II.  III. 

coNSr. 
PARTICIPLES. 

ACT. 

PASS. 

1.   The  cases  in  which  contraction  takes  place  are  two :  — 

1.  Whenever  J,  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  be  the  first  of  two 

consonants  at  the  beginning  of  a  word,  it  is  dropped,  yet  only  in  |flj  and 
verbs  in  which  the  imperfect  has   ,  and  that  in  the  imperative  and  the 

infinitive  construct  of  the  first  stem.     After  losing  the  J,  the  imperative 

often  takes  the  ending  f]   ,  and  the  infinitive  always  the  termination  f\. 

2.  Whenever  J,  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  close  a  syllable,  it  is 

assimilated  to  the  second,  which  is  then  doubled ;  while  in  the  passive  of 

the  third  conjugation  the  original  vowel   is  retained,  for  an  unaccented 

vowel  before  a  doubled  letter  must  be  not  only  short  but  pure. 

2.  When  the  second  radical  is  a  guttural,  since  daghesh  forte  cannot  be 

used,  recourse  must  be  had  to  one  or  the  other  of  the  usual  methods  of 

supplying  its  place  [XXXIII.  3]. 

3.  The  ̂   of  Hpb  is  treated  like  the  J  of  these  verbs  in  the  first  stem. 

4.  The  verb  TJ^J,  of  which  the  final  J  also  is  assimilated  when  circum- 

stances favor,  has  the  further  peculiarity  that  its  first  stem  has   in  the 
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imperfect,  the  imperative,  and  the  infinitive  construct,  instead  of  J_  or  _  . 

The  infinitive  construct  thus  becomes 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

j  1  ?  rrcto  tntf  ntfi  ttftan  t 

an;  rb  w  ̂ |n  m  ̂ -na  t^ri  ̂ s? 
tnjs  n^r  naisn  n^«n  ̂   tnnnx  pny. 

TJH 

13,7  nan  fe 

fr  n^ri  tpsn^rnx 
Writ*:  — 

Ye  (M.)  will  approach.  We  will  cause  to  approach. 

Approach  thou  (F.).  We  were  made  to  approach.  Thou 

(F.)  wilt  approach.  Thou  (M.)  approachedst.  I  approached. 
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They  (F.)  will  be  made  to  approach.  I  will  draw  near  to 

thee  (F.).  Laban  gave  to  the  servant  of  Abraham  straw  for 

his  camels.  Give  me  my  wife.  Take  her.  He  will  tell 

us  our  way.  (Then)  fell  upon  me  there  the  hand  of  the 

Lord  (Yahweh).  He  hath  not  let  fall  any  of  (from)  his 

words  to  the  earth.  Behold  I  stood  (was  placed)  by  the 

well.  On  account  of  the  money  will  they  (M.)  cast  them- 

selves upon  us. 
VOCABULARY. 

\,fall,  descend;  III.  make  fall; 

V.  precipitate  one's  self. 

M-»  nose> 
*  nostrils,  face. 

IL  be  taken>  IV- 

>  approach  ;  II.  =  I.  ;  III.  make 

approach,  bring;  V.  =  II. 

>  II.  grieve,  comfort  one's  self; 

IV.  comfort;  V.  =  II. 

,  II.  take  one's  place,  stand  ; 
III.  set. 

(n39), 
D.,  time. 

,  there. 

.  o^ris  or 

XXXVI. 

VERBS  WITH  A  DOUBLE  MEDIAL. 

THE  verb  JJD  (3iD)>  turn,  will  serve  to  represent  this  class, 

though  it  is  not  always  irregular.     See  pages  100  and  101. 
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1  .  The  irregularities  which  appear  in  the  paradigm  may  be  classified  as 

follows  :  — 

i  .  Whenever  the  second  radical  would  regularly  be  doubled,  the  repe- 

tition of  the  same  sound  may  be  avoided  by  substituting  for  the  regular  an 

equivalent  form  in  the  fourth  and  fifth  stems.  This  form  is  either  — 
a.  One  in  which  the  long  vowel,  \  from  J_  or  __,  compensates  the  loss 

of  daghesh  forte,  e.g.  SJjlD  >  or  — 
b.  One  in  which  the  repetition  of  the  first  radical  between  the  second 

and  the  third  answers  the  same  purpose,  e.g.  3D5P- 

2.  Whenever  the  second  radical  would  not  regularly  be  doubled,  except 

in  the  infinitive  absolute  and  the  participles  of  the  first  stem,  it  is  contracted 

with  the  third,  giving  rise  to  various  modifications  of  the  verb. 

a.  The  doubled  letter  — 

(a)  Receives  a  daghesh  forte  regularly  if  the  word  has  a  termination, 

'.g.  nap. 
(^)  Omits  it  regularly  if  there  is  no  termination,  e.g.  3D  >  bu*  — 

(<:)  Transfers  it  to  the  first  radical  sometimes  in  all  forms  of  the  imper- 

fect of  the  first  stem,  e.g.  ̂ D**  and  'QDFl*  for  Ufa1*  and  ̂ SDFl- 
b.  The  afformatives,  — 

(a)  If  vocal,  are  attached  immediately  to  the  stem,  e.g.  *^Q. 

(^)   If  they  begin  with  a  consonant  they  take  a  connecting  vowel  :  in 

the  perfect  %  e.g.  H13D  >  ̂  tne  imperfect  and  the  imperative  ̂ ___,  e.g. 

c.  The  accent  — 

(a)  Is  not  disturbed  by  vocal  afformatives,  e.g. 

(£)   Is  attracted  as  far  as  the  connecting  vowel  by  a  simple  syllable, 

e.g.  rilSD  ;  but  to  itself  by  a  mixed  syllable,  e.g.  DJ113D-    (S66  P-  IO2-) 

*  This  is  called  the  Chaldee  imperfect. 



PART.  ACT. 

PASS.  SGD 

2   M 
*  •    i  I^K^V  -    i  :^«^w  •   r' '— ." 

IOO  HEBREW   LESSONS. 

I.  II.  III.  A. 

PERF.  Sing.    3  *•  OSD)  Up 

3F. nteD 
/>/«/-.    2  M. 

IMPF.   A'^.    3  M. 

2  F. 

1  C. 

Plur.    3  F. 

IMPA.    Sing.     2  M.  S'D  SDH  DDH 

**     T 

^.teM.    L^  ^   ̂ M.      ^^    ta^  fe^M 2  F. 

/>/«r.    2  F. 

INF.  ABS.  SlSD  S1BH  SDH 
T  *  "     T 

CONST.  SD  DDH  5DH 
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III.  p. 

spin 
napn 
fliipn 

Dntepin 

aw 

SD1K 

spin 

IV. 

MID 

:      1     : 

V. 

rate 

naaiD       nnaiD     nMiripn 

aamoK 
roaaion    ; 
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d.  The   vowel  preceding  the   doubled  letter  is   regularly  that  which 

belongs  between  the  second  and  third  radicals ;  but  this  vowel,  unless  it 

be   ,  is  often  affected  by  its  position. 

(a)  If  the  syllable  be  accented,   in  the  second  stem  gives  place  to   , 

except  in  the  infinitive,  e.g.  3D? ;  *    in  the  third  stem  to   ,  e.g.  3EJ5  > 
for  though  an  accented  vowel  in  a  closed  syllable  before  two  consonants  or 

a  double  consonant  may  be  long,  it  must  be  mutable. 

(b)  If  the  syllable  be  not  accented,   is  shortened  to   in  the  third 

stem,  where     occurs  in  the  regular  verb,  e.g.  rilSpfl >  _!_  to    in  the 

first  stem,  e.g.  flJ^Dlrl- 

e.  The  preformatives,  — 

(a)  If  they  regularly  form  distinct  syllables,  are  undisturbed,  e.g.  3D^- 

(b)  If  they  regularly  form  syllables  with  the  first  radical,  since  this  con- 

sonant is  now  followed  by  a  vowel,  — 

a.  Immediately  before  the  tone,  become  open  syllables  with  long  vowels ; 

_  (a)  instead  of   or   ,  except  in  the  perfect  and  the  participle  of  the 

third  stem,  where     is  used ;  and  }  instead  of    (6)  or    ,  e.g.  ̂ D*1? 

afa;,  3D,rt,  and  apn 
b.  Farther  from  the  tone,  except  in  the  case  of  the  passive  of  the  third 

stem,  lose  their  vowels,  e.g.  H^Spp  an<*  111395'  but  even  D£ll3Din 

2.  The  effect  of  suffixes  upon  these  verbs  is  usually  analogous  to  that 
of  the  afformatives. 

3.  When  the  letter  repeated  is  a  guttural,  the  inflection  of  the  verb  is 

modified  in  accordance  with  the  requirements  of  the  gutturals. 

4.  Nouns  derived  from  roots  with  a  double  medial  manifest  similar 

peculiarities,  as  *l J, 
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Exercises. 

Read:  — 

i  tnb?  tnbn  rspin  tspn  nap  * 

tspn 

in  T^X  ISTK  xb  torpor  ̂ fr&n  nb  nms  son I  v     ••  ~  ~s  v      •  ~:         |  v    v   -  T      • 

$fop  i^\y  i!2*rnx  tn»5^'^  frrs  tate  IK 
min  nisi  tnrix 

inn  Tianx  :^-^a  nvr  ̂ ax  :nrr6ro v    v         I  :    -    I  T    :  T      :        |:     v-~:  v     ••  -:  r 

wi  nto  trat? 

She  turned.  Thou  (M.)  wilt  surround.  Cause  ye  (M.)  to 

turn.  Ye  (F.)  will  be  made  to  turn.  Ye  (F.)  surrounded. 

I  shall  turn.  We  shall  cause  to  turn.  Ye  (M.)  surrounded. 

Thou  (F.)  wast  made  to  turn.  They  turned.  Surround 

ye  (F.).  Turning.  They  (F.}  will  go  around  him.  Thou  (M.) 

hast  caused  their  (M.)  heart  to  turn.  I  will  bow  (with  my) 

*  When  a  letter  is  repeated,  a  simple  sh*wa  is  often  replaced  by  _  ,  for  the  sake  of 
distinctness. 
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face  to  the  ground.  Ye  (M.)  will  go  round  the  city  on  that 

day.  He  spake  kindly  to  the  maiden,  for  he  loved  her. 

Behold  she  spake  to  herself.  Her  jar  (was)  on  her  hand. 

It  is  better  that  I  rule  over  you  (M.)  than  that  many  kings 

rule  over  you.  My  mother  will  forsake  me. 

VOCABULARY. 

1K,  or. 
OX,  Plur.  DISK,  F.,  mother. 

,  plur.  D^3>  !>•>  jar 

,go  round  ;Il.  =  I.-3 
III.  make  turn,  surround;  IV.  =  I. 

-  PISH.,  ««<*»  &*<**• 
»  F'  n         **<*,  evil. 

XXXYII. 

QUIESCENT   VERBS, 

VERBS  in  which  one  or  more  of  the  radicals  lose  their  con- 

sonantal force  and  quiesce  with  the  vowels  are  called  quiescent 

verbs.  They  are  divided  into  classes  named  from  the  weak  letter 

and  its  position  on  the  word.  Thus  there  are  verbs  with  — 

1.  Initial 
Yodh.}  "  ~*~-  t?:~«i 

I  Yodh.         3" 
2.  MediaU  Waw'  l  Yodh- Yodh. 
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In  verbs  with  a  final  Waw  and  Yodh  the  original  weak  con- 

sonants  have  almost  entirely  given  place  to  H,  whence  these 

verbs  are  usually  called  verbs  with  a  final  He. 

VERBS   WITH  AN   INITIAL  MLEPH. 

Verbs  of  this  class  are  inflected  like  73X,  eat. 

I.   IMPERFECT. 

I  C. 

Plur.    2F. 

1.  They  are  irregular  only  in  the  imperfect  of  the  first  stem,  being  else- 
where like  other  verbs  with  an  initial  guttural. 

2.  Their  irregularity  is  due  — 

1.  To  the  quiescence  of  J$  in  the  preceding  vowel,  originally  _  ,  length- 

ened to  _  ,  then  modified  to  J_  ;  and  — T 

2.  To  the  omission  of  this  consonant  in  the  first  person  singular. 

3.  To  the  appearance  of  _  instead  of  _  as  the  characteristic  vowel  oi 

the  imperfect,  especially  in  pause. 

3.   There  are  only  four  other  verbs  which  always  suffer  similar  changes  ; 

viz,  *1,  &*&;  H2X,  be  ̂ UKng;  n»X,  say;  and  HS&  bake. 

4.   The  vowel  of  the  imperfect  in  forms  with  suffixes  is  treated  like  the 

of  the  intensive  stem  [XXIII.]. 
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5.   In  certain  nouns  beginning  with  X  this  letter  quiesces  with  the  vowel 

of  a  prefix. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

jflbiK  tbix  tbz*  ta 

•ax  -ir  hz*  vb  nax  notf»  tn^isri  t 

nin? 

ran 
nb  ton     ̂ eK  np  to 

tn-i? 
*  In  this  word,  though  Alefh  has  become  silent,  the  short  vowel  is  retained  con- 

trary to  rule  [III,  4,  i]. 
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Write:  — 
She  ate.  Thou  (M.)  wilt  cause  to  eat.  Thou  (F.)  wilt 

eat.  Eat  ye  (F.).  They  (M.)  will  be  eaten.  Ye  (F.)  will  be 

made  to  eat.  They  were  eaten.  Cause  them  (F.)  to  eat. 

Thou  (F.)  atest.  Ye  (F.)  were  made  to  eat.  Eat  ye  (M.). 

Eaten.  God  said,  Ye  (M.)  shall  not  eat  from  it  (M.).  She 
caused  her  husband  also  to  eat  from  it.  All  this  land 

which  I  have  said  I  will  give  to  your  (M.)  seed.  Your  (M.) 

sons  will  speak  to  our  sons,  saying,  What  have  you  to  do 

(what  to  you)  with  Yahweh?  In  that  day  thou  (F.)  wilt 

say  to  me,  My  husband.  In  the  evening  thou  (M.)  shalt 

say,  Would  that  it  were  (who  will  give)  morning. 

VOCABULARY. 

eat»  II*  be  eaten;  III.  cause,  I  *")OX>  say  >  H«  be 

give,  to  eat;  IV.  devour. 

XXXVIII. 

VERBS  WITH  AN   INITIAL  YODH. 

VERBS  in  which,  without  preformatives,  the  first  radical  is  \ 

do  not  all  really  belong  to  the  same  class.  The  first  radical  was 

not  originally  ̂   in  all  of  them,  as  appears  from  an  examination 
of  some  of  the  derivative  stems,  but  it  was  more  frequently  \ 

There  are  therefore  two  general  classes  of  verbs  whose  first 

radical  is  apparently  \ 
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1.  The  first  class,  consisting  of  those  whose  first  radical  was  originally  ̂ , 

may  be  subdivided  into  three  groups,  distinguished  by  the  way  in  which  the 

weak  letter  is  treated,  especially  in  the  imperfect  of  the  first  stem ;  viz. :  — 

1.  Those  from  which  the  ̂ ,  after  becoming  \  entirely  disappears. 

2.  Those  in  which  the  ],  after  becoming  %  coalesces  with  the  preceding 
vowel. 

3.  Those  in  which  the  1,  after  becoming  ̂   is  assimilated. 

2.  The  second  class  consists  of  those  whose  first  radical  was  originally  \ 

VERBS   WITH   AN   INITIAL  WAW.  —  i. 

The  verb  3$\  sit,  will  serve  as  a  representative  of  this  group. 

PERFECT. 

I.  II.  III. 

Sing.  3*.          SttP  St&flJ  SWl 

2M. 
/*,.2M.  DTOtt^      DTOt^U v    : 

IMPERFECT. 

'*    T 
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IMPERATIVE. 

I.  II.  III. 

Sing.  2  M. 

2  F. 

/*r.2F.  ™a#    nnttfri    njaw 
INFINITIVE. 

aw;       —       aw i CONST,  natt 

"*    T 

PARTICIPLES. 

ACT. 
PASS. 

1.   The  following  are  the  peculiarities  in  the  inflection  of  these  verbs  :  — 

i.  Whenever  ^,  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  begin  a  syllable,  — 

a.  If  followed  by  another  consonant  without  an  intervening  vowel, 

except  in  the  perfect,  it  is  dropped  ;  e.g.  3^,  but  D£QtjK 

(a)  The  imperative  second  sing.  masc.  then  often  adds  fl  _  ;  e.g. 

(b)  The  infinitive  const,  f]  ;  e.g. 

b.  If  not  immediately  followed  by  another  consonant  it  usually  becomes 

;  e.g.  2$   and  H,  yet  we  have  also 
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2.  Whenever  *],  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly,  with  a  prefix,  form  a 

mixed  syllable,  it  unites  with  the  preceding  vowel,  — 

a.  Giving  __  (e),  from  ̂    =  •)   ,  —  always  defectively  written,  —  in 
the  imperfect  of  the  first  stem,  perhaps  through  the  influence  of  the    , 

which  regularly  appears  in  the  following  syllable ;  e.g.  ̂ ff*- 
b.  Giving  \  from  1   ,  in  the  perfect  and  the  participle  of  the  second 

and  in  the  active  of  the  third  stem;  e.g.  itylJ  and  S^lPT- 

c.  Giving  \  from  *\   ,  in  the  passive  of  the  third  stem;  e.g.  5t£?in« 

3.  Whenever  \  as  the  first  radical,  would  regularly  be  doubled,  it  takes 

daghesh  forte  like  any  other  consonant. 

2.  The  characteristic  vowel  of  the  imperfect  and  the  related  forms,   , 

from   [XXXI.  3],  is  retained  before  ffj    in  the  imperative ;   but  is 

shortened  to   before  flj      in  the  imperfect,  and  to    before  the  femi- T 

nine  ending  of  the  infinitive  const. 

3.  The  vowel  of  the  preformative  in  the  imperfect  first  sing,  of  stem  II., 

which  in  regular  verbs  may  be  either    or   ,  is,  in  verbs  of  this  class, 

always   . 

4.  The  infinitive  with  suffixes  corresponds  to  nouns  of  the  fifth  class 

[XXVIII.]. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 
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' 

ri  rrf^  nb  n$«  nnp^  ̂  
rra  iTin  :nrr  tfh        mn 

DHKS  tr 
an  1 

He  caused  to  dwell.  They  were  made  to  dwell 

Ye  (M.)  dwelt.  They  (F.)  will  dwell.  I  dwelt.  They  (M.) 

will  be  inhabited.  Dwell  ye  (M.).  I  will  cause  him  to 

dwell.  Abraham  begat  Yishak.  Sarah  the  wife  of  my 

master  hath  borne  a  son  to  my  master  in  (after)  her 

old-age.  Cause  us  to  know  (in  what)  we  shall  send 

it  (M.)  to  its  place.  They  said  to  him,  Behold  thy  sons 

have  not  gone  in  thy  ways.  Who  will  go  down  with 

me  ?  I  will  go  down  with  thee  (F.).  Why  should  thy  (M.) 

servant  dwell  in  this  city  with  thee?  She  lowered  her 

jar  upon  her  hand. 
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if  not,  perhaps. 
if; 

[,*  go  ;  II.  depart;  III.  make, 

let,  go;  IV.  walk,  move;  V. 

,  know;    II. 

VOCABULARY. 

known  ;  III.  make  known  ;  V.  re- 
veal. 

',    beget,    bear;    II.   ̂     born; 
III. 

,  beget;  IV.  =  I. 
«V,  dwell;  II.  fo  inhabited  ; 

III. 

«/, 

/  IV.  =  III. 

XXXIX. 

VERBS   WITH   AN   INITIAL  WAW.—  z. 

THE  word  t$*V»  ̂ ^  possession,  is  an  example  of  the  second 
group  of  the  verbs  which  originally  had  an  initial  Waw. 

I. 

IMPERFECT. 

•Sfcjff.     3  M-  V}*}" 

2  F. 

I  C. 

Plur.     3  F. 

IMPERATIVE. 

2  M. 

2  F. 

/>/*/-.      2  F. 

INFINITIVE. 

ABS. 

CONST. 

*  This  word,  in  the  imperfect,  the  imperative,  and  the  infinitive  const,  of  the  primitive 
stem,  as  well  as  in  the  entire  causative  stem,  though  sometimes  regular,  is  oftenest  treated 
like  a  verb  with  an  initial  Waw  or  Yodh. 
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1.  The  peculiarities  of  verbs  of  this  kind  are  confined  to  the  imperfect, 

the  imperative,  and  the  infinitive  of  the  first  stem.  They  are  elsewhere 
inflected  like 

2.  These  verbs  all  have  _  in  the  imperfect. 

3.  The  weak  letter,  after  becoming  %  — 
1.  At  the  beginning  of  a  syllable  without  a  vowel,  may  be  dropped  or 

retained. 

2.  At  the  end  of  a  syllable  quiesces  with  _  ,  forming  ̂   _  . 

3.  There  is  a  constant  tendency  to  confuse  these  with  the  verbs  of  the 

preceding  group. 

VERBS  WITH   AN   INITIAL  JMJT.  —  3. 

The  word  flJT,  burn,  might  represent  the  third  group  of  verbs 

with  an  initial  Waw,  but  a  separate  paradigm  is  not  necessary, 

since  the  forms  agree  with  those  of  verbs  with  an  initial  Nun 

[XXXV.]. 

VERBS   WITH   AN   INITIAL   YODH. 

The  word  y&\  be  g°°d>  will  illustrate  this  second  class  of 

verbs,  —  those  properly  called  verbs  with  an  initial  Yodk. 
PERFECT. 

I.  III. 

Sing.        3M. 

3F- 
2  M.     DFOBi  DTOSDTI 
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IMPERFECT. 

I.  III. 

Sing.     3  M. 

2  F. 

1  C. 

Plur.     3  F. 

IMPERATIVE. 

Sing.     2  M. 

2  F. 

Plur.     2  F. 

T   :    ~  : 
INFINITIVE. 

ABS.  S^ 

CONST.  ^Qp 

PARTICIPLES. 

ACT. 

PASS.    

1.  The  weak  letter  — 

1.  At  the  beginning  of  a  syllable  is  retained. 

2.  At  the  end  of  a  syllable  quiesces  with   ,  in  the  first  stem ;  with 

from      ,  in  the  third. 
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2.   A  vowelless  ̂   at  the  beginning  of  any  word  may  coalesce  with  the 

vowel  of  a  prefix. 

Exercises. 
Read:  — 

Wi  ttfn    t 

t*   rfti]  ytffr^  'D^T,  nrir  tmin  Disa 
nrix  tffrn  ffo;  na- 
np^  nj^  trtftD  fl 

tnisr  nri?^-n«  rbw  tn 

*  This  form  of  the  plural  with  the  suffix  of  the  first  person  singular  means  prop- 

erly "  my  Lord,"  then  the  "  Lord,"  i.e.  God. 
t  When  the  unpronounceable  name  is  preceded  by  the  word  with  whose  vowels 

it  is  usually  pointed,  it  takes  those  of 
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Write:  — 
She  was  good.  He  will  make  good.  Possess  thou  (M.). 

They  made  possess.  I  was  possessed.  They  (M.)  will  pos- 

sess. Thou  (M.)  wilt  possess.  We  shall  make  possess.  Be 

ye  (M.)  good.  They  (F.)  will  be  impoverished.  We  deter- 

mined. Possessed.  They  have  well  spoken  (made  good) 

all  that  they  have  spoken.  They  (M.)  will  possess  the  cities 

of  the  south.  All  which  Yahweh  our  God  hath  taken 

(from  our  enemies),  it  (M.)  will  we  possess.  Nurse  him 

for  me.  Tell  (F.)  us  how  we  shall  prevail  against  (be  able) 

him.  Perhaps  Yahweh  will  punish  him  for  p)  the  words 

which  he  hath  heard.  Yahweh  hath  sworn  by  his  right 

hand.  Isaac  (was)  dwelling  in  the  land  of  the  south. 

VOCABULARY. 

i,  possess  ;  II.  be  impoverished; 

III.  make  possess;  dispossess. 

[I.  be  vindicated ;  III.  deter- 

mine, vindicate,  punish. 

,  be  able.     Impf.  supplied  by 
III.  P. 

(actually  used  only  in  impf.), 

be  good,  right  ;  III.  make  good, 

right. 
/  III.  suckle. 

,  M.,  south. 
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XL. 

VERBS   WITH   A   MEDIAL  WA W. 

VERBS  of  this  class  follow  the  analogy  of  Dp  (Dlp)>  arise. 
PERFECT. 

I.  II.  III. 

Dp       aipj       opn 
nap     n&ipj     n&pn 

2M. 
IMPERFECT. 

3».      dp;       Dp        dp; 

3  F.  nj  vpji 
IMPERATIVE. 

2M.      op 
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INFINITIVE. 

i.  ii.  in. 

Dip      Dipn        Dpn      Dpn 
CONST.     DID      otn       Dtn       — 

PARTICIPLES. 

ACT.       op       Dip; 
PASS. 

1.  The  treatment  of  the  weak  letter  in  the  inflection  of  these  verbs  is 

not  uniform  and  consistent,  but  the  exceptions  may  be  explained  in  most 

cases  by  the  analogy  of  related  forms. 

i.  Whenever  the  weak  letter,  as  the  second  radical,  would  regularly 

begin  a  syllable, — 

a.  If  preceded  by  a  vowel, — 

(a)  Regularly  it  and  this  vowel  are  dropped,  and  the  following  or  char- 
acteristic vowel,  falling  in  a  simple  or  a  final  mixed  syllable,  is  lengthened ; 

e.g.  Dp  for  Dip,  Dip  *<*  Dll|>  ai^  Dip  for  Dllp  '>  then  !"Itt|>  e*c- 
(b)  Exceptionally  it  and  the  following  vowel  are  dropped ;  the  remain- 

ing vowel  may  then  be  modified;  e.g.  Dp  for  Dip  (D1p)>  as  *n  intransi- 

tive verbs,  and  Dip*1  f°r  D1p%  **  m  tne  perfect. 

b.  If  not  preceded  by  a  vowel, — 

(a)  Regularly  it  is  transposed  and,  after  assimilation,  if  necessary,  con- 

tracted with  the  following  vowel;  e.g.  Dip*1  for  Dip**  (D1|*T)>  Dlp3  for 

Dip?  (Dipj),  D^pO  for  D'lpfJ, etc- 
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(b)  Exceptionally  it  is  dropped  for  the  sake  of  preserving  the  character- 

istic vowel;  e.g.  Dplfi  for  DlpO  (Dlpi^I)*  as  m  verbs  witn  a  doubled 
medial. 

2.  Whenever  the  weak  letter,  as  the  second  radical,  would  regularly  be 

the  second  of  two  consonants  beginning  a  syllable,  it  is  treated  as  when 

preceded  by  silent  stowa;  e.g.  QUJ  for  Q^p  (D}p)» then  *tt15>  etc- 
3.  Whenever  the  weak  letter,  as  the  second  radical,  would  regularly  be 

doubled, — 

a .  It  is  changed  to  ̂   before  being  doubled,  or  — 
b.  Its  use  is  avoided  by  the  employment,  in  the  fourth  and  fifth  stems, 

of  the  forms  found  in  the  same  stems  of  verbs  with  a  double  medial. 

4.  The  preformatives  correspond  exactly  with  those  of  verbs  with  a 

double  medial  [XXXVI.]. 

5.  The  connecting  vowels  found  in  verbs  with  a  double  medial  are  used 

also  in  these  verbs,  but  only  in  the  perfect  of  the  second  and  third,  and 

sometimes  in  the  imperfect  of  the  first  stem. 

6.  The  accent  also  in  these  verbs,  so  far  as  it  varies  from  that  of  the 

regular  verb,  is  treated  as  in  verbs  with  a  double  medial. 

2.  These  verbs  are  affected  by  the  suffixes  just  as  they  are  by  similar 
afformatives. 

3.  Nouns  derived  from  roots  with  a  medial  Waw  suffer  similar  changes  j 

<*  ni$. 
Exercises. 

Read:  — 

tDpv  tjntopD  taps 

tape  toip  tn^pn 
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tni^S  ̂ xaT^x  iir  nri  ttqr  TS 

TJDjr^  rnil  "19$  wn  D^K  nirr 
16  KTI  rbx  ii  s>  mr 

tnxn  p«n  6  ncfr  Dn^ox 
t 

We  arose.  Thou  (F.)  wilt  establish.  He  was  estab- 

lished. Ye  (M.)  will  stand.  Establish  thou  (M.).  Confirm 

ye  (F.).  Ye  (F.)  will  be  established.  Ye  (M.)  stood.  Why 

(is)  this  (that)  thou  (art)  running,  my  son  ?  Yahweh 

will  establish  his  work.  Return  ye  (M.),  return  ye,  from 

your  evil  ways.  Her  husband  went  after  her  to  speak  to 

her  heart  to  cause  her  to  return.  Like  him  (there)  arose 

not  a  king  who  turned  to  Yahweh  with  all  his  heart.  I 
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will  hurry  him  away  from  (from  upon)  her.  My  money 

(silver)  has  been  returned.  I  will  restore  thy  son  to  thee  (M.). 

A  daughter  will  rise  against  (3)  her  mother.  Arise  ye  (M.), 
return  to  the  man. 

f,  stilly  again. 

?g  (always  with  makkeph),  lest. 

Dp,  arise,  stand;  III.  make  arise  or 

stand,  establish;  IV.  D*p>  con~ 

firm;  Dttlp*  build;  V.  0m<?, 

oppose. 

VOCABULARY. 

,  rww/  III.  make  run,  hurry. 

,  return;  III.  make  return,  re- 

store. 

,  meditate. 

XLI. 

VERBS   WITH   A   MEDIAL  YODH. 

VERBS  of  this  class  follow  the  analogy  of  ̂   (?*Q)>  perceive. 

I. 

PERFECT. 

or 

.  2  M. 

IMPERFECT. 

Sing.     3  M. 

3  F. 
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IMPERATIVE. 

Sing.     2  M. 

INFINITIVE. 

ABS.  CONST. 

PARTICIPLES. 

ACT.    73,  PASS. 

2  F. 

.     2  F. 

1.    These  verbs  differ  from  those  whose  second  radical  is  ̂   only  in  the 

first  stem,  — 

1.  Usually  only  in  the  imperfect,  the  imperative,  and  the  infinitive, 

where  ̂    takes  the  place  of  *|. 

2.  Sometimes  in  the  perfect  also,  which  then  has  the  form  of  that  of  the 

third  stem  without  the  preformative. 

2.  Some  nouns  derived  from  verbs  with  a  medial  ̂   are  similarly  affected ; 

*•&  TV- » 

Read:-  Exercises. 

rniin?  trijiiann  nsa  rra£i  tawa  :flaj 

nip  trnb  ato-p  fnnb  rat? 

fa;  papb  n^am  tn^n 

njh  nn^  tf1^  DpyDa  13^?  ai 
at?  tp^iT^jt  n^nn  tt^r^  |ab  pT 
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rrrin  irfu  Drnax  ̂ i  nc6  rr™ 

trrrp    »n 
13BD3 

remaining  Exercise,  see  page 

VOCABULARY. 

P3,  const.  JT3;    Plur.  D^ 

(batim),*  const.  ̂ JT)3,  M., 
,    const.   J1JJ,   F.,   eye,    spring; 

1,    perceive,   understand;    II.   be      '"  '  „ du.    Q^JJ,   const. intelligent;    III.    make  perceive,  rf 

m3^5>»  const. explain,  instruct,  also  perceive;  T": 

IV.  £*a«/;  V.  ̂ nii^r.  Ot£7,  «/,  P^ce. 

XLII. 

VERBS   WITH   A   FINAL 

OF  verbs  of  this  class  XS£fi»  find*  *s  usually  taken  as  a  rep- 
resentative. The  typical  forms  in  the  various  stems  are  the 

following :  — 

*  The  dagkesh  in  the  Taw  is  intended  merely  to  distinguish  this  from  another  word 
having  the  same  form.  The  methegh  prevents  a  mistake  in  the  pronunciation. 
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I.  II.  III.  A. 

PERF.   Sing.    3  M. 

3  F. 
2  M.     fi&afc 

Plur.     2  M. 

IMPF.    Sing.    3  M- 

2  F. 

1  C. 

Plur.     3  F. 

IMPA.    Sing.    2  M. 

2  F. 

Plur.    2F.          HJXra 

INF.  ABS. 

CONST. 

PART.  ACT.  Wfo  X2B23 

PASS. 
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III.  P.  IV.  V. 

nxran 
T    :     :    \ 

•    :     •. 

wean "  :   \ 

T  '     \ 

onxstann 

T     ', 
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1.   The  weak  letter  loses  its  consonantal  force  only  at  the  end  of  a  syl- 

lable, being  elsewhere  treated  like  any  other  consonant. 

1.  At  the  end  of  a  word  it  coalesces  with  the  characteristic  vowel,  what- 

ever that  may  be,  without  affecting  its  quantity  or  quality,  except  in  the 

case  of  _  ,  which  is  lengthened  to  _  ;  e.g.  X!£O>  DUt  KSJtt- 

2.  At  the  end  of  a  penultimate  syllable  (and  before  p|)  it  coalesces  — 

a.  With  __  or  __  in  the  perfect  of  the  first  stem;  e.g. 

b.  With  _  in  all  the  rest  of  the  perfects  ;  e.g. 

c.  With  _  in  the  imperfect  and  the  imperative  of  all  the  stems,  even  in 

the  passive;  e.g. 

2.  These  verbs  with  suffixes  are  treated  like  other  verbs  with  a  final 

guttural  [XXXIV.  2]. 

3.  In  nouns  derived  from  roots  with  a  final  fc$,  especially  feminines,  this 

letter  shows  the  same  tendency  to  quiesce  ;  e.g.  riSJf^  f°r 

Read:-  Exercises. 

-nrn  pr 
;fri5  n^ia  tai 
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DIT13K 

n  tiptop-^  n^tri  ni^ 

nb^n  nis>  njr,  ̂ n 
max  mt?  nWn  pnr  nx 
•  T  T  T    v:         T      I       T     S  *  T       ' 

tnxin 

nn^n  a^Krrnx  xsn 

nan  tai 

iqp  Jj^5  pte 

v    -:  v 

She   will   find.      We   were   found.      Deliver   thou  (M.). 

Ye  (F.)  will  be  found.     Ye  (M.)  will  deliver.     Found.     We 
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found  her.  I  found  them.  They  (F.)  will  find  me.  Us 

thou  (M.)  didst  not  call  to  go  with  thee.  Blessed  (be) 

Yahweh  who  sent  thee  (M.)  this  day  to  meet  me.  Ribhkah 

raised  her  eyes.  The  house  was  full  of  men.  I  came 

to-day  to  the  spring.  All  that  he  will  say  will  surely 

come  (to  pass).  (It  is)  good,  my  daughter,  that  thou  go 

forth  with  his  maidens.  I  (am)  Yahweh  thy  God  who 

brought  thee  (M.)  forth  from  a  house  of  servants.  He 

was  not  able  to  bring  them  (M.)  to  the  land  (concerning) 

which  he  spake  to  them.  His  land  is  full  of  horses. 

I  surely  said  that  thou  (M.)  verily  hatedst  her.  He 

understood  that  Yahweh  (was)  calling  (to)  the  boy. 

*  Write:  — 

He  will  make  understand.  Ye  (F.)  understood.  He  was 

intelligent.  They  (F.)  will  consider.  We  shall  understand. 

They  made  understand.  Consider  ye  (M.).  They  (M.) 

will  understand.  Thou  (F.)  madest  understand.  She  con- 

sidered. Thou  (M.)  wilt  understand.  Ye  (F.)  will  make 

understand.  Consider  the  mercies  of  Yahweh.  God 

understandeth  (III.)  her  way.  Abraham  said  to  the  oldest 

*  See  page  123. 
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of  his  house,  Place,  pray,  thine  hand  under  my  thigh. 

Where  (in  which)  thou  (F.)  shalt  lodge  I  will  lodge. 

Behold  he  was  standing  by  his  camels  at  the  spring.  I 

know  that  thou  (M.)  (art)  good  in  mine  eyes  as  an  angel 

of  Yahweh.  In  that  day  I  will  establish  all  that  I  have 

said  concerning  his  house. 

VOCABULARY. 

>  come  ;  III.  bring. 

>  III.  give  to  drink. 

go  forth;  III.  bring  forth. 

>  be  full;  II.  be  filled;  IV.  fill. 

;  \\.befound;  III.  de- 
liver. 

»  raise,  carry,  take ;  II.  uplift 

one's  self,  be  carried,  taken;  IV. 

raise,  assist;  V.  exalt  one's  self. 

Sip*   call,    name,    read ;    II.   be 
called,  named. 

\\.behated. 

XLIII. 

VERBS   WITH   A   FINAL  WAW  OR   YODH. 

THE  inflection  of  this  class  of  verbs  is  illustrated  in  that  of 

reveal.     The  following  are  the  typical  forms  :  — 



PART.  ACT. 

PASS. 
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I.  II.  III.  A. 

PERF.      Sing.    3  M-  HT^  !"1  Al?  PD JPl 

3F.    nn^        ntfw       nn^n ^M.     n^j     (un^s    cu 
/y»r.    2  M. 

IMPF.       Sing.    3  M< 

2  F. 

1  C. 

Plur.    3  F. 

IMPA.      Sing.    2  M. 

2  F. 

mr.  2F.     nr^       nr^n       nAn 

INF.         ABS.      n"53          H^3         n^n 
i^^t    i.  •»•    •    •  , 

CONST. 

nba: 

v   :  • 
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III.  P.  IV.  V. 

nn'pri         nrfea 
cyjp&j 
on^a 

rbv 
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1.  The  two  groups  of  verbs  of  which  this  class  was  originally  composed 

can  no  longer  be  distinguished,  since  the  inflection  is  precisely  the  same  in 
all  cases. 

2.  The  changes  occasioned  by  the  weak  letter  are  as  follows  :  — 

i.   Whenever,  as  the  third  radical,  it  would  regularly  close  a  syllable,  — 
a.   At  the  end  of  a  word  it  — 

(a)  Yields  to  ff  as  the  sign  of  a  preceding  vowel  :  — 
a.  _  in  all  the  perfects  ;  e.g.  H^3- 

b.  (from  ̂   _  ),  in  all  the  imperfects,  and  in  all  the  participles  except " 

c.  __  (from  ̂   _  ),  in  all  the  imperatives,  and  in  the  infinitives  absolute, 

except  those  of  the  first  and  second  stems  ;  e.g.  n^3>  ft  T^!""!- 

d.  _'_  in  the  infinitives  absolute  of  the  first  and  second  stems;  e.g.  fl^J. T 

(£)  Disappears  before  the  feminine  ending  f\  in  all  the  infinitives  const. 

(f)  Remains  as  %  only  in  the  passive  participle  of  the  first  stem. 

b.   At  the  end  of  a  penultimate  syllable  it  quiesces  with  a  preceding  — 

(a)  __  (from  ̂   _  ),  in  the  perfect,  always  of  the  first  stem,  and  often  of 

the  remaining  actives  or  reflexives  ;  e.g.  ̂   v3. 
T       •    T  «| 

(b)  _  (from  ̂   _  ),  in  the  perfect  of  the  passives  ;  e.g.  fl  v3H- 

(c)  _  (from  ̂   _  ),  in  all  the  imperfects  and  the  imperatives;  e.g.  nj^pJF)- 

2.  Whenever,  as  the  third  radical,  it  would  regularly  stand  the  second 

consonant  at  the  beginning  of  a  syllable,  it  is  dropped  with  the  preceding 

shewa  ;  — 

a  .  Usually  without  compensation  ;  e.g.  ̂ 3  for  ̂ ™)3  ;  but  — 
b.   In  the  third  sing.  fern,  of  the  perfect,  after  the  loss  of  the  final  radi- 

cal, the  feminine  ending,  originally  fl,  assumes  a  second  feminine  termina- 

tion; e.g.  fina  for  lpj. 

3.    Nouns  derived  from  roots  with  a  final  Waw  or  Yodh  exhibit  similar 

peculiarities;  e.g. 
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Exercises. 

Read:  — 

T   :    • 

toroK  •'a'TK  or  noprpftw  tDisn T     T  s    -         •       ~:  v    v  ••  -: 

..  -.       T 

nirr  tsnr  nusib  nn^a  rnt^b  prt^  xr 

:^b  rbvx  yyr%  t  S31M  %^ 

tnk?  nnt?r  nin^T  ̂ 
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pS  ̂ nns#  n?n  rnt? 
-i  tfe  n*a  Kia&  *o  ny 

n  0       -ib«  t 
onnan 

Write:  — 

Thou  (F.)  appearedst.  He  will  expose.  Reveal  thou  (F.). 

He  revealed  himself.  They  (M.)  were  exposed.  We  shall 

reveal.  •  Appear  ye  (F.).  Ye  (F.)  were  exposed.  Thou  (M,) 

wilt  reveal  thyself.  The)  (F.)  will  appear.  Exposed. 

They  revealed  it  (F.).  By  it  (F.)  I  shall  know  that  thou  (M.) 

hast  shown  mercy  to  my  master.  Drink,  my  lord.  The 

camels  finished  drinking  (to  drink).  In  the  way  hath 

Yahweh  led  me  (to)  the  house  of  the  brethren  of  my  lord. 

He  saluted  with  (bS)  his  face  to  the  earth  before  the  king. 

Make  (M.)  for  us  gods,  for  (as  for)  the  man  who  has 

brought  us  up  we  know  not  what  has  become  of  (been  to) 

him:  I  have  prepared  a  place  for  the  camels.  He  said  to 

his  sons,  Why  look  ye  at  one  another  ? 
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VOCABULARY. 
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>  oe  willing,  wish. 

PIS  (nrm  const,  rig;  p]ur- 

bl^;  const,  ̂ n^,  Hi.,'  brother. const.  nin*  ;  pi-  (ni 
const.  .i^l*  F-> 

nb3>  ̂ «,  reveal,  go  into  exile;  II. 

pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  lead  into  exile;  IV. 

discover,  expose;  V.  reveal  one's  self. 
rPn»  ̂ >  become,  happen. 

*tt  (PITT),  F.  rrn  ;  piur.  o^n, 
//Ww^,  0/tttf  /  fern,  and  plur.,  /$?  / 

HlfT'  ̂ H»  tfj  ̂   Lordliveth,  fol- 

lowed by  QX  when  the  dependent 
sentence  is  negative,  but  fc^  DK 
when  it  is  affirmative. 

i  1^3,   be  done,   ended,   destroyed  ; 

IV.  finish. 

D^b  dTO)»  const.         or  , M., 

,  const. 

,  form. ;  m.=i. 
u*:  II*  pass*  of  IIL* 

III.  bring  up,  offer. 

>  do,make;  II.  pass,  of  I. 

,  turn;  III.  =  I.  ;  IV.  remove, 

prepare. 
(H3B,  const.  1J£;)  plur.  Q^B  ; 

const.  ̂ Jg,  M.,  side,  face  ;  "'JBp, 

before. 
/  III.  provide. 

H-   ̂    ̂ «»,    appear; 

III.  j^^o/  /  IV.  recip.  of  I. 

const.  ̂ \jy,  m..,  field. 

>  HI-  
' 

XLIT. 

THE    JUSSIVE   AND   THE   COHORTATIVE. 

THERE  remain  in  Hebrew  traces  of  two  additional  modes, 

related  to  both  the  imperfect  and  the  imperative,  called  the 
jussive  and  the  cohortative. 
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1.   The  jussive  is  the  imperfect  more  or  less  modified  in  commands 

and  similar  expressions. 

1.  It  occurs  as  a  distinct  form  only  in  the  active  voice;  chiefly  in  the 

second  and  third  persons  ;   when  without  terminations  of  any  kind  ;  and 

only  when  the  vowel  of  the  final  syllable  can  be  either  shortened  or  dropped. 

2.  It  differs  from  the  regular  imperfect,  if  at  all,  — 

a.  In  all  verbs  but  those  ending  in  ft,  in  the  change  of  ̂   _  to  _  , 

*•&  5CIJR  and  pj  »  and  1  to  —  '  e-8-  Qj5J- 
b.  In  verbs  ending  in  ft,  in  the  recession  of  the  accent  to  the  penultima; 

the  loss  of  ft  with  the  preceding  vowel,  e.g.  ̂Jp  ;  and  the  introduction, 

when  necessary,  of  a  helping  vowel  between  the  first  and  the  second  radical, 

«•<•• 
2.  The  cohortative  is  the  imperfect  more  or  less  modified  in  exhorta- 

tions and  similar  expressions. 

i  .  It  has  a  distinct  form  only  in  the  active  voice  ;  almost  solely  in  the 

first  person  ;  when  without  other  terminations  ;  rarely  in  verbs  with  a  final 

fc$,  and  still  less  frequently  in  those  ending  in  ft. 

2.  It  differs  from  the  imperfect,  if  at  all,  by  the  termination  ft  _  some- 

times attached  to  imperatives,  which  affects  a  given  form  like  other  vocal 

terminations  ;  e.g. 

3.  The  negative  used  with  the  jussive  and  the  cohortative  is 

though  £;,  which  properly  belongs  to  the  simple  verb,  is  sometimes  em- 
ployed. The  distinction  between  the  simple  imperfect  and  the  jussive  or 

cohortative  with  their  respective  particles  is  that  — 

1.  The  imperfect  with  }$^  is  peremptory,  while  — 

2.  The  jussive  or  cohortative  with  *2J$  is  deprecatory. 

The  imperative  in  Hebrew,  as  in  Latin,  is  not  used  with  negatives. 
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Exercises. 

Read:  — 

:t&p  :apn  tab;  trfctf?  tarqri  *attps 

ibp  M  tKro?  qa;  top;  JDJ^  *a*?".  ;a#ifl 

m»n  n^n  ram  matt^  tnx  tn^aj 
T~:  |-  ~  T   :  T  :     :     v  v   :  v  T      •     :  - 

na^i  nrir  :rx?t?^  nx 

nn^ 
v  T          |  : 

ion  naar  nins  ̂   t^asb  iri^s 
:T  *  :    :   •  v  T  :    •  v  v     T 

v    v  v    T  *  T       :  v:  |v 

na-iaa T      :       "   :    *  T      :  :    *  /»v: 

mrr 
T    T    -  T      '    IT  V  T        : 
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Write:  — 
Let  us  send.  Let  her  stand.  Let  him  stay.  Let  me 

dwell.  Let  her  understand.  Let  me  reveal  myself.  Let 

her  appear.  Let  it  be  good.  Let  me  establish.  Let  her 

bring  near.  Let  me  speak  to  the  king,  perhaps  he  will  do 

this  thing.  God  hath  placed  me  (for)  lord  over  (to)  all 

the  land.  Come-down  (M.)  to  me,  stay  (stand)  not.  Let  us 
send  men  before  us.  If  it  is  good  in  thine  (M.)  eyes  let  me 

give  to  them  (M.)  money.  Let  not  a  man  go  forth  from 

his  place  on  that  day.  May  Yahweh  grant  (place)  to  thee 

seed  from  this  woman.  Let  thy  servant  abide  instead  of 

(under)  the  boy  a  servant  to  my  lord.  (As  for)  the  boy, 

let  him  go  up  with  his  brethren.  Let  me  see  the  face  of 
the  king. 

VOCABULARY 

afterward.  \          *}$,  not,  (Lat.  ne). 
>  M.,  decade,  ten  days. 

XLV. 

WAW  CONJUNCTIVE. 

THE  almost   universal   copulative   by  which   both  words   and 

sentences  are  united  is  the  prefix  \  variously  pointed. 

1.   Its  usual  form  is 
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2.  It  often,  however,  becomes  \  thus  giving  rise  to  the  only  syllable 

which  can  begin  with  a  vowel  (III.  1)  ;  a  syllable  peculiar  also  in  that  it 

takes  methegh  only  before  a  composite  sh'wa  (V.  4,  3).  The  form  *|  occurs  : 

1.  Before  either  of  its  cognates  ̂ >  ft>  S- 

2.  Before  the  other  consonants,  except  gutturals  and  %  where  they  have 

a  simple  sh'wa. 

3.  It  regularly  receives  a  short  vowel  — 

i.   Before  ̂   with  a  simple  sh'wa;  viz.,  _  . 

2  .   Before  a  guttural  with  a  composite  shewa  ;  viz.,  the  vowel  of  the  hateph  . 

4.  It  sometimes  becomes  *\  immediately  before  the  tone,  especially  at 
the  end  of  a  clause  or  sentence. 

Exercises. 

Read:— 

nnn 

rnu   in«  rn  ̂ 35^  1^9  tanbni 
mmb  tins  kran  unreal 

T        l-  *    "         A      :-          T   : 

firin  nbjtfi  nis^  tprn-^r 
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ins  nan  nsnwn  nrra  IK  na»« 

Write:  — 

Yahweh,  the  God  of  the  heavens,  took  me  from  the 

house  of  my  father  and  from  the  land  of  my  birth. 

Ribhkah  had  (to  Ribhkah)  a  brother,  and  his  name  (was) 

Laban.  They  gave  straw  and  fodder  to  the  camels,  and 

water  to  wash  his  feet  and  the  feet  of  the  men  who  (were) 

with  him.  Do  (M.)  not  detain  me,  since  (and)  Yahweh  hath 

prospered  my  way  ;  send  me  (away)  that  (and)  I  may  go  to 

my  master.  If  they  (M.)  will  not  give  (her)  to'  thee  (M.),  then 
(and)  thou  shalt  be  free  from  my  oath.  Before  he  had 

finished  speaking  (and)  behold  Ribhkah  going  forth,  who 

was  born  to  Bethu'el,  the  son  of  Milkah.  Take  (M.)  your 
father  and  your  families  (houses)  and  come  to  me  and  I 

will  give  you  the  best  of  the  land.  He  said  to  the  mes- 

sengers, Come,  pray,  to  the  house  of  your  servant  and 

lodge  and  wash  your  feet. 
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VOCABULARY. 

(POK),   const.   Mjg;    plur. 

nlS£  ̂ father. 
HtD3»  stretch,   spread,  incline;  II. 

paTss.  of  I. ;  III.  =  I. 

ft^),  II.  be  clean,  free;  IV. release. 

,  plur. 

*  clean,  free. 

>  testify,  answer  ;  II.  fo  heard, 

answered. 

MB  (PPB),  const.  ̂   ;  plur.  D'B 
or    Ti^B>  M->  mouth. ,  const.      ,  M., 

XLVI. 

WAW  CONSECUTIVE. 

THE  conjunction  1  is  often  used  with  verbs  to  denote  a 

sequence  as  well  as  a  connection.  It  is  then  called  Waw  con- 
secutive. 

1.  Its  position  is  at  the  very  beginning  of  the  sentence  which  it  intro- 
duces, and  in  immediate  connection  with  the  verb  to  which  it  belongs. 

2.  Its  form:  — 

1.  When  prefixed  to  the  perfect,  it  is  ̂   or  some  modification  of  it  pro- 
duced by  a  peculiarity  of  the  following  consonant  or  its  vocalization  [XLV.]. 

2.  When  prefixed  to  the  imperfect,  it  is  properly  *\  e.g.  ̂ pp'l ;  but  the 

daghesh  is  almost  always  dropped  before  %  e.g.  SfO'H ;  and  the  vowel  is 
lengthened  before  X,  e.g.  DhjKI  [HI-  3,  a]. 
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3.   Its  effect  — 

1.  Upon  the  tone  and  vocalization:  — 

a.  In  the  perfect  the  accent,  if  regularly  on  the  penult,  is  often,  after 

Waw  consecutive,  removed  to  the  last  syllable ;  the  one  on  which  it  pre- 

viously rested  is  then  sometimes  shortened,  e.g.  fOTS\ 

b.  In  the  imperfect  the  same  forms  are  affected  by  Waw  consecutive  as 

admit  of  change  for  the  jussive  and  cohortative,  and  in  the  same  way,  but 

if  possible  to  a  greater  extent. 

(a)  In  the  second  and  third  persons  the  accent  tends  to  recede,  causing 

a  change  in  the  vocalization :  — 
a.  In  verbs   not  ending  in  ,^,  if  the  penultima  be  a  mixed  syllable, 

the  form  with   Waw  consecutive  is  that  of  the  corresponding  jussive; 

e.g.  ̂ Syy*\     If  the  penultima  be  an  open  syllable,  the  accent,  except 
in  verbs  with  a  final  J$,  usually  recedes  to  it,  while  the  vowel  of  the  final 

syllable  becomes  short,  *»_  and    becoming  _,  and  }  and  J_,   (6) ; 

<.g.  ap»i,  a$i,  np;i  a$i  ̂t  jb'j. 
b.  In  verbs  with  a  final  ["J  the  form  with  Waw  consecutive  is  regularly 

that  of  the  corresponding  jussive ;  e.g.  73*1,  73?1' 

(b)  In  the  first  person,  especially  in  the  singular,  the  accent  seldom 

recedes,  but,  on  the  other  hand,  the  ending  If   of  the  cohortative  is  often 

added  ;^.rfpri5X> 

2.  Upon  the  sense  :  — 

a.  The  perfect  with  Waw  consecutive  is  used  after  the  imperfect  or  the 

imperative  to  represent  an  action  or  state  as  a  consequence  or  development 

of  that  of  the  leading  verb,  in  the  same  sphere  of  time ;  hence  the  two  are 

usually  rendered  by  the  same  tense  or  mode. 

b.  The  imperfect  with  Waw  consecutive  is  related  in  like  manner  to  the 

perfect,  and  conforms  to  it  in  translation. 
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4.   Its  use  — 

1.  Is  favored  by  the  regular  arrangement  of  the  sentence,  which  requires 

that  the  verb  be  placed  at  the  beginning.     It  is,  therefore,  usual  to  find  a 

perfect  followed  by  a  series  of  imperfects,  and  an  imperfect  by  a  series  of 

perfects,  with  Waw  consecutive. 

2.  Is  prevented  by  the  negative  particles  or  any  other  words  for  emphasis 

or  any  other  reason  placed  before  the  verb.     The  ̂   then  loses  its  influence 

upon  the  form  and  force  of  the  verb,  which  is  treated  as  if  independent. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

n 

rrjs  nrrii  rricjip  tn^ 

TO 

rii  n^rp  irp  nnnin  tn 

D^ 

nnri 
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rare  m  tYtfiK  TT  nnh  rrnx  nan  Dtn 
:  •  •    :-  T       —  .         |   vv  T  v  v  v    T  v  TJ 

a;i  ngsi  nnr™  irotfta  Dwrrri$ 
ant  ̂ ai  fr-r^s  narn 

tsrwi  npi  :  nafci  n^nx   }nj 
-CM    ̂ w  ̂ oxi   OT  nnx  ̂ 3K  :mrr^ 

Write:  — 

He  will  send  his  messenger  before  thee  (M.),  and  thou  wilt 

take  a  wife  for  my  son  thence.  Go  up  to  my  father  and  tell 

him  all  that  ye  (M.)  have  seen.  Ribhkah  arose,  and  her 

maidens,  and  they  rode  on  the  camels  and  went  after  the 

man,  and  the  servant  took  Ribhkah  and  went.  Ribhkah 

lifted  up  her  eyes  and  saw  Yishak,  and  dismounted  from 

the  camel,  and  took  her  (the)  veil  and  covered  herself. 

They  ate  and  drank,  he  and  the  men  who  (were)  with  him, 

and  lodged  and  arose  in  the  morning,  and  he  said,  Send  (M.) 

me  to  my  master.  And  it  came  to  pass  (was)  as  the  ser- 

vant of  Abraham  heard  their  words  that  (and)  he  bowed 

himself  to  the  ground  to  Yahweh.  This  (F.)  was  in  (with) 

thine  (M.)  heart  and  many  days  thou  askedst  not.  His 

brethren  came  and  saluted  him  (with  their)  faces  to  the 
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earth.  God  knoweth  that  in  the  day  when  ye  (M.)  eat  (of 

your  eating)  of  it,  then  (and)  your  eyes  will  be  opened  and 

ye  will  be  as  gods  knowing  good  and  evil. 

VOCABULARY. 

>  M.,  vessel. 

tan  (Canaan). 

|"[D3>  IV.  cover t  conceal;  V.  cover 
one's  self. 

,  F-,  precious  things. 

>  II.  be  poured  out;  III.  and 

IV.  empty,  exposed  ;  V.  expose 
one's  self. 

>  HI-  Si™  t°  drink,  water. 

const, 

XLVII. 

THE   VERBAL   PARTICLES. 

THERE  are  certain  particles  which  often  supply  the  place  of 

the  copula  with  or  without  an  adverb,  and  in  this  use  have  a 

noun  or  a  pronoun,  sometimes  a  participle,  dependent  upon  them. 

The  pronoun  is  attached  to  them  as  a  verbal  suffix.  Such  par- 

ticles are  ̂ %  is ;  pX>  ̂   not 

,  still  is. 
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1.   The  particle  ̂ ^  is  found  in  the  following  combinations,  besides  the 

construct  W%  viz.  :  — V 

Sing.     2  M.         SRJ^  Plur.     2  M. 

2.   The  negative  pj$,  const.  ̂ j£,  is  more  fully  developed,  being  found 

in  nearly  all  the  suffixes  of  the  singular  :  — 

Sing.      1C.         1  Plur.    1C. 

an. 

2F.  2F. 

3M.  «  3M- 

3.   The  interrogative  ,^*^  is  found  with  a  few  suffixes  :  — 

Sing.     2  M.  /%<>••    2  M- 

3M. 4.   The  word  |j^|  or  HSri  takes  the  most  of  the  suffixes  of  the  singular, 

some  of  them  in  various  forms  :  — 

2  M.         wn  2  M. 

|:   • 

2  F
.
 
 

2  F. 

3M. 
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5.   The  particle  TJJJ  is  also  used  with  many  of  the  singular  suffixes. 

Sing.     I  C.      lyTltf,  *Hltf     Pbr.     I  C. 

2  M.  "  2  M. 

2  F.  2  F. 

3  M.     TJTH7  3  M. 

(    i 
3* 

T     V 

Read:-  Exercises. 

v     :    v  T  • 

™n  twn 

nan  jr^    n-i  ?Dp  ̂   nan 

rphy®  ̂   TT 
nirr,  iq?  t^s  nan 
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TTK  w  m*n  D^rr  ran  :mrr  vs  Tar  imr 

TDK  Drrofcr     prw 

Thou  (F.)  art  still.  Behold  thou  (F.).  Thou  (M.)  art  not. 

Here  I  am.  I  am  still.  Thou  (F.)  art.  She  is  not.  Where 

art  thou  (M.)  ?  Here  he  is.  They  (F.)  are  still.  Ye  (M.)  are 

not.  Where  are  they  (M.)?  Why  saidst  thou,  My  sister  (is) 

she,  so  that  (and)  I  took  her  to  me  for  a  wife  ?  And  now 

here  is  thy  wife  ;  take  (her)  and  go.  Come  (behold)  bless 

Yahweh,  all  (ye)  servants  of  Yahweh  standing  in  the 

house  of  Yahweh.  Behold  I  send  my  messenger,  and  he 

shall  prepare  a  way  before  thee  (M.).  We  have  (is  to  us)  a 

father,  an  old  (man).  Go  ye  (M.)  not  up,  for  .Yahweh  is-not 
in  your  midst.  He  walked  with  God,  and  he  (was)  not, 
for  God  took  him.  Where  are  the  men  who  came  to 

thee  (F.)  ?  He  said  to  his  daughters,  (and)  Where  is  he  ? 

In  all  this  his  anger  turned  not  (away)  and  his  hand  (was) 

still  extended.  Behold  (while)  thou  (F.)  (art)  yet  speaking 

there  with  the  king  (and)  I  will  come  after  thee  and  con- 

firm (fill)  thy  words.  He  (was)  still  there.  This  is  none 

(other)  but  the  house  of  God,  and  this  the  gate  of  heaven. 
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XLVIII. 

INTERROGATIVE   SENTENCES. 

THE  purely  interrogative  particles  are  the  prefix  ft  and  QJ$, 

both  of  which  are  employed  in  single  and  double,  direct  and 

indirect  questions. 

1.    Direct  questions, — 

1.  When  single,  sometimes  have  no  sign  of  interrogation,  but  commonly 

have  ft  prefixed  to  the  first  word  of  the  sentence  and  variously  pointed. 

a.  Before  a  consonant  not  a  guttural,  if  that  consonant  be  followed  by  a 

vowel,  it  is  ft ;  if  not,  ft  with  or  without  daghesh  forte  in  the  following 

consonant. 

b.  Before  a  guttural,  if  that  consonant  have  any  other  vowel  than 

(   ) ,  it  is  ft  ;  if  the  guttural  have  this  vowel,  ft. 

2.  When  double,  questions  usually  take  both  particles,  but  sometimes 

*J  is  prefixed  to  QJ$>  or»  li^e  1K>  substituted  for  it ;  hence,  the  following 

peculiarities :  — 

  5  <o      1  •   o  (4) 
........  g.(»)      o.  •   g  (5) 

IK   g  (3)   ax   craw 
2.    Indirect  questions, — 

1.  When  single,  take  either  ft  or 

2.  When  double,  they  have  either — 

•   0(0     <* 
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Read:  —  Exercises. 

rrn  zrb  n&K  tjnxa  rrtDj 
?  ™npi:  T 

n^rin 
mrr  ̂ ^n  JDD  n«r T      :  "*:  T        T  T 

nnrn  craistn  nxr  ira^  tnxt? T  :  IT  v  AM 

1371  njr  rfaftfQ  rirnb  «nnp  rfb  n^ 

nr  xbn  tDasnx-nx  rp-m  nax^  SD  iru  rrrn 
IK  na  SHK  nntr 

-nrn  trariK  ax  Dab  cm 

They  said  to  her,  Wilt  thou  go  with  this  man  ?  and  she 

said,  I  will  go.     Shall  we,   I  and  thy  brethren  with  me, 
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surely  come  to  prostrate-ourselves  to  thee  (M.)  to  the  earth  ? 
He  asked,  Shall  I  go  down  after  them  (M.)  ?  wilt  thou  give 
them  into  our  hand(s)  ?  and  he  answered  him  not  on  that 

day.  Have  we  indeed  (inf.  abs.)  eaten  at  the  expense  of 

(from)  the  king?  Dost  thou  (M.)  not  see  (art  thou  not  seeing) 

what  they  have  done  in  the  cities  ?  Shall  we  do  (accord- 

ing to)  his  word  or  not  ?  Why  did  ye  (M.)  tell  the  man 

whether  ye  had  yet  a  brother?  Am  I  able  to  bring  him 

back  again  ?  Ask  (M.)  of  (2)  God  that  (and)  we  may  know 

whether  our  way  shall  prosper  on  which  we  (are)  going. 

Is  this  your  (M.)  brother,  (concerning)  whom  ye  spake  to 

me  ?  Is  my  brother  still  alive  ?  Yahweh  said,  Shall  I 

(part.)  conceal  from  Abraham  what  I  do  ? 

XLIX. 

FINAL    AND    CONDITIONAL    SENTENCES. 

THE  development  of  the  Hebrew  language  stopped  short  of  the 

stage  at  which  the  nicest  distinctions  are  possible,  yet  it  is  not 

without  means  of  expressing  some  of  the  finer  shades  of  the  re- 
lations of  purpose  and  condition,  some  examples  of  which  have 

already  been  given. 

1.  There  are,  for  example,  several  varieties  of  purpose,  denoted  by  as 

many  different  constructions. 
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1.  An  intended  result  does  not  require  an  introductory  particle,  but  the 

apodosis,  whether  affirmative  or  negative,  is  usually  connected  with  the 

protasis  by  ̂. 

2.  An  immediate  object  is  expressed, — 

a.  If  affirmative,  by  ̂  with  the  infinitive. 

b.  If  negative,  by  ̂ fl^S^  witn  tne  infinitive  or  the  imperfect,  or  by 

}Jp  with  the  infinitive. 

3.  A  secondary  design  is  denoted  by  '")'QSJ3  with  tne  infinitive  or  the 

imperfect. 

4.  A  constant  purpose  is  expressed,  — 

a.  If  affirmative,  by  fJJttT5  witn  tne  infinitive  or  the  imperfect. 

b.  If  negative,  by  1Q  with  the  imperfect. 

The  imperfect,  wherever  used  in  a  final  sentence,  often  takes  the  jussive 

or  the  co  hortative  form* 

2.  The  same  simplicity  and  indefiniteness  of  construction  elsewhere  seen 

is  found  also  in  conditional  constructions.  Often,  however,  Q^  and  ̂  

introduce  the  protasis,  to  which  the  apodosis  is  then  attached  by  \  The 

character  of  the  condition  is  sometimes  indicated  by  the  forms  of  the  verbs 

employed,  but  it  must  often  be  determined  by  the  conte-xt. 

1.  When  the  supposition  is  regarded  as  a  reality,  the  form  of  the  verb 

is  determined  by  general  considerations.     Since,  however,  in  most  con- 

ditional sentences  the  supposition  relates  to   something  not  yet  accom- 

plished, the  imperfect  is  naturally  the  most  common  form  of  the  verb  in 

such  cases. 

2.  When  the  supposition  is  regarded  as  a  mere  possibility,  the  imperfect 
is  used  in  both  members. 

*  For  a  fuller  discussion  of  constructions  denoting  purpose,  see  the  author's  Final 
Constructions  of  Biblical  Hebrew,  Leipzig,  1879. 
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3.   When  the  supposition  is  regarded  as  an  impossibility,  the  perfect  is 

the  prevailing  tense. 

The  imperfect  in  conditional  as  well  as  final  constructions  often  takes  the 

jussive  or  cohortative  form.* 

Read:—  Exercises. 

ff.6  nr  y 

-nx 

tnn 

*  For  further  details  concerning  conditional  sentences,  see  the  Journal  of  the  Society 
of  Biblical  Literature  and  Exegesis  for  1882. 

t  For 
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rnn  DX  : 
n&  npj 

T  |~  * 

uaa 

npamo  TK  ̂   nnan  «i   :mrp 
nan  tsr«n  ̂ na  nan  ̂ aK  trnx  nnsa  cr«  whs 

Let  (M.)  me  go,  that  I  may  return  to  my  brethren.  Return, 

pray,  each  one  from  his  evil  way,  that  ye  (M.)  may  (and)  dwell 

in  the  land  which  Yahweh  gave  to  you  and  to  your  fath- 

ers. The  king  left  some  of  (from)  his  women  to  watch  the 

house.  She  came  to  the  king  to  speak  to  -him  concerning 

(*?9)  her  son;  and  he  arose  to  meet  her  and  saluted  her. 
Honor  thy  (M.)  father  and  thy  mother,  in  order  that  it  may  be 

well  with  thee.  Do  that  which  is  (the)  good  in  the  eyes  of 

Yahweh,  in  order  that  it  may  be  well  with  thee  (M.),  and  thou 

mayst  come  and  take  possession  of  the  good  land  which 

Yahweh  gave  to  thy  fathers.  Take  heed  to  thyself  (M.)  lest 

thou  speak  with  him  good  or  evil.  Place  (give)  (M.)  him  in 
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(on)  my  hands,  and  I  will  return  him  to  thee.  If  thou  (M.) 

wilt  give  to  me  seed,  then  (and)  will  I  give  him  to  Yahweh 

all  his  days.  If  they  (M.)  should  go  up  to  the  heavens, 

thence  would  I  bring  them  down.  If  I  had  seen  evil 

in  my  heart,  the  Lord  would  not  hear  me. 

VOCABULARY. 

(destruction) ;    ̂]-)^3,  not; 

^^  not  
to. 

5,  ify  in  suppositions  contrary  to 
reality ; 

(response)  ; 
sake  of. 

(passage)  ; 

an  eye  to. 

,  for  the 

,   with 

THE   NUMERALS. 

THE  Hebrew  language  has  distinct  forms  only  for  the  cardinals 
and  some  of  the  ordinals. 

1.   The  cardinals  — 

i.  Are  expressed  as  follows:  — 

a.  By  the  letters  of  the  alphabet :  i  to  10  by  X  to  1 ;  n  to  19  by  *  with 

one  of  those  used  for  units  (except  that  ]*Q  instead  of  fl\  the  first  two 
letters  of  the  unpronounceable  name,  stand  for  15);  20  to  90  by  5  to  J£  ; 

loo  to  900  by  p  to  f\  and  the  finals  in  their  order,  or  the  first  four  with 
their  combinations ;  1000  and  upward  by  &  etc. 
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b.   By  words  :  — 
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1  to  10. 
With  Masculines. 

ABS.  CONST. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

•  rtfhti 

11  to  19. 

Masculines. 

ii 

12 
r  nt? 

With  Feminities. 

ABS.  CONST. 

nnK 

Feminines. 



13 

1.4 

20 

30 

40 

50 

25 

IOO 

200 

300 

1,000 
175 
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With  Feminines. With  Masculines. 

etc. 

2O  to  99. 

const. 

or etc. 

IOO  and  upward. 

2,000 

3,000 10,000 

150 

T    : 

,  etc. 

mxa 

60  .. 

70  .  . 
80  .. 

or 
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2.   Are  construed  as  follows:  — 

a.  The  character  of  the  numerals  differs  in  that  the  first,  *"|HX>  *s  an 
adjective,  while  the  rest  are  nouns. 

b.  The  position  — 
(a)  Of  the  adjective,  ̂ HK*  *s  a^ter  its  noun. 

(b)  Of  the  rest  is  — 
a.  Regularly  (compounds   sometimes   in  parts)  before  the  nouns   to 

which  they  belong.     The  nouns  themselves  are  then  plural,  seldom  singular, 

with  numbers  from  2  to  19  ;  singular,  seldom  plural,  with  larger  ones. 

b.  Sometimes  after  the  nouns,  while  the  nouns  themselves  are  plural. 

c.  The  gender  — 
(a)  Of  i  and  2,  whether  alone  or  in  composition,  agrees  with  that  of  the 

nouns  to  which  they  belong. 

(b)  The  gender  of  3  to  10  always  disagrees  with  that  of  their  nouns. 

(c)  The  rest  are  not  affected  by  the  gender  of  their  nouns. 

d.  Their  relation  :  — 

(a)  When  they  precede  their  nouns,  those  which  have  both  forms  may 
be  either  in  the  construct  or  absolute  state. 

(b)  When  they  follow,  they  are,  as  appositives,  necessarily  in  the  abso- 
lute state. 

2.    The  ordinals  have  distinct  forms  only  from  i  to  10 ;  viz.— 

7"  .  . 8"  •  • 

9"  •  - 6"     .     .    .  ̂  

10"  •» 
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1.  The  ordinals  proper  are  all  adjectives,  — 

a.  Formed,  except  the  first  (which  comes  from  t^S^l?  head),  from  the 
corresponding  cardinals  by  the  addition  of  ̂  _  and  the  insertion,  if  a  similar 

one  be  not  already  there,  of  the  same  sound  between  the  last  two  radicals. 

b.  Capable  of  receiving  a  feminine  termination  :   the  first,  ̂   _  ;  the 

rest,  |-|. 
2.  The  cardinals  are  used  for  ordinals  above  10. 

Exercises. 

Read:  — 

ir      : 
t 

'   Bir  onx  : 
nrtnn  mnran  m    n« 

\       '•  IT 

D3i  ̂ ^nx^x  UK3  t'cty  D^sb 
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:  rmn 
jro:n     «  TI  nx  unnx 

nx  DPTQK  xtw  nbr  tr^ 
M  onwK  rre^ns?  nam 

nnx  Dnnoi  n^rn-nx 
Write:  — 

Three  (masc.  abs.).  Nine  (fern,  const.).  One  (masc. 

const.).  Five  (masc.  abs.).  Seven  (masc.  const.).  Two 

(fern.  abs.).  Eight  (fern,  const.).  Six  (masc.  abs.).  Ten 

(masc.  const.).  Four  (fern,  const.).  Twelve  (M.).  Fifteen  (F.). 

Seventeen  (M.).  Fourteen  (F.).  Thirty.  Sixty.  Ninety. 

Eighty.  A  hundred.  Six  hundred.  Two  thousand.  Ten 
thousand.  There  were  born  to  him  seven  sons  and  three 

daughters.  He  had  fifteen  sons  and  twenty  servants. 

We  (for  our  part)  will  give  to  thee  eleven  hundred  (pieces 

of)  silver.  And  the  evening  and  the  morning  were  (was) 

the  fifth  day.  They  found  among  (from)  the  inhabitants 

of  the  city  four  hundred  maidens,  virgins.  And  all  those 

(who)  fell  on  that  day,  man  and  woman  (from  —  to),  were 
twelve  thousand.  Send  (M.)  one  of  (from)  you  and  let  him 

bring  (take)  your  brother.  Then  (there)  came  two  women 

to  the  king  and  stood  before  him. 
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THE    PROSE    ACCENTS. 

THE  general  character  of  the  accents  has  already  [V.  3]  been 
described,  and  several  of  the  more  important  have  occurred  in  the 

lessons.  Before  undertaking  to  read  connected  passages  from 
the  Old  Testament  it  will  be  best  to  become  familiar  with  the 

forms  and  values  of  all  the  accents  used  in  prose.  Those  peculiar 

to  poetry  may  still  be  neglected. 

1.  As  has  already  been  indicated,  the  accents  are  of  two  kinds,  whose 

names  indicate  the  purposes  which  they  serve. 

i.  The  disjunctives  mark  the  close  of  a  verse,  or  one  of  the  parts  more 

or  less  minute  into  which  every  verse  is  divided.  They  have  the  following 

forms  and  names  :  — 

SIGNS.        NAMES. 

silluk 

athnah 

segh6lta 

shalsheleth  with  pesik 
zakeph  katon 

zakeph  gadhol 

rebhia' 

pazer karne  phara 

SIGNS.        NAMES. 

_    tiphha 
t'bhir 

pashta 

ythibh 

~~~< 

zarka 

_[_    geresh 

_^_     gerashaylm 

j:    Hisha  ghedhola 
legharme 
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2.  The  conjunctives  show  that  the  words  with  which  they  are  used 

belong  to  the  part  of  a  verse  closed  by  the  next  following  disjunctive. 

They  have  the  following  forms  and  names :  — 

SIGNS.  NAMES. 

merekha 

m£rekha  kh'phula 
munah 

darga 

SIGNS. NAMES. 

mahpakh 

kadhma 

telisha  ketanna 
> 

y'erah  ben-yomo 

2.  Some  of  the  accents,  as  already  indicated,  are  placed  above  and 

others  below  the  words  to  which  they  belong.  There  is  a  further  difference 

among  them  in  respect  to  position. 

1.  Most  of  them  are  placed  over  or  under  the  first  consonant  of  the 

accented  syllable. 

2.  The  disjunctives  ythibh  and  filisha  ghedhola  are  placed,  the  former 

under,  the  latter  over,  the  right  of  the  first  letter  of  the  word. 

3.  The  disjunctives  seghotta,  pashta,  and  zarka,  and  the  conjunctive 

flisha  k'tanna  are  placed  over  the  left  of  the  last  letter  of  the  word. 

In  the  case  of  these  last  two  classes  a  second  sign  like  that  belonging  to 

the  word  is  often  placed  over  the  first  consonant  of  the  accented  syllable. 

3.  The  order  of  the  accents  is  a  matter  of  interest  and  importance. 

It  is  determined,  in  the  case  of  the  disjunctives,  by  their  relative  strength ; 

and,  in  that  of  the  conjunctives,  by  their  affinities.  To  explain  their  com- 

plex relations  and  the  resulting  combinations  would  require  a  volume.  It 

will  serve  the  present  purpose  to  present  in  tabular  form  the  substance  of 

such  a  volume,*  with  the  explanations  necessary  to  an  adequate  idea 
of  the  subject  as  a  whole. 

*  A  Treatise  on  the  Accentuation  of  the  Twenty-one  so-called  Prose  Books  of  the  Old 
Testament.    By  William  Wickes.    Oxford,  1887. 
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i.  The  disjunctives  are  employed  to  mark  the  divisions  in  the  Hebrew- 
text,  generally  corresponding  to  the  natural  pauses,  produced  by  a  suc- 

cession of  major  and  minor  dichotomies. 

a.  The  major  dichotomy  is  the  principal  division  in  the  whole  clause 

governed  by  a  given  disjunctive.  The  following  table  shows  how  the  lesser 

disjunctives  are  used  in  the  various  cases  that  arise  in  the  process  of 
division. 

THE  MAJOR  DICHOTOMY. 

FINAL. 
FIRST 
WORD. 

SECOND 
WORD. 

THIRD 
WORD. 

FOURTH 
WORD. 

FIFTH 
WORD. 

SIXTH 
WORD. 

— 

T(-) 

-C-X-4 
"A"    V       ' 

-(-) 

"A" A 

/  .  \ 
(  !  ) 

'   ('''    )(      ) :       /,.     \ 
*       (  :  ) 

...      /  :  ) 

A i L 
\      ,  \  ̂   } 

_1_ 
1_ 

^        /  •   \ -1    (^-) 
_L» 

A — =-  (-) -    (-) ~ — 

— 
r 4-(^.) 

±    (-3 

,<_;„ ̂ a, JL(.l) 

i ,    r 
^  (-2) i)W -!0)(i) 

i(-OW JH 

w 

r p ^W(,T) H H 

The  explanation  is  simple.  In  sillutts  clause  —  the  whole  verse  — 

the  major  dichotomy,  if  on  the  word  preceding  the  last,  is  marked  by 

tiphha,  but  sometimes  by  athnah :  if  on  the  second,  by  athnah,  but  some- 
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times  by  tiphha,  or  zakeph  katon,  etc. ;  athnah  being  the  most  frequent 

divider,  especially  at  some  distance  from  the  end  of  the  verse.  In  the 

first  half  of  the  verse,  regularly  closed  by  athnah,  the  major  dichotomy, 

if  on  the  next  to  the  last  word,  is  marked  by  tiphfya,  but  sometimes  by 

zakeph  katon,  etc.* 
b.  The  minor  dichotomy  is  the  principal  division  between  the  major 

and  the  end  of  the  clause.  There  may  be  several  minors.  The  second 

is  then  marked  by  the  largest  disjunctive  between  the  first  and  the  end  of 

the  clause,  etc.  The  second  table  shows  which  of  the  disjunctives  is 

employed  in  any  given  case. 

THE  MINOR  DICHOTOMY. 

FINAL. 
FIRST 
WORD. 

SECOND 
WORD. THIRD 

WORD. 
FOURTH WORD. 

FIFTH 

WORD. 

i 

T"
 

T(i) 

— — — 

x  :   v : 1 t 
A V. ,"     . .        ̂  

^ ^ 

A M 

(V 

-(4 

-(J(i 

^L)i£J 

— 

"T 

t 

-(-) 
-C-H-) 

-(-)(T) 

— 
r 

^r  (—  > 
^(-)(-} 

-(-)(-} -L  (Ji) 

r f(^ -£-(-£)(-=-) —    (—  ) H 

(V 

*  When  segholta  and  zakeph  katon  would  come  on  the  first  word  of  the  clause,  the 
former  gives  place  to  shalsheleth,  and  the  latter  to  zakeph  gadhol. 
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This  table  is  on  the  same  plan  as  the  first,  and  is  to  be  used  in  the 

same  way.  The  similarity  between  the  two  arises  from  the  fact  that  the 

minor  dichotomy  in  a  longer  clause  is  generally  marked  by  the  same 

accent  as  the  major  in  a  shorter  one,  when  the  two  come  at  an  equal 
distance  from  the  end. 

Each  of  the  lesser  clauses  produced  by  the  application  of  this  table, 

if  long  enough,  may  have  its  own  major  and  minor,  or  more  than  one, 

marked  by  the  proper  disjunctives. 

2.  The  conjunctives,  also,  are  distributed  according  to  an  intelligible 

system.  Which  of  them  shall  be  used  in  any  given  case  depends  upon 

the  number  of  words  in  the  phrase  to  be  punctuated  and  the  disjunctive 

with  which  it  closes.  The  third  table  (page  166)  enumerates  the  disjunctives 

that  take  conjunctives  in  their  order,  and  the  conjunctives  which  belong 
to  them. 

This  table  indicates  the  combinations  possible.  As  a  matter  of  fact, 

a  given  disjunctive  may  have  fewer  conjunctives  than  are  here  assigned  to 

it,  or  stand  entirely  without  them.  If,  however,  it  has  any,  it  will  have 

those  here  assigned  to  it,  and  take  them  in  the  order  in  which  they  are 

arranged. 

The  circumstances  controlling  the  choice  between  two  accents,  in  this 

as  in  the  preceding  tables,  must  be  learned  from  Wickes's  excellent  work 
or  from  personal  observation  and  induction.* 

*  The  best  way  to  become  familiar  with  the  accents  in  their  various  combinations  is 
to  read  their  names  as  they  appear  in  the  Hebrew  Bible,  giving  the  rising  inflection  to 
those  of  the  conjunctives  and  letting  the  voice  fall  wherever  a  disjunctive  occurs. 
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THE  CONJUNCTIVES. 

DISJ. FIRST 
CONJ. SECOND 

CONJ. 
THIRD 
CONJ. FOURTH CONJ. 

FIFTH CONJ. 
SIXTH CONJ. 

'  i 

-y 

A J j 

— 
j 

— 

i: 

A 

i 

i  — 
— 

-  (T) 

T~
 

— 
J 

~T 

j 

^ ^ 9 

-  (T) 

-  (••••) j j T 

* 

, 9 

i 

-T  (T) 

v  (—  ) 
j 

!1_    • 
J        (    j    ) 

v  (-) 

9 

j 

r 
P) 

9 
~^" j j 

"j~ 

If 

J 

— 

J 

~ — 
j j j 9  P 

V j j j j j 

P 

^-
 

J j j j 



PART  SECOND. 

READINGS,  WITH  NOTES  AND  VOCABULARIES. 





THE    STORY    OF    REBECCA. 

GEN.  XXIV. 

baa  nrna*-nx  T»  nirri 
i 
r     nnp 

•tib 

nejl  :  Dttrfij  nxr 

i  nyi;  :n$y  ;?rn^  a^^s     -ia^n  onias 

ii  3i  sp       na     n^^n  nasn 

F|   10 



THE    STORY    OF    REBECCA. 

*f?h  Vn$  ̂ i?  D^W  fr 

11  •p.5!!  mm  Tsrb$  anqj  D^g-^  * 
nKx  n?1?  ani?  nsb  D^ari  ns3-bx  n^b  pne 

13 

i^  rrm  :DSO  nstt?b  nki^  TSn  ̂ iK  him  o^an  r 
JT  T    :  •  IT  j     :     '  l    :    i  '    f        j-  :  -  :  -AT   -     | 

u    ̂ a:??    nn  nnk  nptfs  sje T    .    •  :         j  |     :  :        :          T    .    -  JA.   .  |    w-        . 

15 

16 

nab  n^ipi  1 1*10910" 
'^  xb  tr^i  n^^na  niia  ? ' :        j  c*  :         T 

AT  Tj  t  V  £*•*   T         I         TJT—  ""     |T   ~  ^ 

ai3  niiii  i&oi|ii  ̂   nn^  lOKrii :  ̂31?  n^ 

^nfc  PI  lasni  irip^n1?  ̂ sijii  tirtp^cii  ntlT 

21  nin^  n??"'" 
v.ie.  *p 
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n;5_'i  nin?  Deja    9  isa  ',TI  t*-D$  a-pi 

: 

nnb;  n^s  n^ 

-nj  v$f  nnxiBp 

in1:  ̂ iis  ittK'i  tnjTJ? 

T  ~  A*     T       f 

22 

T 

23 

,,      -  ^..  30 

nprn  nsTflK  iso^si  *inh$  'T- ' tti?n3^ty^n 

nbs?n  na^  nirr  ̂ jn?  xis 

i&^Ct  K?!l  'D'|1?£3l?  Q^i?^^  ̂ '^  ̂ n^3B  biK^  prta 
b^bi  D^OJ^  siBpai  pn  ]rpi_  D^oin  nriap. 

33 

jarnK  15?  bii<  sb  nipx'i 
.  28.     nnjn  v.  33. 

.  33.  p 
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5* 
36 
37 

nhatf  i  bnasi  ajiji  ̂ 951  npai  fxs  6-jrn 

ni)3» 

J  -1? 

Kin?  7      ge   pjp  IK  ran  jT3i?i  -p^e 

x  ̂ naKi  »b  nx^n  na'ps.n  n^rtiQ 

xin 

nai1?  n|sx  o.9''     rnx- 
,1721    xr 
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-na  "laxm  nx  ̂ -na  IOXIT  nnx  7XtpxiT  tnnp?;n  47 

3-^x1  na>  1^-rn1?;  nj: 

tu?^  ;nx.  ̂ nx-na-nx  nn,^ 

rt  x"3-nxi:  ̂   iT'an  ̂ 'ix-nx  noxi.  npn 

px^  "?xinai  jab  ph  :  bxo'^bj?  ix  ptt 

•nx  cn-iax  na?  sp^.n^xa  ̂   :nin<  l 

ci  xii'i  :nin^  nsnx 

xin 

ix 

ji     j?  xnp?  n»x»i 

50 

55.      nnjn  v.  57. 
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58  rnn  tz^xn-as?  ̂ abnn  rr^x  no#"i  hpaib  ixi «v»"  ""  J*T  C*«i*  *•  J!|~  JT; 

59  anpja-nKi  anns  n^rnx  117^31  :^ 
so  np5i"n^  «"i5 '1   *  v$j$ 

61 

62  pS3  StZ?1^  Klill  ̂ ST  ̂ H5  nSS  S13D  S3  pl^SIl  H! 

64  «^ni  mto-nK  hp5T  X^ni  tD^sa 
Plltf?? 

J  - 

^  xin  195,7  i^ji  wixnp?    -r.^a 
-ba  nx  piis^  195.7  lean  iaawiii  ̂  

jp  hjsjfto  po^1  <I>P:I  tn^?  ntrx  0-^ 
:  apri  33,7^1  nf  x"?  i^wi  nparnx 

. 



THE    DISCOVERY    OF   JOSEPH. 

GEN.  XLII.  i-XLVII.  27. 

DTaapsa  natf-tf  :  -9  aj3j£ 

asnn 
^T      T  |T 

o?n 

" 9 

a1 
an 

n  ni* 

DIIK 

-33  wn3  tnx  tr^-^3  u 
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12  pgn  nrssr?  ̂   an>$  w»i  JB-^T?  fn 
13  1  arm  firjj?  Vrs  DV#  n$x«i  tnujn1?  anxs 
-nx  jb^-t  mrn  }»»  px?  nnx  tfnn 

i*  si,1!  F)B1'  an^  iips'i  nsrx  insni  01*5  i 
tons 

na^n^'n^  nj-n  nnx  osa  in?    :n?n  jb 
:a  ••p  K^-DSI  osijttjt  noxn  Qinai  IJPIS;.! -n^ 

19      p__         >f  _    __ 

'  ixtn  «*p  bnsi  Dsnotpa  rvjs 20  } 

21  | 

^K  I33nnn3  WB3  nn^  u^kn t"  "        j-:  r    :     •     :         i      :  ~  j~  T  •      T 

22    .   ,    ,    ,_     ,         im^tt  t  |— t       tm  im^    ̂     f  ̂    ,.„,-- 

23  IS?T  x^>  bijj  J#7fl  nsn  IJJTBSI  J3???®^  ̂ ?1  "'fe 
?»  3&'l  : 
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3  pn^a-nx  nr?on  *\QV  iri  tarrnfc  mx  »• 

26 

pa  •hbrn  xispjp  nn1 
tinnnaK  ^aa  Kin-rom  i^os-ns  28 

iKn»i  tub  p-ribx  n 
nnpT^s  nj<  6  vr 

|n«i  ni^p  unx  pxn  "^  tf^rt  n 

29 

30 

U^K  npK;i  :jsj5  f^5  w?«"riK  0155  jb^rn  33 
nnxn  Da^n^  DIIK  D\35  ̂ 3  s^s  nxjs  fn)*n  ̂ ns 

t^O1]  n3!?l  ̂ P  DcTS?  l^?Tn^l  ̂ ^  in^r^  34 

35 
l  t  nnpn  f^jij-n^  p      }ns    a^n^ns 
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37 

^  ni?K»i  mx  n 

i  n»  rns-^s  MS?  75  nn^. 

XLIII. 

i  -nK  b?Kb  Yap  n^i?3  ̂ i  t 

b  nasb  ̂ "xn  iia 

' 
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rrin1:  nipx   tas'ns-rix  Trnin  -ibx'11  -a  s 

na.^1  n$ij3fl  ̂ x  -1353  n^tf  vix 
bis  niBtraa  np-BJ  un^'aa  nubj  j^i  n;mi 

inp  ̂ s  n  j 

to?)?  nn?a 

inp  n)^a  p]D3i:  tan.p^i  D^B^  a'^inxaj 

nroarrnx       ?x.n  ̂ p»i  r 

jo:33-nxi  BTS 
anx  rpf  xi!i  t 
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',1  pi'  rrs.       n  '3  nwn  IKT» 
umx  n'pnijQ  ̂ nhnsxs  3f  n 
link 

20  irrr  fv  ̂ ns  ̂ a  na*n  tman  nns  r^s  nsnv 
:  ̂ ~T  JT      A*       ~:         J'  i.  :         i~  *  IT   •  ~  jv  V.T  j  : 

21 

UTS  innin  -inx  ̂ ppi  1  1371:3  ink  3^31 
WBDS  orisj  i3? 

Sl'l  \«  K3 

,  i: : -a 
23  nyy$  ̂ rtbKi  D^ri^  ̂ Tri'bs  n5b  06  ' 

26 

-nx  ib  1*7:1  nn^n  V]pis  x'3«i  t  ao| 

v.  26. 
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30 

'i  tnatf  ̂ ;i  rrnpo  «?';.  mas'?  tfj^i  vhx  31 
"IRK 

nasin-^s  
DO!?  

bn.3? 

ibni  nap 

XLIV. 

x5a  nbKb  % 

y  pbsr  ntftj; 

33 

34 eo  jo;??  n^o  STBI    ,      rjs  nga 
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5  Vi$  nrw?  -i&8  ni  KI^O  tnaie  nnn 

|3  :np  n 

•Wl  t 

v.10. 
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Tpiss  jhs-nx  to  Dtf^Kfi  pTOxrr I      v  T  -:      I  j~:  v  v:  ,T       |      AT  -    :  \- 

:iT3^3an 
,  nx  n 

on^ti 

"3  naxn  nniH1:  v^sst  ̂I'I 

,18  V3S1  las?  i^p  Ki,7  nrii'i  n    vnisti 
. 

K^-DS  •sp'fcjH^  n^sni  tnpi  v3K-nK 

i  n)iix  isrx  jbpn  ̂ n 

V.IT, 
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rrpKT  xb]  *prb  ̂ ha  ̂ s  nefy  ̂ Axo  nr 

u 

1 

Jt  T    : 

33 

34  Ifc 

XLV. 

29  —B   _,,    „  ,    ,          ._  _^,— 

30  iitt  ̂ ^r^^-Sk  ̂ «M  nrii&i  i  nSktt>  n»*i3  Tia^tP" V.T       T  :  jT    T 

i  noi  *ipta  r* :  A"  T  ~L~  ~        I    J' 

32  -QK  Qsa  "isiTnx  3^9  ̂ 35?  '3  trtyx®  }ij;s  13 

i?^»i  '333  ibp-nx  iri'i  trns-bx 
3  frpf'  ̂ 38  VPIS-^K  ̂ pl1  i(5K»i  :nj?i§  n^s  »t 
JV3BI?  l"p,"t33  '3  Iftk  nl3?b  VI1S  ̂ 3* 
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run  -fl 

?  D$#  nr?  tDa-jtf?  D-tf?*  "Jp^P  'tntt1 

na  v 

nn  D 

»  -^  amp 
otr 

i  nnx 

3  ̂   ̂ ?i  nufehba-r?? 
hias-^s-nx  ̂   oniini  13 

3 
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-nx    $p  i'tf?  nx]  ̂ ppx-x  itox 
-nxi  a3/3X-nx  inpi  :  12,33  n:nx  ixs-w 

bitrnx  a^b  run*]  -J?«  ixrn  DSTQ 
nxj  nn;is  nnsi  tpxn 

nfyg  QI^»  pxe 

:xin 

y^x   p  np  qn 

nb'prj  tztorn  ̂ p|  nixe  ubtp 
nx  I'^ST  n^isa  siaa  o^xt73  as<iifan  rrto$  hxi3 •*    Jv  ;  •  AT  ;*  j*  C*»l  •  JT  T    "• 

vnx-nx  n^-;i  qn^  v^tb  jijoi  onbi  13  nfepS 
-^x  o,1!^  -i»x;i  0^5 

niix1?  6  nh  :on^3x  apg^x  }?i3  px  1x2^ 

nx  rx  n3T5  torj   i^x 

as  -|1»  3-1     -ito1:  n»x'i  jarrsx  spy  1111  "m  inx I  ~    .  !•  •  |J       •!  ^  .  A 

tmox  Dnt?3  13X1X1  nsx  "n  "33 l~  .  j  .      .  ^  .        .    .     : 
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XLVI. 

ee 

?J3  rupft  i?T^?l  3i?S,- fiVJW  *%$ 1225  ng?  7 
inx  K^O  i^ir^si  V3T9  nti^  rpi?  IIIK  Vja  751 

10 
•f  *."•'    I      T       >«V         l«p    I      I         I  «•»>„!     I 

tnnipi  nrip  |Wia  ip  pi 

VT| 

?  pi  t^iocn  HVD  n.r^5  ra  ?si? is 
KTO  117*1 1-39  ii1?^  pi 
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"  fi 

'as  -ti  "jiai  tvbv]  Qivby  vptiai  r;a  rarba 

ttr  sp^  n^rnx 

ai  JD       H-^  ntos?  ns3-]j< -i^;i  " 

nbni  ins 

trarba  apsrj. 
^  tfs>3  o^^aa 

rja1?  n^w  nnirrns]  5075^  nan^a  nxarj 
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vix  rrs-bxi  VP 

n 

XLVII. 

__  _      _            _       _  31 

117  npo 

f  -1x5 

PX3  D3ni 

n 

-no  vnx-bx  n^ns  T^XM  tn^ns 

.  34. 
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?  p*?  an?  "W9  Tiw!? 

13 

»:  ns-ss-^  aj3j£ 
Vn  D^-VS  IDSJ? 

^?  V«  =0^1  J^n  <#> 
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•n?n  nbK1?  *}g*rh$  o^npyhj  1*:1  fsj? 

r?  n;ts  v 
n  DR-DK  ̂  

19 

uprrpp  UII 
ons?  b6«?l 

r^  *|i'  |p'i  JBt^o  xb  n^is^i  ma?  j-j  20 

nnjsp-i?i  D^e-oj  n^pa 
KI  nS-jB  nj»  B-»$gi!?  pn  b  nA;p  sb  B-jg 
rpo  sb  | 
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25  jn-Kxiw  urmn  r$v$  :  DME? 
26  pnb  ̂DI^  nnK  atn  :ni?nab  Dnay  «^m  ̂ hx  •»: I  *        I  JT  VJT-  i       :-    :  c*  T  -:  j'  T  :  -:    j- 

27 

trail1?  rtne^  ansa •     A  C  »     . 

^a^i  »rii?"!aip  nnv? 
nxi?  la-i'i  n?»i  ni  iiPixn  i^ 
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I. 

VT")  D^Stm  B  W  "a"a  VT"! 

sin  axia  "HEO  TuS  mi.T  onb  rraa 

-W  atm  ̂ asj  inttrs  DWI  "jbo^K  tf'Kn  DWI  :r» 
ixn^i  rrnrr  nrh  n^aa  n^niBK  p^ai  jibno  vn 

-uwni  "tt»3  WK  "[ba^K  na-'i  t 
nnxn  ntr  nrnxa  n"tr3  an1? 

nw»5  BW  is^11!  mi  irwrr  ntn 

••a  asitt  "n^a  atrm  .Tnsi  KM  Bpm 
crib  nnb  larriK  mn11  "ipB-o  axia  niwa 
n^a  "ntri  nattmn^n  IWK  Biparqa  Ksni  : 

"IBKITI  tmin11  px-^s  aw"?  -[TO  nwbm 
JTBK  n^ab  n^K  ™a^  nysb  rrrbz  "n^b 

-'nan-Qj?  nn^s  i^xa  non  naa»  mrr 

ptrm  nr^K  n^a  ntrs  nnua  JKSBI  nab  nin11  jn1 
nb  nnanni  tnraam  |bip  rostrm 

nab  Tia  n»w  "asj  laxm  t"[as?b 
v.  8.  np  gr^' 
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vm 

'max  "3  »i6  nrna  "rupi  "3  pb 
B"ja  n-6"  MI  wn6  nW»n  TW  DJ  mpn 

nrn  ••nbab  r»»n  |nbn  ibij11  IWK  ns  nanawn 
"T  "a  nxx^a  asa  TKB  ̂ "la-^  •'naa  bx 

i*  nmanb  nans  pwm  ms  nraani  jbip  na^ni 
naw  n:n  naxm  :na-nai  mm 

nn  ifiHni  t-|naa^  nnn  " 
a  -^nxa  aw1? 

"  roi  "  niiT  ntys?11  na  lap*  a^i  max  "man 
i"  rnaxna-"^  xnm  t-jrai  "ra  n"ia"  man  "a  P|"D" 
19  BiTnw  ruabni  tn'bx  nanb  bnnm  nnx  nsbb  x",n 

anm  anb  ma  ruKaa  ̂ m  an"?  n"a 
naxni  t"a»j  nwn  nnaxm 

larra  xia  "b  |xnp  "as:  " 
nab  mn"  "iawn  ap"m  "nsbn  nxba  "jx  nxa 

"a  n»  mn"i  "asj  "   nixipn 
axia  "n^a  nawn  nas  nnba  iraxian  m-n 

t  a"istzr  map  nbnna  anb  n"a  ixa  nani 
.  14.  •«  ion  v.  20.  TI  oipna  '« 
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II. 

&•*  fwi6  srfb 
.TaroBrr  rrn  lawn  twa  iatm 

nnx  o^awa  ntopbro  rrwn 
isbrn  roam  "^m  rna  "sb  nb  naxm  wwa 

np^n  nnpo  ip^i  onxpn  nnK  mwa 
on1?  n^aa  xa  wrrom  :B^K  nnetraa 

naroi  csas  mn11  nnanpb 
aaun  inwf?  TJJS 

axn  iwn  p11! ron  r 

roam  onsipn  nnx  anasa-  iinBD»ii 
man  rtroo  m  nns-nsi  npan  ixa  tiasm 
"s^n-bx  "na  nsac?  robn  mn-bs  pa 

ppann  nai  ma  •niasn-K*?  DJI  inx 
rebm  jinxp'nwK  mwa  "j^rs  rni»3 

robm  nasi  -JSM  "nbab  onwrrnK 
:on»3n  jiajw  I»KB  mnwi 
sita  V^K  IBXTTI  HXTK  innwm  .T3B 

"i3n  rb  naroi  pa  n  jmas  ••asm  "3 
.  i. 
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K  rna  nnx  "|nian-nx  m  wwx  ?a      nan 
•wxar^x  'a*?m  Trnbia  pxi^axi 

ni,T  a"w  jatf^w  bian 

monb 

x1?  "33Xi  "jnnew  a^»  n-ot  ̂ i  •'inans 
n  nsb  isn  rfc  "iia^i  tnnety  nnsa 

nsa  awm  fens  "]ne 
w  om  nnm  sawm  bsxm  ̂    nb-ftan  onspn 

p  a:  naxi?  rnsrns  t:n  in 
ie  anatsi  aviaxrrp  rh  "bwrfow  0:1  j 

mwa  ep^m  :na-n»an 
na"K3  vn  na^-n^s  HK  eanm 

napb~i^K  nx  nmon  Kim  n^sn  xiam 
nmon  rb  naxni  : 

urn  "jna  -p^a  w  n-ws  wxi  arn  napb 
wxn  asr  naxni  ias  nnwmwx  ns 

-p-o  nnbs1?  sa»3  -iaxm  tisa  arn  i»»  ̂ n- 
DTiarmxi  a^nrrnx  nan  STS-K"?  nwx  m 

21  "iaxm  tKin  ubxaa  wxn  ub  ains  ""asa  nb 

v.  14.  VDP3  'n 
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nnsHrras?     K  nax-'a  DJ  jraxian  rvn 
rb-wx  T-xprr^a  nx  ibs-nx  ns  ppann 

'•KJHI  "3  TO  aiB  nnba 

isa  rm»»  anm  nnx  rrwa 
•ns  awm  o^nn Di|iwmi|sp 

tnrnen 

rnaa 

III. 

n  TO  nnian  'asw  rh 
lanna  isa  *6n  nnsi  : 

"^n  anwn  jia-nK  mi  Kin-nan 
pan  TnTi  T1?^  Tn"?air  Tiatr  i  nsoi  nsmi 

nxai IWK  DiarrnK 

n  nim  :rw»H 

isa 

nasni 
nnian baa 

nani  nan»n  nspa 
Tim  n^n  ••xna  ̂ m  taawm  rrfena 
-•a  iBK11!  trnbaia  nastr  mw<  narn  nfi^  WHTT  • 

.  s.  np  noun nrn       v.  i. v.  5. 
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inax  mi  •ojx  -laxrn  nx 
n  "na  niir^.  nx  naria  naxi  :nnx  bxj  ̂  

nnx  ns^-Tibs1?  prmrrj  »  pinxn  ̂ ion 
11  -n»x  bs  'wrrb*  '•nn  nroi  n^s-nxi  bn-nx 

nrx  "3  "as  "wbs  sir  " 

ari   ̂ xj  us  cai  ̂ :x  bxa  oA  ̂   DJax  -o  nnsi  tnx 

13  "?xr  SID  i^xr-nx  ipaa  rpm  nb^n  :"3aa 
^33^  mrr«n  S33X  -pnbxji  -jbxA  ̂ an^  xb-axi 

M  nhaa  opm  -ipam»  irnbaia  aawm  tipams 
mo^a  nv^K  laxi  irra-rnx  tr^x  Ta" 

*p^m»K  nnetsan  •'an  naxi  tpn 
nan  n^»  nwi  Dnscn&w  nai  na  inxm 

i«  nx  nb™tjim  TO  nx-^a  naxm  nman-^x  Kiam 

"  nbxn  Dnwirww  na'xm  :  WRH  nb-ntrs  n^x-^s 

is  naxm  t-jman-bx  opn  ̂ xian-bx  "  Tax  ••a  ̂  
x1?  13  nan  bs^  -["K  pnn  n^x  TS  "na  " 

torn  "i3-rn 
.  12.  np  xSi  rra     v.is.  Tiat'S     iwa.  p-tapp      v.u. 

v.  14.  '1  YJV         T.  M.  3TD  R1?!  '1p  '"?K 
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IV. 

ntrx  ̂ 3j?  bxun  rum  ov  aem  iwn  nbs  nni      i 

ID"!  "Jabx  ̂ B  wnarc  mio  "lax-'! 

"3ptB  DTOK  mw  rip'!  j 

own  n33  rop 
"3   "tsi  "    rrrsn 

nn  n»»T  ̂ asj  ̂ a  mt&n  "[map-am  tsn 
narraw  tpprh  ̂ ap  narrnwK  .T 

xb  bwin  na^i  nnbm  « 

nnx  -[b-bx o^ab  nxii 

nxri  vrrb  ]tvi  -hv: 

ovn  nnx  n'nr  orrr^ai  n^pib  isa  nax-'i  tibw  9 
nwirta  nxi  "jba-'bx1?  n^x-^s-nx  wap  ••a 
ntrx  n^xian  rn-rnx  DJI  raw  T'a  p"?nai  io 

v.l.     lo      T-4.     "'3  ibid.  '1     nHKl      v.5.  n     fl'j         T.«. 
p"'3  pp       ibid.  '1p 
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torn  anx  B-HS  wipe  nwai  rnx  asa  narrow 
"  rnrp  JIT  o-n*  D^apim  "iswa-wx  o$rr^a  nam 

133  itrx  m6ai  irna  -jrra-bx  men  wxrrnx 
-x-ipi  nn-iaxn  ̂ rrnwi  bx^w1  mm*  or 

12  rn^-ittTK  f"is  n^as  •jn'a  sm  ton1?  rroa 

msarqa  -]1?  mrp  jn"  i^x  siin-ja  mirrb  nan 
13  nK  xa11!  nwx   i-nrn  nn-nx  i»  np-^i  j 

n  nna»ni  :p  -6m 
orn  bxj  "jb  n^arn  *6  ntys  mn 

«"n*  ̂ sbsbi  ttraj  antra^  "]"?  rrm  t 

orb*  ̂ jnammwK  ̂ n'rs  ••a 
""asa  npni  to^aa  nsawa 

niaawn  ib  nampni  tnjax1?  i^nm  npna 
-•'ax  »in  nau?  i»tr  naxipm  ••asa^  p-n'r 
-nx  t^in  pa  pfc  nnbin  n^xi  nn 
:ai3"BS-nKTbin  nm  o-i-nx  -r^in  piatni  tpatn 

jwnai 

is. 
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NOTES. 

GENESIS   XXIV. 
i 

14.  ̂ 5J3H-     The  word  ̂ IJJJ,  originally  of  the  common  gender,  is 
pointed  as  in  this  example  whenever  it  is  feminine. 

19.  3Xtt^X»  lengthened  by  a  disjunctive  which  does  not  always  affect 
the  vocalization. 

23.   ?*v^>  always  elsewhere  J^^. 

33.   Q'^'il.    The  consonants  are  those  of  QtJ^I  (from  Qtt^),  but 
the  vowels  require  Qtt?^1  (from  Q*1^). 

39-   ̂ X  =  ̂K,asv"5. XLII. 

6.   ft  vtt^n>  fr°m  tne  same  root  3s  Sultan. 

7.  DTM  =  DT3!1  (frora  13?)  • 
9.   nlK1"!/?  emphatic,  hence  its  position. 

I0-  ̂ K3-  Tne  daghesh  in  ̂   is  daghesh  forte  conjunctive,  by  which 

monosyllables,  and  dissyllables  accented  on  the  penultima,  are  attached  to 

words  immediately  preceding  which  end  in  fj  _  (  _  )  or  ft  _  .  Ges.  §  20,  2. 

12.  X^>  absolute,  nay,  as  shown  by  the  accentuation. 

13.  They  said,  There  were  twelve  of  thy  servants,  brethren,  the  sons  of 

one  man,  etc. 

15.  ̂ ft,  with  the  names  of  human  beings,  but  ̂ ft  in  connection  with 
those  of  the  Deity. 

*  There  are  in  these  notes  several  references  to  the  last  edition  of  Gesenius'  Gram- 
mar. It  is  recommended  that  the  student,  while  reading  the  selections  here  given, 

review  the  grammar  in  some  more  complete  form,  paying  especial  attention  to  the  syntax. 
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16.  iH^tZ?'  The  raPne  here  denotes  that  no  daghesh  belongs  in  the  word. 

1  8.   Q^rlbxn"n&  rendered  emphatic  both  by  the  article  and  its 

position. 

19.    Q^pQ  ̂ y$**\,  for  the  hunger  of  your  families. i 
21  •   HK3-     Is  this  the  feminine  of  the  perfect  or  of  the  participle? 

23-   pb&fromp1?. 
25.  }XxO^*    The  raPne  nere  indicates  the  loss  of  a  daghesh  forte.  — 

2^n  /I-    This  is  a  change  to  what  we  should  consider  the  natural  con- 
struction, implying,  but  not  affirming,  that  the  command  was  obeyed.  — 

OS'  with  a  silent  instead  of  a  vocal  shewa  [XXVIII.  1,  2,  a]. 

26.  ̂ )X\^1>  fr°m  X2?3>  yet  without  either  a  daghesh  or  a  raphe. 

28.   ̂ Tnn*1>  and  they  trembled  to  one  another,  i.e.  and  they  turned 

trembling  to  one  another. 

29-   rhfePN  from  PHp-  35-   Pia!l»  emphatic. 
I  TIT  T 

36.   HJ^S,  for  |^3,  a  rare  form,  usually  pausal,  yet  not  Ruth  I.  19. 
Ges.  §  91,  i,  R.  2. 

XLIII. 

3. 
6-   rTtt     =  HS>  the  usual  form  before  gutturals.  —  DlTi^uI'  from 

7.   SJ^J  JJlTfl,  how  should  we  know?       8.   Hlt,  seeXLII.  16. 

9-   13tyMp,  see  XLII.  25.  10. 

12.    njtpjp  ̂ Ipi*]'  ̂ w^^  second  sum  of  money  ;  but 
a  double  sum  of  money. 

J4-   ̂ n/itJ??  a  stronger  form  than  the  preceding,  as  required  by  the 

position. 
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15.  }f!pn  see  XLII.  26.       16.  ft^,  for  |-Q^  [XXXIV.  1,  2,  *]. 
26.  1^3*1.  The  P°int  in  X  is  a  daghesh.  It  is  used  four  times  to 

call  attention  to  the  fact  that  this  letter  in  the  given  cases  does  not  quiesce 

in  the  preceding  vowels. 

28.  infill,  corrected  in  punctuation  to  agree  with  v.  26. 

29.  1|^'--.^H£  (from  fjpl).  30.   !-[£$,  for  0#. 
32.  tt~?3*p.  This,  the  original  form  of  the  plural,  is  oftenest  found  in 

pause.  Ges.  §  47,  3,  R.  4. —  D^39H>  a  name  wnicn  occurs  when  the 
descendants  of  Abraham  are  to  be  especially  distinguished  from  foreigners. 

XLIV. 

3.  ̂ S>  the  perfect  of  the  verb.  4-   1HS%  trans.,  left. 

14.  JQ*1-  The  singular  is  often  used  with  a  plural  subject,  especially 

if  the  verb  precede. 

1 6.  p^tOSM*  a  case  of  transposition  and  assimilation. 

23-   j^ap^=  JWP1R  (from  j^D^). 
34-  5?*l3-  This  preposition,  after  verbs  of  seeing,  hearing,  etc.,  denotes 

an  interest  in  the  thing  perceived. 

XLV. 

»  from  ̂ 13  [XXXVI.  1,  i,  ̂;  XL.  1,  3,  ̂]. 

XLrVI. 

4.  fi^JJ,  after,  rather  than  before,  the  verb  to  which  it  belongs,  yet 
intensive. 

8.  The  names  of  the  children  of  Jacob  will  not   be  found  in  the 

vocabulary. 

20.  "l^VH*  a  Passive,  equivalent  to  an  impersonal  active,  and  one  bore; 
hence  the  accusative  after  it  [XXXI.]. 
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27.  HiOn.     The  article  is  here  prefixed  to  the  verb  with  the  force  of 

a  relative  pronoun.     Ges.  §  109. 

28.  j\tf  2,  see  XLII.  10. 

29.  ""IBX*!-     The  daghesh  here  indicates  that  the  precedirg  shewa  is 

silent.  —  TlSJ,  "without  ceasing. 

33-   DITtt^Sti*     Several  words  of  this  sort  take  the  suffixes  of  the 

plural  for  those  of  the  singular. 

34.  njjh  =  ̂ n,  v.  32. 
XLVII. 

9.   iJttf,  from  nJttf-  ii.   D1*»  uncontracted,  for 

13.  nbrii' from 
15.  01=1*1  fr°m  nan-  -  ran,  from  sn;- 
i7.   D^Jjpa,  see  XLVI.  33.         19.   Q$fl,  from 

24.    ["l^Fp.     The  singular,  though  preceded  by  a  plural  subject,  prob- 
v  :   ,t 

ably  because  the  four  parts  are  regarded  as  one  mass. 

RUTH   I. 

i.   ̂ Fl^,  as  if  the  book  were  but  a  part  of  a  continuous  history. 

4.  i»ip!i«injp!3- 
6-   Strril,  more  exactly  3^^-     See  v-  7- 

8«   ntt?5?%  2'^.  \&S%  the  jussive  instead  of  the  imperfect.—  D3SS> 
the  masculine  for  the  feminine,  as  in  the  following  verb. 

9-  T]Xil?!>  '•<•  n?Kilp^.     Ges.  §  47,  3,  *  3- 
10.    13,  nay  but.         n.    02^,  see  v-  8-         I2-   P/,  see  v«  9« 

13.  ribri  =  nsii  (from7   s).-  n1     ̂e'fem- for  the  masc- 14. 
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see  Gen.   XLII.  36—  Dh»  from 

is  the 
22.   raPJ,  see  Gen.  XLVI.  27. 

II. 

b>  for  SHitt-         2-    ̂ ^  —  ̂ ^  him  in  whose  eyes. 

7-    nnrHtf  (from  2$;),^^.  ' 
8.   ̂ ^3SJFl  =  ̂ *n3SFV    The  retention  of  the  vowel  preceding  the 

afformative  is  more  common  in  such  forms  as  p53HR 

9-   pip?  =  n?p?-    Ges.  §  47,  3,  *  *.-n»V>  for as  if  from  HttlS- 

14.    [f^,  without  the   mappik.  —  ̂ 0\,  for  ̂ ^3.      ̂ J.   §   66,   i.  — 

use  for  npiii  (fr°m  nri^)- 
1  6.     ?ty,  the  construct  for  the  absolute. 

18.   KSlni  *-*•  Ruth-    See  v.  14.         21.  D'  for  the  fem'»  v'  8' 

III. 

^  pause  for 

3.  f|lCn*n>  the  perfect  with  Waw  consecutive  after  an  implied  com- 

mand. Ges.  §  126,  6,  R.  i.  —  ̂ ritttyV  T*16  ̂   wmch  originally  be- 
longed to  the  second  fern,  is  here  preserved,  though  not  pronounced.  See 

also  'JfnTJ  and  v.  4,  ̂ M^V  Ges.  §  44,  2,  R.  4. 

4.  ]  V?r)>  comp-  IL  8-T 5.   After  ̂ ttKFl  supply  the  consonants  h^X- 

9.  P)S7HBV  The  perfect  with  Waw  consecutive,  equivalent  to  an 

imperative,  is  warranted  by  the  tone  in  which  the  previous  statement  is 
made. 
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12.  ̂ 3    DJftX  ̂ 3   HFI81*  and  now  though  indeed.  —  QJ$  is  con- 

sidered superfluous.  —  ̂S;l>  not  ̂ S3>  though  it  really  immediately  fol- 

lows ^3  ;  in  some  editions  J  has  no  daghesh. 

13.  ̂ 3^-     A  large  letter  is  sometimes  used  to  mark  the  middle  of  a 
book,  and  sometimes,  as  here,  for  some  other  purpose  now  forgotten. 

consonants  are  those  of 

15.   ̂ ]nXl>  f°r  ̂ inKl*  through  the  influence  of  the      ,  which  has  dis- 

appeared.— ihsri  \  rarely,  but  regularly  IPlSrHj 

17.   After  ̂ tt^  supply  as  in  v.  5. 

IV. 

i.  nfeTp$»  see  Gen.  XLII.  10.  —  ̂ gH,  not  ̂ pH  through  the 

influence  of  *).  —  Sty^l?  instead  of  <3V)*\  in  pause. 

4-  bX2>  in  pause.  —  SJ^SI  =  nSIKl.*  the  cohortative  rather  than 
the  simple  imperfect. 

5.  ̂ JVJp.    ̂ e  consonants  of  the  first  com.  with  the  vowels  of  the 
second  sing,  masc.,  the  latter  of  which  is  plainly  the  form  required. 

6.  ̂"bliMb-    The   shortened  form   of  the  infinitive   is   the   one 
required  before  makkeph  ;  the  1  is  therefore  redundant. 

ii.   D^  supply  tffljg. 

15.  •sjpytp'  <*  ̂ nn'tr.  -  ̂ nins,  for  ̂ rnfl!*.  cxxn.  i.] 16.  inrwrn  =  inn^pr  (from  n^>. 
1  8.    ̂ B,  in  pause.  22.   **t?%  in  pause. 



VOCABULARIES. 

const. 

>  etc.  ;  plur. 

^father. impf-  ns 

,  surely.    ' *  M->  Abraham. 

g;  plur. const.  ̂ jlJt  M->  master,  owner, 
Lord.    The  plural  is  used  for  the 

singular,  especially  of  God. 
const. 

HEBREW-ENGLISH.* 

;    suff. 

;  const. 

F-> 

,   impf. 

land,  earth. 
inf.   const. 

amiable; 

IV.  part.  act. 

plur.     (irreg.) 
const. 

,  M. 

*"flX,    perf.     ̂ I'X;    impf. 
dawn,  shine;  II.  =  1;   III.  light, 

enlighten,  enliven. 

perhaps. 
JX>  then,  past  or  future ;  }Xft»  since, 

from. jjfc  dual  D^IX;  const.  1J}J£,  F., ear. 

tlX    (firm   const.   ̂ H8;    suff. 
^HS»  etc-;  plur»  D^nK^  const. 

^flS  ̂     !•   sun*-    ̂ HK>    e^c.>    but 

VHK  >  ̂-  su^«  D5^flK»  M-> 
brother. 

nns>  const,  nnx  >  *•  nnK>  ̂ w<?- 
T    V ninK  (nnK),  const. 

i;   const. 

*  This  vocabulary  will  be  found  sufficient  not  only  for  the  exercises  and  selections 
contained  in  this  book,  including  the  whole  of  Ruth,  but,  with  a  little  additional 

assistance,  for  many  other  extended  passages  of  the  Bible. 
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oftener 

seize,  hold;  II.  reflex,  or  pass,  of 

I.,  hence,  acquire  possessions; 

III.  =  I.  ;  IV.  hide. 

>  const-  rVin&$>  F-»  possession. 

,  impf.  first  sing. 

detain. 

as  an  adverb,  afterward; 

plur.  const,  as  a  preposition,  be- 

hind, after  [XXIX.]; 

ntt^  or  p 

upon. 

and 

,  see 

following,  other. 

;  piu 
>  future- 

[XLVL] 

t,  how. 

1.  pS>  const,  pjjj)  non-existence,  is 
not. 
i  i 

2.  J$>  where  ;      S?  whence. 

,  const. 

S,  plur.  DJg  ;  const. 
M.,  w««,  husband,  each. 

*    imPf-  ;      n    pause, 

ea*>  destroy  ;   II.  pass,  of 

I.;    III.   S'OKPI,  &w   ̂    eat; 
IV.  ̂ w«r  [XXXVII.]. 

,  suff.  ̂ pS,  M.,  food. 

>  w^>  in  deprecations  ;  also,  nay. 

(almost  always  with  makkeph), 

suff.  *^K>  etc->  ̂ >  *«^>  toward, 

against  [XXIX.']. 
r.  Q^S;  const. 

hero,  god,  God. 

bK>  const,  nbx;  piur. 
F.,  i?«M,  command,  curse. 

M., 

const.  "irjK>  Sods>  God- 

>  M->  Elimelek- 
.,  any. 

;  piur.  D 
const.  ̂ BS>  Mv  ̂ ^?  thousand, 

family. 
>  an  interrogative  particle  ;  also, 

if,  though,  when;  S^  DS>  wnen 

an  oath  is  implied,  verily. 

OK,  suff.  *m  etc.;  plur. 

F.,  mother. ,  const.  n»>?;  pi 
const. 

F->  handmaid. 
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(twist),  V.  restrain  one's  self. 

firm,  true;  III. 

III.  =  I.  ;  IV.  strengthen,  harden, 

choose;  V.  reflex,  of  IV. 

OK1';  inf.  const,  with 

;  speak,  say;  II.  pass. 

of  L;  in.  *vaxn>  «"#'/  v. 

boast.     [XXXVIL]1'
 .  suff-  *$$&  etc- 

F.,  security,  trustworthiness,  truth. 
.  const. 

>  whither  ?  where  ? 

,c.,/.    [VI.] 

,c,/.    [VI.] 

}1DK  (HDS),  M.,  harm. 

>  imPf-  ̂ l'DK%  ̂ ^  assem- 
ble ;  II.  reflex,  or  pass,  of  I.  ; 

IV.  =  I.  ;  V.  =  II. 

or 
harness;  II.  pass,  of  I. 

M., 

wrath  ;  dual  Q^fi  J<  ;  const.  •*§& 
nostrils,  face. or  16 

>  cease,  fail. 

Bethlehem. 

*  M.,  Ephrathite. 

,  const, 
;  with 

,    const.    BT.8'    D'> 

j  Mesopotamia. 

with    the    article, 

piur.  nis^j  const, 
F.,  /<2«^/,  earth. 

(H^pK),  const, suff.  ̂ rH}?K  ̂   P^ur-  B^t&J  >  const. 

i^y,  F.,  woman,  wife. 

VA  [VI.],  that. .   [vi.] 

,  with   makkeph, 

suff.  ̂ p^>  etcv  sign  of  the  defi- 
nite accusative.     [XXI.] 

(H3K),  with  makkeph,  nS  ; 

snff.  ̂ P|K;  etc->  near,  with. 

[XXIX.] 

,  const. 
F.,  she-ass. 
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3,  in,  over,  with,  by.     [XXIV.] 
const- 

1X3,  WeU  of  the 
Living  One  who  sees  me.     1X3 

,  Beersheba,  Seven-well. 

plur.  n^a;  const.  ̂ 3, 

M.,  garment. 

/ar//    13^t   <*/<w**,   suff. 
,  etc.; 

i  !!•  be  frightened,  feel 

frightened;  III.  frighten,  acceler- 
ate, hunt;  IV.  =  III. 

const-  rieo^;  suff- 
,  etc.;   plur.   111^3  ; 

const.  rilBl,  F.,  beast. come; 

ni. 
const. 

>  M->  chosen,  youth,  young- 
man. 

,    impf.    ||13%    J/J',    /nw  ; 
II.  pass,  of  I. 

plur.  D^tpg,  m.,  pistachio. 

3>  Pray  •  please  • 

^D,  perf.  |3;  impf.  ̂ \  perceive, 
understand;    II.    ̂     intelligent; 

III.  caus.  of  I.  or  =  I.  ;  IV.  guard; 
V.  consider. 

|  ^3   (from  |^3>  middle),  between, 
within.     [XXIX.] 

ITS  (KID),  const.  rP3;  p^r. 
Q^p)3;  const.  ̂ p)3,  M.,  ̂ ^»j<?, •     |T  |  "     |T 

family;   nri^3fl>  ̂   ̂   house.. 

DHJ?  nh3>  'Bethlehem. to»  Plur-   0^1155;   const. 
»  M..,  first-born,  choice. 

impf.  H35^  ;  consec. 
/  IV.  beweep. 

133,  suff.  ̂ p 

const,  nib?;  p^r. 
>  birthright,  first-born. » 

(destruction),  whence  ̂   /3> 

«<?/,  except. 

|3(H33),  const.  |3,  rarely  |3; 
suff.  ̂ 33,  etc.  ;  plur. 

)3»  M.,  son,  descendant. 

,  impf. 

pass,  of  I. 

;  const. 

,  M.,  Benjamin. 

M., 

>  half  (shekel^. 

,  const.  -1        ;  plur. 

c.,  cattle,  oxen. 
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morrow. 

(split),  IV.  seek,  aim,  demand. 

grain. 

reflex,  or  pass,  of  III.  ;  III.  make 

kneel;  IV.  ̂ -)3  or  *Tfc,  bless; 
V.  reflex,  of  III.  [XXXIII.] 

11133  ;  const.  niJJ,  F.,  daughter. 

avenge,  marry  ;   hence 

deemer,    avenger,    kinsman;    II. 

pass,  of  I. 

const-  n^Kf  F-»  »<aSf»f/- 
^/  ̂   redemption,  property 

subject  to  redemption,  relationship. 

district. 

lur.    3^132,  M., 

mighty,  leader,  hero. 

t3,  const.  S^3,  M.,  «»/ 
const, 

M., F., 

or  "?>        or  become  great, 
rich,  or  powerful  ;   III.    enlarge, 

exalt;  IV.  rear  ;  V.  boast. 

3,  plur.   B^3  ;    const. 

people,  nation,  heathen. 

,  const.  n!1|  ;  Plur. 

,  corpse. 
"Ill  Perf-  12  ;  im 

/,  sojourn;  V. 

,  impf.  ri^^,  consec. 
uncover,  reveal,  open;  II.  reflex. 

and  pass,  of  I.  and  IV.  ;  IV.  bare, 

expose,  reveal;  V.  reflex,  of  IV. 

^72  or  ̂2>  r°M>  commit;  II.  reflex. 

or  pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  and  IV.  =  I.  ; 

fl>  attack* 
02  •  •  •  D2;  both  .  .  .  and. 

(drink),  III.  /^/  drink;  IV. 

swallow. 

,  const.  b)5|;  plur. 

const.  ̂ ^S2,  M.,  <:#/«<?/, 
j*«//  II.  pass,  of 

I.  ;  IV.  =  I.  ;  V.  used  adverbially 

in  the  sense  of  stealthily. 

,  impf.  *\$y,  rebuke. 

l3*l|  5  const. 
F.,  threshing-floor. 

>  Goshen. 
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n 
,  impf. 

III.  fasten,    pursue,     overtake; 

IV.  =  I. 

,  part.    njj'l,   speaking;   II. 
recip.  of  IV.;   III.  subdue;  IV. 

,  speak;  V.  =  IV. 

onst.^J^ )  plur-  D^IM 5 

const.  *1'n3*T!'  M->  word9  deed, 
thing.  [XXVII.] 

?J,  suff.  ̂ "^S^*  Mv  noney* 

?T,  M.,  David. 

ering,  weak,  poor. 
,  const.  Q^_  ; 

M.,  blood;   plur.  Q^O^T»  bloodi- 

ness, violence. 

quire  ;  II.  pass,  of  I. 

,  plur. D.,  way. 

Q,    Jl,   H,    interrogative    particle. 
'  [XLVIL] 

here! 

,^.   [vi.] 

Jl,  perf.  B,%  confound;  II.  impf. 

Dft%  Pass-  of  I.  ;  III.  make  a 
noise. 

^JT  in  tne  Pentateuch  usually  X1Il» 
F.,  she.     [VI.] 

pen,    become,    was;    II.    ̂ /"JJ, 

T  :  i- 

become,  happen,  pass. 

,  impf.  *?J\  impa.  inf. 

const.  ̂ 3^5,  go,  depart;  II. 

/«r/;    III.   y-fljl  or  ̂  
,  remove  ;  IV.  =  I.  ;  V. 

?  hither,  here. 

]T\,iot  behold/ 
nSH,  suff.  "lij,1!,  etc.,  lo/  behold  '/ 

[XLVI.] 

njH,  hither. 
'Hrt     (mfl),     MV     conception, 
pregnancy. 1 

,  i|,  1,  and.     [XLV.  and  XLVI.] 

T 

>  imPf-  (131%  slaughter,  offer; 

IV.  freq.  of  I.  ' ,  plur.  DTI^p  const 
M.,  victim,  offering. 
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nj, 
[VI.]  ;  adv.,  here,  just. 

J,  const.  35|,  M.,  #>#. 

H^,  const,  fl^],  F.,  (removal), 
besides,  except. 

,  impf.  "O^  (/*>«*)»  >w«# 
remember  ;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III. 

remind,  commemorate. 

"1£}>    const 
song,  produce. 

,    const.    p|  |    plur. 

const.  *0pk  M.,  old. 

,  c°nst- 

,  impf.  m]n>  scatter,  winnow; 

II.  pass,  of  I.';  IV.  =  I. 
,  impf.  5?*n%  strew,  sow;  II. 

pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  beget,  conceive  ; 
IV.  =  I. 

(Plur-  an?1|)  5  const, 
M.,  seed,  posterity. 

out;  II. imPf- 

pass,  of  I. 

,  const, 
bu/t  !"T<inH5   Plur- 
const,  ̂ ""innj  M>>  room,  recess 

D1P!>  Perf-  DPI  ;  imPf- 

^.,    outside, 

street;  ft>  out. 

imp.  pJpP»  ̂   /^/  **w^, 
severe  ;  III.  j<?/z^,  ̂ ^/<^,  strengthen  ; 

IV.  strengthen,  harden  ;  V.  reflex. 

of  IV. 

mislead,    condemn;    IV.    atone; 
V.  reflex,  of  IV. 

PUSH,  P^r.  Dipt!.'  const  ̂ ^1, 

F.,  wheat. 

*  const-  ̂ H> 

bengs,  life.     Tl      see 

HJH,  impf.  n^^;    juss.  ̂ n%  //w; 
III.  sustain,  save,  revive  ;  IV.  =  III. 

,  const,  ̂ pj  ;  plur.  D^TI  5 
•  •    T-: 

const.  ̂ 5^D»  Mt;  might>  wealth, 
skill,  virtue. 

i,  M.,  bosom. 

or 

plur. 

5  const.  Vp],  M., 
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n  (profane),  whence 

'  const  nal;  Plur- 

»  relief> 
;  II.  ̂p]J,  impf. 

const. 

IV.-    III.    fjflfl,  'irapf. ,  violate; 

caus.  of  I. 

^,  const. f 

,     piur. 
const. 

(nan),  const, 
mother-in-law. 

or F. 

,  M., 

,  see ,  const. 
feminines  tiffin  >  const. 

five. 

|^I,  suif.  1J||1,  M.,  favor,  beauty. 

or  p,  impf.  |hj  or 

pity,  favor;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  V.  en- treat. 

,  pi 
M.,  grace,  favor,  mercy. 

fan,  impf.  ̂ b    or inclined,  pleased. 

of  IV.  ;  IV. 

disguise. 

,  M«,  Hesron. 
f,  with  makkeph     p|;  suff.  ̂ p|  ; 

task,  portion,  limit,  statute. 

imPf-  mn^  tremble,  f  ear  ; 
III.  frighten. 

be  heated;  II.  =  I. ;    III.  kindle, 
be  zealous. 

\,  const,  tl^^n,  M.,  plowing, 

seed  time. 

|,  impf.  tZ^n^  be  silent,  in- 

active;  III.  =  1.  ;'v. 

,  Mv  slaughter,  victim. 
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of  I. 

noun. 

,  M.,  goodness,  happiness,  goods. 

,  suff.  ifil3,  M.,  children,  family. 

(separation),  used  as  an  adv. 

for 

II.  pass,  of  I.;  III.  feed;  IV.  =  I. 
*! 

,  
suff.  
ip)fi3^,  

F.,  
sister-in- 

law. 

>  M->  sorrow. 

(HT),  const.  T; 

const.  ̂ ^^,  F.  or  c.,  hand;  plur. 

const,  nn1;,  F.,  «^,  A^. 
impf.  S^;  inf.*  const.  flSH, ,  know;  II.  reflex,  or  pass. 

of  I.  ;    III.  show,  teach  ;    IV.  = 

III.  ;  V.  make  one's  self  known. 

PP,  only  in  impa.  33  or  HD.% 

instead  of 

the  substitution  of  the  vowels  of 

^)nX  ̂ or  those  which  belong  to 
the  word,  M.,  Yahweh,  not  Jehovah. 

1%  Plur-  D^O  ;  const-  '      FV 

M.,  or 
sprout. 

\u.  Joseph. 

j  perf.  wanting  ;  impf.  3t^>  be 

good,  right,  glad;  III.  SPfc'fl' 
caus.  of  I. 

(tread},  II.  pass,  or  recip. 

of  III.;  III.  Clijin,  determine, 
correct,  punish. 

sv>  really  ni- be  able,  overpower. 

impf.  1^  ;  inf.  const, 
beget;  ?.,bear;  II.  ̂ <f  born;  III. 

^<?tf^,  ̂ <?,§^/,  make;  IV.  ̂ ^> 

(as  midwife)  ;  pass,  be  born, 
made. 

>  Plur.  D^V  const. M.,  j^«,  ̂ ^y. 

\   const.    f>)p%   M.,   / 
(hand,  etc.). 

,  impf.  ̂ ^Dl%  really  III.,  add, 
increase  ;  with  an  infinitive  follow- 

ing, again  ;  II.  pass,  of  I. 
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const. £0  forth,   depart; 

III.  bring  forth,  produce. 

fl  (pour),  III. 

")%  impf.  $T£\fear;  II.  pass,  of 
I/;  IV.  terrify. 

%   impf.  T""P,  £0  *&«>«,  /#/// 
III.  caus.  of  I. 

,  impf.  (TH^  throw,  shoot, 

found;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  throw, 

shoot,  notify,  instruct. 

const.   "SH!!;   dual  D^T' 
F.,  /<?/#. 

%  impf.  t!?T^^;  impa.  ̂ ^  ;  in 

pause,  ̂ T  or  f'^'T'  $atn'  Pos~ 
sess,  expel;  II.  be  impoverished; 

III.  £/•#«/,  possess,  expel,  destroy. 

[XXXIX.] 

bin^  M.,  Israel. 
^,  with  makkeph  ̂   ;  suif. 

.     etc.,  M*r*  w.     [XLVII.] 

,  impf.  2?y^>  sit,  stay,  dwell  ; 
II.  be  inhabited;  III.  caus.  of  I.  ; 

IV.  =  III.     [XXXVIII.] 

\  M,  Jesse. 

,  better  Btt^-  See  Addenda. 
(stretch),  II.  remain;  III. 

,  make,  abound. 

3,  #.$•,  //^,  according  to,  when,  after. 

[XXIV.] 
,  const.  ̂ 55  ;  plur. 

'  heavy,  severe. 
const. 

glory,  abundance. 

3  ;  plur.  Q^3  ;  const. 

,  F.,  jar,  pitcher. 
>  thus,  referring  to  what  follows. 

|H3,  plur.  BiJJJjg  ;  const.  ̂ ^, 

M.,  priest. 
,  perf.  ̂3,  ̂rw/  /  III.  =  IV.  ; 

IV.  ;?3^3>  contain,  sustain, 
maintain. 

(stand),  \\.be  fixed,  firm,  sure, 

right;  III.  set,  prepare,  direct; 

°r  Pass-  ° 

III.;    III.  hide,  destroy;  IV.  de- 

ny, conceal. 
,  Mtf/,  /*r,  but,  when.     QX  ̂ 3, 
^^/,  except. 

3,  with  makkeph  ̂ 3;  suff.  1^3, 

etc.,  ̂ ^/<?,  «//,  every. 
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,   be  finished,  destroyed;    IV. 

finish,  destroy. 

3,  const, 
F.,  bride,  daughter-in-law. 

bOVVfcr-  (Vtal  const- 

(strike},    II.     A?     ashamed, 

abashed;  III.  abash,  insult. 

(burn),  II.  contract,  yearn. 

.  Plur-   D'33,   «#',  «/- 

,  /^»j,  referring  to  what  precedes. 

'  M->  Canaan. 

.  1T393_9,  Canaanite. 

,  const.  ̂ 33;  plur.  D?63?  ; 
const.    ̂ S33»    Fv    cover,    wing, 
border. 

j  part.,  covering;  II.  pass,  of 

IV.  ;  IV.  *»zw,  conceal;  V.  reflex. 
of  IV. 

M.,  silver,  money. 

prescribe;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III. 

I.  ;  IV.  =  I. 

>  write,  inscribe,  prescribe;  II. 

pass,  of  I.  ;  IV.  prescribe. 

b 
,  to,  for,  near,  concerning.  [XXIV.] 

,  also  K*fe  w^^  ̂ n  simple  nega- 
tions and  absolute  prohibitions. 

>  F.,  Leah. 

rOb),  with   makkeph  &  ; 

suff.  ̂ ,  etc.  ;  plur. 

heart,  self,  courage. 

,  const.  25^5  j  plur. 

const.  ̂ 35^'  M*'  heart. 

,  Mv  Laban. 

guish. ,  see        . 

,'/,+vh,  '•<•  s1?,  »<"). 
if  not. ,  see  |^. 

,  perf.  f^;  part.  ̂ ;  III. 

y^/",  interpret;  r*vtt,  /«/<?/•- 

preter. ^  an^  tne  article  with  ̂ \,q.v. 

>  suff- ,   plur.    a^?;    const, 
concealment,   magic.     tO  ?3> cretly. 
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,  M.,  ladanum. 

•$,  oftener  Jf^  ;  const. 
plur.  flfyfy,  F-,  *(?*'• 

]*b,  Perf.  jb  ;   impf.  J^J, 
,    remain;    II.   A?  stubborn, 

murmur;  III.  harbor,  murmur. 

II.  wind,  turn. 

mpf.  njp^  ;  impa.  f|g  ;  inf. 
const.  ]nnp>  seize,  take,  bring; 
II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  IV.  =  I. 

mpf-  fip^?»  8<**far,  collect, 

glean;  IV.  =  I.' a 
(power),  very. 

plur.  fl1S(U»  F->  hundred. 

>  F->  precious  things. 

*  sing.  unused;  plur. 

const.  ̂ T|Jft>  Mv  sojourn,  abode. 

or  na;  imPf. 

^ for  what?  why? 

(be  flabby),  V. 
hesitate,  linger. 

to^  hasten;  II.  ̂   r«^,  reckless; 

IV.  HHtt,  ̂ r/>/^  hastily,  hasten. 

or Piur    a 
Moabite. 

>   Mv   acquaintance, 
kinsman. 

family. 
,  Perf.  na  5  imPf-  TNb\  die  ; 

III.  ̂ 7/. 

,  const,  frja,  M., 

(,Tn>,  const, preservation,  health,  food. 

,   P^r.   B^blptt;    const. 
>  hiding-place,  treasure. 

piur.  ninetpi?,  F., 
mantle. 

,  o//^.     [VI.] 

(DID11),  const. 
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(PPtt),  const.  ̂   or  *&$; 

suff.  "ft,  etc.,  M.,  water. 

act),      suff. 

,  impf.  HSJ^  «#/  H.  reflex. 
or  pass,  of  I.  ;  V.  =  II. 

pf-  xbjp?;  inf-  const- 
,  be  full,  fill;  II. 

fulfilled;  IV.  ///. 

,     const. 

;  const 
messenger,  angel. 

.  const. 

;      plur. 

const. 

,  M.,  king. 

,    const. 

;  const, 
queen. 

of,  than.     [XXIV.] 

mj),  const, 
rest,  resting-place. ,  M. 

!"[Pn3Jp>   const.   npUlp;   Plur- 
»  F-'  resf>  home- m  const,  nnjo  ; 

F.,  present,  offering,  tribute. 

(TOifi),  P^r. suff. 

womb,  heart. 
(response}, 

,    const. 

5  const, 
deed,  work,  business. 

;  const. ,   etc.,   bowels, 

;     plur. 

/  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  bring, 
deliver. 

OJM),  const, 

Egyptian. '     c''     ̂ ^     Egyptians. 

(Dip),  const. 

(H3p),  const.  n.3ptt; 
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seeming  plur.  suff.  ̂ Jpfi,  etc«,  M-» 
possession,  cattle. 

rripa  (mp),  const, 
M.,  lot. 

rna  ; 
/  also  bitterness,  sadness. 

,  F.,  .Mm*,  i.e.  sad. 

.(run),  const, 

ng-p  or 
^4  form. 

.  F-.  about  the  feet. 

F.,  wagon,  chariot. 

?"p  cwi),  con*, Hi.,  pasture,  feed. 

;  III.  nO!!,  embitter, 

afflict;  IV.  embitter,  anger;  V. 

pass,  of  IV. 

K'^a  (*«w)>  const, 
plur. 

present. 

Js^e,  SUE reward. 

?  inipf.     tfi^>  'w^  speak  in 

parables  ;  II.  resemble  ;  III. 

,  compare  ;  IV. 

;  IV.  =  11. 

aw),  const, guard,  prison. 

|JtZ7tt,   const.  HJ^tt,  M.,  repe- 
tition,  second. 

ns^i?,  const,  nne^a  •,  piur. 

niria^»  ;  const, F.,  r^^,  species,  family. 

.  const- 3 
J,  a  hortatory  particle  like  come  or 

pray. 

i  i 
,  M.,  south.     n3il  southward. 

(/^/-),  m.T  n^n,  ̂ ^, tell. 

uff.  ifuj,  etc.,  ̂ /^. 
•  :  v 

>  impf.  JJa*1?  -fw//^,  A?«^,  reach; 
II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  /wa/fe  &#£&, 

/  IV.  smite. 

tt^)P>  ̂ »^,  approach; 
II.  =  I.  ;  III.  caus.  of  I.  ;  V.  =  I. 

nrm  const,   ro^j;   pi™. 
hinnp  ;  const,  nirrp,  F.,  w/. lingness,  gift. 

S-HJ,  const.  S^J  ;  plur.  Q^^J 
const.  ̂ ^*13,  M.,  willing,  prince. 
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i  res*>  satis- 

fy ;  "V  r.  adapt  one's  self. 

const.  *13J  ;   plur. 

*  const. and 
M.  nver;  dual 
and  Euphrates. 

nil  Perf-  HJ;  imPf-  CIW 
ni.  p^g,  cans,  of  i.;nn, 
set,  leave,  let. 

QJJ,  plur.  a^JJ  ;  const.  ̂ ]J,  M, 
?-  or  ear-ring. 

in.  nn?n=i- 

DH3    (sigh),  ii. 

comfort,    avenge  one's  self;    IV. 

comfort;  V.  =  II. 

perceive. 

impf.  n^;  consec.  fc»l, 
stretch,  spread,  incline  ;  II.  pass. 

of  L;  III.  =  1. 

n)  ,  II.  =  III. 

pass,   or  V.  ;    III.  regard,  recog- 

nize ;  IV.  regard,  mistake,  reject; 

V.  reveal,  disguise  one's  self. 

F. 
stranger. 

;  II.  pass,  of  I.;  III.  caus. 

of  I. 

niSJ,  const.  l^JJp,  M.,  child- 
hood, youth. 

.  suff.          ;  dual 

plur. 

;  const,  ,  F. 

>  const. 
M.,   ̂ ;   in  the   Pentateuch  for 

F.,  ̂ 7,  young  woman. 

impf.  ̂ g^  ;  inf.  const. 
,   descend;    III.    caus.   of  I.  ; 

V.  reflex,  of  III. 

const. 
self. c.,  breath,  soul, 

position,  stand;  III. 
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3,  inf.  abs.;  II.  fijpj,  be  pure, 
free,  empty;  IV.  figj,  release, 

acquit. 

innocent,  exempt. 

,  impf.  Stt?*1 5  impa.  )$$}  \  inf. 

const.  flXiy,  raise,  bear,  take ; 

II.  pass,  of  I. ;  III.  caus.  of  I. ; 

IV.  uplift,  sustain  ;  V.  exalt  one's self. 

(seize),    III.    J^^ff*    bring, 
overtake,  attain. 

,  impf.  p^£^  (join),  kiss; 
IV  =  I. 

impf.  JFp ;  impa.  7p)  ,fT3fi  ; 
inf.  const,  p£)  (pj 

II.  pass,  of  I. 

D 
or  5D>  impf. 

round,  surround ;   II.  =  I.  ;   III. 

caus.  of  I. ;  IV.  =  III. 

),    perf.    ̂ D  5     impf- 

anoint  one's  self;  III.  =  I. 

DID,  pi1""-  D^DID  5  const. 

M., 

F.,  mare. 

>  Perf- 

V/i?,    depart,  pass;    III. 

>/</,  depart,  remove  ;  IV.  =  III. 

j  impf-  nnD^j  traverse,  trade. 

1BD,  impf-  ̂ IBD^J  count;  II.  pass. 
of  I.  ;  IV.  recount,  relate. 

17 
>  const- M.,  servant. 

passage; 

/?,  y<?r  the  sake  of. 

,  impf.  ̂ iS^>  overflow,  cross, 

pass;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  caus. 

of  I.  ;  V.  rage. 

F-  Dl!|ln5      Hebrew. *  const-  ribw  ;  pi. 
const. 

,  n. 
hold. 

,  F.,  wagon,  chariot. 

for 

7.     [XXIX.] 

OTIS),  Plur.   D^5?  ;    const. 
,  M.,  witness,  testimony. 

(repeat),  III.  assure,   testify; 

IV.  ̂ JJJ,  surround; 

/  V. 



»  suff.  719,  etc., 

[XLVII.] 

,   const.  p§;    plur.   QS  or 

ijijj;  const. 
M.,  sin. 
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,  M.,  Amminadab. 

,  impf.  i[JJ%  /<?0.f<?,  leave,  cease, 

withhold;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  IV.  =  I. 

JJ,  const,  pj;  dual  ffy*$  ; 
const.  VJIJ,  F.,  <K/  plur. 

const, nrsn, 
spring. 

;  const.          ,  F, 

,  suff.  ̂ 5?,  etc.,  i?«,  «/^«,  over, 

toward,  against,  on  account  of. 

[XXIX.] 

>  therefore. 

,  impf.  n;  consec. 

&/  ;    II.   pass,    of  III.  ;    III. 

bring  up,  offer;  V.  pride  one's  self. 

const,  no'pjj;  piur. 
const,  nia^s,  F., 

maiden. 

const.  ̂ QSJ,  c.,  people. 

>  a;//*,  »^r.     [XXIX.] 

5   impf.   Ib^j   J^» 
remain;  III.  caus.ofl.   [XXXII.] 

omer. 

',   consec.   V$^\ 

answer,  testify;  II.  answer,  be 

answered;  III.  =  I. ;  IV.  sing 

(responsively) . 

t ;  II.  hurt,  grieve 

one's  self;  III.  form,  hurt;  IV. 

=  III. ;  V.  =  II. 

',  inf.  2^S>  mingle,  exchange, 

—. 

represent;  V.  mingle,  associate, 
intermeddle. 

F.,  evening. 

naked),  II. 

out;  III.  expose,  empty ;  IV.  perf. 

n*"lS  ')  impf.  consec.  *"|Sn!>  = 

III!';  V.  reflex,  of  III.  and  IV. 

rrn»  (pns),  const. T     :v nakedness. 

,     const. 

,  F.,  heap. 

consec. 

>  toil,  make,  do;   II.  pass. 

>  Mv  decade,  ten  days. 

of  I. 
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,  F.  rPT?>  tenth. 

with  fem-   n*"l  \J73J,  ten,  in 
composition  with  units.  [XLVIII.] 

see 

>  const,  n^V^SJ;  withfemi- 

T2?j,  ten. ,  twenty. 

nines 

>  one>  in  the  compound  eleven. 

suff.  ̂ flJ  ;  plur. 

»- 

D 

III.  caus.  of  I. 

,1B  (Hia),  const,  ̂ g  ;  plur.  Q^ 
and  n1"S>  M*>  mouth,  edge,  side, 

wish.     ̂ B^>  according  to. 

JIB,   impf.    J^IS^;    consec. 
^  cold,  languish. 

g,  const. remnant. 

^B,  M.,  a  certain;  always  followed 

'  by 

,  always  with   makkeph, 

'lest. 

,  impf.  H3S%  turn,  intr.  ;  III. 
,  tr.  and   intr.  ;    IV.  remove, 

prepare. 
|13B>  Plur.  Q^B  ;  const,  ijg,  M., 

front,  face.     ̂ JB^,  before. 
,     suff.     tMB,    etc.  ;     plur. 

and 

dual    D^O^B7;  '  const. step,  foot,  time.     QJJB 

%  J^,  w«V,  mus- 
ter ;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  III.  appoint, 

entrust;  IV.  =  I.  ;  V.  =  II. 

>  spread  ;    II.    be   separated, 

scattered;   III.  part,  scatter;  IV. 

separate;  V.  reflex,  of  III. 

>  imPf-  !"nft?>  bear> 
ful;  III.  caus.  of  I. 

,  M.,  Pharaoh. 

,  impf.  ̂ B^,  break,  spread, 
scatter;  II.  be  scattered;  IV. 

tt?*HB>  spread,  scatter. 
DB>  suff.  »»p|B;  plur.  DT)B>  F., 

//,  crumb. 

,  impf. '  release, 

begin  ;  II.  pass,  of  I.  ;   IV.  open, 

loose,  plough  ;  V.  escape. 
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pins,  pi.  DTU??  ' const-  tuns 
M.,  opening,  door,  gate. 

>  c->  -MK0//  cattle,  sheep,  goats. 

,  impf. 

,  suff.   ̂ s     piur. 
const.  ̂ S,  M.,  side. 

r  !TT1£>  F->/^  especially 
for  a  journey. 

fe*/;  II.  pass.  of  III.;  III. 

justify,  acquit;  IV.  =  III.  ;  V. 

vindicate  one's  self. 

const. 

;  const neck. 

),   IV. consec.  ̂ JPI,  command. 
;  impf. 

»  impf.  Hylpf/Wj  Advance, 
succeed;  III.  succeed,  make  succeed. 

impf.  XJp5C%  ̂   Mir^. 

const.'    T^tt^;      piur. 
a^tt^'  const- 
bracelet. 

,  const.  f|f  y^|,  M.,  tvi/. 
,  const.  *pj}y  ;  pi.  Q 

const.  ''T^Jjy  ,  M.,  small,  young. 

y,  const  nT9¥>  F-»^«/ 
»  const,  fl^y,  F.,  distress. 

or  -i^,  piur.  ninh^,  M 
package,  purse. 

in  pause,        JJ,  M 

balsam. 

/  n.pass. 
I.;  IV.  freq.ofl. 

,  only  impf. 

»    Plur- 
sound,  fame. 

Dip,  perf-  D!5  ;  impf.  Dp11  ; •  ii*  i  T 
consec.  Dp'!*  ar*se>  stand;  III. 
caus.  of  I.;  IV.  D*p>  confirm, 

bind;  Q£ip,  rw;  V.  =  I. 

,  see  np7 

or  ,  suff.  Qjep,  etc.; 

;    piur.  Bi   F- 

,  M.,  parched  (grain). 

p|}p,  impf.    njp%  consec. «y/  II.  pass,  of  I. 
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,  const.  njfp;  piur.  D'2£p; 
const.  ̂ 2J|p»  M.,  end,  whole. 

$p»  const  ̂ Xp'  M'» branch. 

,  impf.  ̂ p?,  «</, 
^  ̂ ^  zmz£,  impatient; 

III.  j>fcr*«,  <*//  IV.  =  III. 
i. 

X"lp»  inf.  const.  flKlp     5  suff. m«*>  w***;  ii. 
ck&nce* 

name;  II.  pass,  of  I. 

,  suff.  ̂ p,  etc.,  midst. 
^  chance;  II.  =  I.  ;  III. 

provide;  IV.  join,  build. 
incidents. 

and 

,  impf. 
of  I. 

,  relative. 

;  II.  pass. 

F. 
n\^;  ite. >  severe. 

II.  pass,  of  I.  ;  IV.  and  V.  =  I. 

,  impf.  n          ;  consec. 
but see>  l°°k  af>  perceive; 

II.  &?  J^«,  appear;  III.  caus.  of 

I.  ;  IV.  =  I.  ;  V.  recip.  of  I. 

M.,  Reuben. 

,  part,  from  nSH;  see F- 

former,  past. 

sn  earn),  F.  nan;  PL  n' 
F-   D13       much>    many,  great, 
enough. 

const. 

or 
consec. 

or        !1,  grow,  increase, 

multiply;    III.  increase,  enlarge; 
IV.  raise,  rear. 

,  F-  n 

,  impf.  73^^,  ̂   disturbed,  ex- 
cited; III.  caus.  of  I.  ;  V. 

spy  or  backbiter  ; 

const.  ̂ T5jn,  F.,  foot,  pace,  time. 

,  impf.  t^]*^,  pursue. 
^r.    nlPin,    F.,   breath, 

wind,  spirit. 
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pi  perf.  pj  ;  impf.  p^J;  consec. 

J**"P1,  run;  III.  hurry,  </ra><?. 

SIT  (*  empty),  III. 

,  F.,  Ruth. 

,  M.,  womb,  bowels,  mercy. 

wash;  V. 

,  impf.  pH^,  be  distant,  de- 
part; II.  be  removed;  III.  re- 

move,  go  far. 

.  (pn)'  adv-»  emt*y>  in  vain- 
»  imPf-  SSI?*  r/^^'  In-  caus- 

of  I. 

,  gather,  acquire. 

,  M., 

F. 
*  badness. 

'  Plur-  D^Ti*  const- 
'  M.,  friend,  neighbor. 

>  M<>  hunger,  famine. 

const. 

part teacher. 
(of  sheep,  etc.), 

become,  bad;  III.  destroy,  injure, 
do  wrong. 

or  55^,  impf. 

,  *><?///  III.  caus.  of  I.'  ;  IV. 
=  111. 

>  view;  IV.  ze/#//,  ̂ <?/<?. 

,  const,  rn^  ;  suff. 
eta;  plur.nlTir;  const. 

M.,  plain,  field. 

>  on^y  m  ni\&  x>  meditate. 

,  F.,  ̂ rtfy  hair,  age. 

or  m\y,   perf.   Q1^  ;  impf. 
;    consec. 

'  M' 

;  also  written 
etc.) 

,  const. 
i  const, 

garment. 

hate  ;  II.  pass,  of  I. 

,  F. 
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suff.  S          etc.  ;  plur. 

const.  \*p\y>  M.,  sackcloth,  sack. 

plur.   Dnt?;    const. 

M.,  ̂ /<g^  prince. 

rnt?,  F.,  .for**. 
* 

,  impf.  3JSKJ7%  draw  (water)  . 

,  used  only'  in  V. 
regard. 

or  ̂fc$,  F., 
Hades. 

,  impf. 

inquire  ;  II.  request;  III.  grant; 

IV. 

,  remain;  II.  =  I.  ;  III. 

j  F-»  nmnant,  rest. 

,  const, 

»  F 

const. 

>  branch,  stream. 

H.    wwflr/    III. 

bind  by  an  oath,  adjure. 

,  see 

nnes 
;  const. 

seven. 

,  buy  i 

*  seventy 

>  impf. 

II.pass.  of  I.;  III.  j^. 

,  suff.  ̂ 5lp>  breach,  grain. 

,  impf.  J"Qt?K   res*>  ̂ ase; 
II.=  I.  ;  III.  caus.  of  I. 

,  M.,  the  mighty,  the  Almighty. 

>  Perf-  D^?  imPf-  S1tt?J>  r^- 
;     III.     caus.    of    L;     IV. 

'  revolt,  restore. 
III.      bend;      V. 

consec. 
worship. t    salute, 

(destroy),    II.    ̂     spoiled, 

wasted;      III.     destroy,     corrupt 

(one's  self)  ;  IV.  =  III. 

IVttf  ,  Perf.  0^  ;  impf.  JTttK  ̂  

lay,  fix,  make  ;  III.  =1. 

33$,  impf.  33tt?%  &  <fcw»/  HI. 
caus.  of  I. 

or  ,  impf. 

bereft  ;  IV.  bereave. 

pause 
etc.,  M.,  shoulder. 

F.  fll33ty>  inhabitant,  neighbor^ 

j    impf.  ̂ Sty^ 

,  become  drunk. 



,  const. 
peace. 
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,  M.,  health 3 

,  extend,  send; 

III.  and  IV.  =  L 

,  F- 

rfuly  ruler. 

^;  V.  be  plundered. 

or  Q^^,  impf. 
whole,  prosper;  III.  complete;  IV. 

restore,  complete,  requite. 

peaceable. 

>  impf. 
see 

,  const, 
•? 

feminines,  ̂ OO  ;  const, 

,  day  before  yes- 
terday. 

;  const. 
M.,  mark, 

name. 
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,  const.  ̂ fi\$,  M., 

heavens. 

»  const- 
;  with  femi- nnes 

or  Sa,  impf.  »a%  hear, 

listen,  understand;  II.  &?  heard, 

submit;  III.  wtf&r  ̂ ^r,  tell; 

IV.  ̂ //. 

>  MV  Simeon. 

impf.  Ibt^N  wa^A/    II. 
take  heed  ;  V.  observe. 

,  const.  n3      ;  plur.  B  W  J 

const.     ̂ 3        or    f\*\ytf  ;     dual 

,  const. 
const.  ̂ Plt^j  ̂ze/^' 

^3^?>  F.  B^ritS^  two,  in  the  com- 
pound twelve.     [L.] 

Plur-     B*HS>tt?  »      const. 

c,^ 

,  const. 
j  const, handmaid. 
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,  judge,  rule; ,  impf. 

II.  pass,  of  I.     ̂ s^Qi  judge. 

(drink),     III.     let    drink, 

water;  IV.  =  III. 

,    impf. 

const. 

;  with  femi- 

see 

,  const. T 

nines 

consec. 

"1,  drink. 

n 
(SID),  const. 

plur. result. 
>  ̂'.produce,  profit, 

>  const, 
F.,  generations. 

,  const, 

;  const. I 

horror,  abomination. i 

,  Const.  *:pFl,  M., 

i'  const- 

nng. 

nnn  (mn),  sufr.  ̂ ppip,  etc., 
under,  instead  of.     [XXIX.] 

l*  imPf-  rTOri%  J/to^>  wonder. 

),       yesterday. 

ma),  const, F.,  exchange,  compensation,  acqui- 
sition. 

*  Perf-   DP  5   impf. 
/K,  complete,  exhausted;  II. 

I.  ;  III.  Drill,  imPf-  DFP>  caus. 

of  I. 

testimony. 

nipn  (mp)  const,  nipn, 
,  hope. 

*  const. 
nines     tl^Fl  >  const. 
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abide  =  dwell 

able,  be,  ̂3%  also  prevail  over. 

Abraham,  Dfl'VMS- 
address,  ̂ 5^,  V. 

after,  nflX* 
afterward^'  HPIX- 
alive,  'fl- 

ail  (the  whole),  -Q   ̂3;    (each, 
every),  ̂ 3- 

also,  BJ. 

among  =  in. 

angel  =  messenger. 
answer,  v.,  ItJS- 

appear,  riSnVn.;  f^pj,  II. 
approach,  ̂   jj. 

arise,  flip- 

as,  3,  also  like,  when,  according  to. 

ENGLISH-HEBREW, 

before,  adv., 

ass, 

be,  j-pfl  ;  is,  /.*.  exists,  $\ TT  l_ 
bear  (a  child),  1^;  (a  burden), 

become  of,  ftyy,  with  S. 

behold, 
bereave, 

bereft,  be, 

best  =  good  or  goodness  of. 
Betimel,  hwr#- 

between,  p3,  sing,  or  plur. 

bless,  ̂ T-nS,  IV.  ;  bless  one's  self,  V. 

bow,  v.9  nnp,  nntr,  v. 
boy,  ")5J  j,  also  young  man. bracelet,  TJ?S- 

bring,  Kia/ni-;  -back,  31$, 

III.  ;   —  down,   TV,   III.  ;  — 

brother, but,  Q 

by  =  in. 

C. 

camel, 

Canaanite 

cast  one's  self  upon, 
,  V.  with 

city, 
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VOCABULARY. 

come,  8*0  ;  —  to  pass, 
comfort,  QHJ,  IV- 

concerning  =  to. 
confirm  =  establish, 

consider,  p2,  V. 

converse,  "Q^  II. 

also  birth,  family. 

count,  *1BD>  I- 

cover,  np3»  IV.  5  —  o^'s  self,  V. D. 

daughter,  J-Q. 

day,  01*-  ;  to-day,  n1'- 
deliver,  Km  HI.  with 

desert  =  leave. 

detain,  -jHS,  IV. 
determine,  H^,  Hi- 

diminish,  jtop,Tm. dismount  =  fall. 

draw  (water), 

draw  near  =  approach. 

drink,  nnCh  let  drink, 

dweU, 

earth, 
R 

,    also  land;    to   the 
earth, 

eat, 

empty,  ».,  nny,  IV. 
establish,  ̂ gjy,  III.  ; 
evening,  3*1  S« 

every,  see  all. 
evil  =  bad. 

expose,  nba,  IV. extend,  Htpj- 

eye,  r  JJ,  also  spring. 
F. face, 

family, 

father, 

favor  =  mercy. field, 

III. 

find,  K5£tt»  also  befall. 

finish,  H73,  IV.  with  the  infinitive. 

flock,      T 
fodder, foot, 

form,  Hi^^fi,  also  sight,  appear- 
ance. 

free,  be,  flpj,  II. 
free,  ̂ J. 

from,  7,  also  of. 
full, 



ENGLISH-HEBREW. 

G. i 
garment, 

gate, 

gift  (willingness),  f 

girl,  rnSW»  also  yoimff  woman. 

give,  jflj.' 

forth,  XJP  >  —  round,  3D  5  — 

God, 

god, 
gold, 

good,  3lfc  ;  better,        3-ftj  ;  best, 

good,  be, 

goodly  =  good. 

goodness, 

great, 

great,  be, 

H. 

half  (shekel),  JJp 
hand,  T>;  left—  , ;  right 

haste,  ̂ HJS,  IV.,  also  make  haste. 

hate,  XJ^I 
have,  ̂5,  with  or  without  fpfi. 
hear, 

heart,  ̂ ,  also  self; 
heaven, heavy, 

heavy,  be, 

"  T 

herd,  ̂ p3,  also  cattle,  oxen. 

heed,take,T-||5$,  II. 
honor,  ̂ 33,  IV. horse,  DID- 
house,  0^3. 

hurry,  intr.,  ̂ ^  ;  tr.  III. 
husband  =  man. 

impoverish,  ̂ *^%  I.  or  III. 
in,  3,  also  by,  with,  among, 

incline,  intr.,  ffftj  ;  tr.  III. 
inteUigent, Isaac, 

J. 

K 

kindly  (to  the  heart  of), 
king, 

kneel, 
know, 

jar,  1J. 

keep  =  watch. 
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Laban, 

land  =  earth. 

lead,  Hill  I.  or  III. 

leave,  ̂ JJJ,  also  desert,  withhold. 
like,  be  =  resemble. 

like  =  as. 

little,  a,  {OS!?. 

lodge,  |^. 
look,  see  see. 

lord,   'llH*  also 

M. 

magnify,  ̂ J,  III. 

maiden,  fllp^JJ. 
make  =  do. 

man,  fij^S,  also  husband. many 

mare, 

master  =  lord. 

meet,  K^;  to  -, mercy,  1DPT 

Mesopotamia, 

messenger,  ̂ K^tt^  also 

midst,       T Hilkah, 

money  =  silver. 
morning, 

mother, 

mouth, 

Nahor, 

name, 

nose,  Pitt,  also  wrath; 

nurse,  „.,  pj;;  «., 

0. 

oath,  nb 

observe,  -|Q^,  V. 

old,  be,  pj.  1 
old,  JpJ;  old-age, 
on,  *2JJ»  a^so  uPon»  over>  near,  on 

account  of. 
or,  IS- 

p. 
perhaps,  ̂ tf. 

place,  v.,  *[)gy,  III.  ; 
place,  »., 

possess, 
pray!  S3- 

precious  things, 

prepare,  H3B,  IV. 

prevail  (against)  =  be  able. 



ENGLISH-HEBREW. 

67 

prince  (willing),  yp 

prosper,  tr.,  ft^X,  HI. 

prostrate  one's  self  =  salute. 
provide,  JIS,  IIL  with 

punish, 

queen, 

a 

raise,  Xt?J,  also  bear. 

rear,  ».,  ̂|,  IV. 
release,  niHB*  IV- 

resemble,  9$»,  II.  or  V. 
restore  =  return. 

return,  intr.,  21t#  ;  tr.,  III. 

reveal,  plbS- 
Rebecca, 
ride,  3 

ring,  nose-,  ear-,  QJJ. 
rver 

,    I.  with     J;    ruler, 

run, 

salute, 

worship, 

Sarah, 

S. 

,  V.   with 
;    also 

see,  riK*3  ;  look  at  one  another,  V. 
seed,  jhj. 

self,  2|p;    myself,  ̂ 5^,  lit.  my 
heart 

send,  Pli?^i  !•  or  IV servant, 

shoulder, 

show,  n,  III.  ;  -  mercy,  f 

silent,  be,  ̂ in*  I-  or  IV. 

I          -  T silver,  F|p3>  also  money. 
sister,  nl slay, 

small, 

son,  73,  also  descendant ' 

speak,  n^,  IV.  with 
spring  =  eye. 

sprout,  npiln- stand, 
station, 

still  =  again. 
straw,  |3^1. 

street,  MR, 

subdue,  "Tj'n,  III. 
surround,  2jp,  I.  or  V. 

swear,  ̂ 3^,  II. 
Syria, 



68 VOCABULARY. 

T. 

take,  Pfpb  '>  —  forcibly,  ̂ *p>  !• or  III. 

tell»  ̂ 50  IV.;  *IJJ,  III.,  with  ̂ . 
tent,  ̂ ^K. 

that,  ̂ 5,  also  for,  when, 
thence, 
there, 

thigh,  T 

thing  =  word, 
thither,  f 

thousand, 

thus  (as  follows), 
time.  n^y. 

to,  •),  also  for,  at;  *2&  also  toward, 
concerning, 

trough, 

U. 

under,  nHF1>  also  instead  of. 
understand,  pa* 
until  =  unto. 
unto, 

V. 
veil, 
very, 

vessel, 

virgin, 
T  : 

w. 
walk  with,  i.e.  live, V.  with 

wash watch, 

water, 

way 

weight, 

where,  ,-pX- 
whether,  p|. 

why,  ni2^  ;  before  gutturals 
wife  =  woman. willing,  a^J- 

willing,  be,  naK>  also 
willingness, with,  n 

withhold  =  leave, 

woman,  ntt^K»  also  wife. 
word,  ̂ a4- 

worship  =  salute. 

Y. 
Yahweh,  nln^- 



ADDENDA. 

PART   FIRST. 

Page  84.    Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

ur-  D^*lS8  )  const.  ̂ TQS?»  M''  servant- 
Page  89.    Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

>  draw  (water}. 

Page  98.    Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

>  M->  Canaanite. 

jy,  a  hortatory  particle,  come,  pray. 

Page  132.    Insert  before  3  the  remark  :  When  suffixes  are  added, 

with  the  preceding  vowel  disappears. 

PART   SECOND. 

Page  40.    Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

Page  47.   Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

;  III.  suckle. , 

Page  48.  Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

*l33j  impf.  nSp^,  be  heavy  ;  II.  be  honored;  III.  make  heavy;  IV.  honor. 
Page  52.  Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

ntOfc,  plur.  nlK1stt,  F.,  vision. 

Page  54.    Under  ̂ t?3,  after  "inf.  const.  flX'tV'  add  "  or 
Page  56.  Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

Jig),  here. 

Page  59.    Auvi  to  the  vocabulary, 

or  HS%  Plur-  D1?"!;  const.  *$*],  M.,  friend,  neighbor. 



ADDITIONAL    CORRECTIONS. 

PART   FIRST. 

Page  69.     Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

"l!jn,  const.  *"Q*!J>  piur.  0^3^  ;  const-  *H5*1>  M->  word>  thin%- 

Page  82.     In  the  last  line,  after  the  comma,  insert,  unless  the  guttural 

is  X  ;  and  after  the  example  given  add,  but  "liK^ 

Page  112.     Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

T^,  go  down;  III.  bring  down. 

Page  130  f.      Insert  between   2.  M.,  singular  and  plural,  the  3.  M. 

plurals  ̂ 3,  ̂ J,  etc. 

PART   SECOND. 

Page  61.     Add  to  the  vocabulary, 

Dfi  W>    impf.  Dt£?\  be  astonished,  devastated;   II.  =  I.  ;  III.,  astonish, 
devastate;  IV.  =  III. 
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